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MOLECULAR BEAM KINETICS
Richard Bahrena, Jr.
Inorganic Materials Research Division, Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory
and Department of Chemistry; University of California,
Berkeley, California

ABSTRACT
The dealgn of a crossed Molecular bean "euperaachlne" for neutralneutral collisions la discussed. The universal electron boabardnci.t
ioniser, mass filter, and ion detection aystea of the detector, the
supersonic nostle sources, the differential pumping arrangement for
the aourcea and detector, the tlae-of-flight detection if scattered
products, end the overall configuration of the apparatus are described.
The elastic scattering of two systems, CH, + Ar and NH, + Ar,
have been measured using ths supermachine with two supersonic roczle
sources. The rainbow structure and the Interference oscillations
are eeen in each eystea. The best fit to the data waa found using
a Horse-Spline-Ven der Keale (MSV) potential. The three potential
-14
parameters c, r , and B were found to be 2.20(*.04)*10
ergs,
14

3.S2(*.M)A, and 7.05* .20 for CH^ + Ar, and 2.21(* .04)*10"* ergs
3.93(*.05)A, and 8.45*.30 for HHj + Ar.
v

A new phenomena in crossed molecular taas of condensation of a
molecule on a cluster to form s complex waa observed.

A bromine

molecule condensed on cluatera of chlorine (CI,) and ammonia (NH,) .
The value of X for meaaurementa In these experiments ranges from 7
to 40 for chlorine cluatera and from 10 to 70 for ammonia clusters.

-vi-

Angular and tl*e-of-flight distributions are presented for detected
ions ranging In size from BrCl
systea and from Br(NR.)

to Br.Cl,. for the Br„ + (C1-)

to Br,(NH ) , for the Br

+ (NH )

system.

When the Br. forms a condensation complex with the cluster, the
complex either lives long enough to reach the detector or fragments
with a very small recoil velocity.

Products have not been observed

corresponding to the reaction of Br, with CI,.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The field of cheaical kinetics to many simply entails the
determination of rate constants for a Multitude of reactions. But
to the true klneticist the Interest extends past the measurement of
reaction rates to the dynamics of the individual react1 ins themselves.
The real interest lies in how the various chemical properties of
different atoms or molecules will influence the dynamics of a particular
type of reaction.

Since the first measurement of an angular distribution

in a crossed molecular beam experiment

In 1955, a tremendous amount

of knowledge on the dynamics of chemical reactions has been learned
2 3
from crossed molecular beam experiments. '

The early crossed molecular

beam neutral-neutral scattering experiments have been primarily
confined to alkali reactions due to the ease with which alkalis can
be detected by surface ionization techniques.
With the advent of the electron bombardment molecular beam
4
detector

5
and a very clever arrangement of sources and vacuum pumps,

the field of crossed molecular beam chemical dynamics was extended
from alkali reactions to reactions encompassing most of the elements
in the periodic table. To perform the ultimate beam experiment,
A(n,v,J) + Bfa'.v'.J') •+ C(n",v",J")

+ D(n'", v"', J'"),

where the electronic, vibrational, and rotational state of each reactant
and product were known would require very Intense beam sources and
an extremely long length of time. A more realistic approach to a
good crossed molecular beam experiment would have two well defined
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beams with narrow velocity distributions and have the ability to deter
mine the velocity of the scattered products. Knowing these two
parameters along with the measured angular distribution as in more
primitive experiments permits a much more detailed analysis of the
kinematics of the reaction.

The design considerations necessary to

build a beam machine capable of doing these experiments and the
description of the actual crossed beam apparatus, MBA-Kathy, is discussed
at length in Chapter II.
One of the first projects undertaken on the new "super-machine"
was the study of elastic and inelastic scattering of the hydride
molecules, CH,, NH , and HF, with Argon.

Since the molecular beam

"supermachines" have been able to produce high quality data on rare
gas-rare gas intermolecular potentials from elastic scattering and
good quality data on diatomic-rare gas systems such as N , 0 , HCl + Ar,
it seemed reasonable to study the elastic scattering of a slightly
more complex atom-molecule pair such as the hydride molecules. The
hydride molecules with their large rotational spacings also provide
good systems for the study of inelastic scattering by
utilizing time-of-flight velocity analysis. However, due to the
necessity to uiove the molecular beam apparatus from Berkeley only the
elastic scattering of CH, and NH_ with Argon has been studied up to
the present time. The results from these experiments are presented
in Chapter III.
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Typlcally crossed molecular beam experiments have elucidated
the mechanisms of bimolecular reactions.

Recently, Lee et al. have

formed a complex with a fluorine atom and various olefin molecules
and observed the unlmolecular decay.

Now that it is possible ro

form many Interesting types of Van der Waals molecules,

it is

feasible to study teraolecular reaction kinetics In crossed molecular
beams by looking at reactions such as particle growth initiation
ArHCl + NH, +
3

NH.C1 + Ar ,
4

or atomic recombination
ArCl + Cl

+

C l + Ar
2

.

During the course of these studies on Van der Waals molecules King,
g
Dixon, and Herschbach

published their results on the facile six-

centered reaction
Br + Cl^ •* 2BrCl + Cl
2

where Cl, Is the Van der Waals molecule.

2

In trying to reproduce the

experimental results of this reaction, a new complex was formed by
the condensation of Br. on heavy chlorine clusters ((Cl,) where x
has a range of approximately 10 to 25).

This condensation phenomena

is described in Chapter IV along with possible future experiments
with these clusters.
These two experimental studies are only a small fraction of the
large number of studies that this molecular beam apparatus was designed
to perform.

They are in a way two experiments that deomonstrate .he

potential of this apparatus for doing many more interesting molecular
beam experiments.
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II. APPARATUS AMD EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS
A.

Introduction and Design Criteria

For the past twenty years beam aachlnes have had many different
configurations for studying elastic, inelastic, or reactive scattering
on a large range of chemical systems. Esrly neutral beam studies were
mainly concerned with the chemistry of the alkali

metals since they can

be detected with up to 100X efficiency using surface Ionization techniques
Of course the limitation with surface ionlsatlon detection Is that it can
only be used for chemical systems involving the alkali metals and a few
other mfttals with low Ionization potentials. During thfc last 10 years a
universal detector has been developed which bas extended crossed molecular
beam experimentation to chemical systems encompassing many more regions of
the periodic table.
The main goal for the design of this "supermachine" was to make it as
versatile as possible for studying either elastic, inelastic, or reactive
scattering and to be able to study the widest range of chemical species as
possible.

In order for this goal to be attained there are several basic

properties which the apparatus must possess. First, the machine must uti
lise a universal detector which will be able to detect any type of atom or
molecule.

Second, the detector must be able to scan as large an angular

range as possible in the plane of the beams. Third, the beam sources
should be as Interchangeable as possible since for some experiments monoenergetic well collimated gas sources are needed, whereas, for others ei
ther a high temperature or discharge sources are needed.

Fourth, the vac

uum chambers must be made of a material that is strong enough to maintain
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the geoaetric alignment of the beam and detector and Is resistant to
corrosion since many of the experiments will use corrosive chemicals.
Fifth, the detector must be as sensitive toward scattered signal as possi
ble.

Last, the velocity of the beams ana scattered species should be able

to be determined.

With the above criteria

and the

cognition of the fact

that someone must be able to run this apparatus, the machine was designed.
In order to see where the emphasis should be placed for the most
efficient design of the apparatus, it is necessary to look at how intense
a signal can be expected for a given cross section.

This signal must then

be compared to various sice background signals in order to determine what
the background signal must be in order to see a signal after counting for
a reasonable length of time.
For the purposes of this calculation, it is assumed that there are
s

two beams of particles intersecting at 90 with fluxes I.„ and I,., cross
sectional areas of AT and A

and beam widths w. and w- respectively.

The

number of particles scattered out of beam 2 (N) is
v Q

N - Ajljjjd - e~^ t )
where a

(1)

is the number density of beam 1 and Q is the scattering cross

8ectJ>ti which is typically angle dependent but for this case is considered
angle independent.

For n. w. Q

K <

1 the number of particles scattered out

of the beam is given by
N - A I
2

2 0

n^Q

(2)

The number of particles scattered into a solid angle fi per second (S),
assuming an isotropic distribution, is then
S - I

2 0

A j n ^ Q SV4IT

(3)
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or
S -

I

2 0

n QV£1/«TT

(4)

where V Is the volume of the collision zone define by the intersection of
the two beams.
Particles which pass through the collision zone but are not scattered
will make up the background for this calculation, although, in practice a
beam catcher can be used to pump a large portion of these particles out of
the system before they can contribute to the background.

In particular

experiments, usually involving gases which constitute a large fraction of
the atmosphere, there are other sources of background but they will not be
considered here. The background will be determined by the number density
at the detector.

To a large extent this background will determine the con

figuration and the pumping requirements of the apparatus.
To get a rough idea of what the signal will be, a beam and detector
geometry will be assumed and the signal calculated for various beam fluxes
and cross sections given in Table II-l. The assumptions made for the cal
culations in Table II-l are as follows: the collision zone volume is
3
.015 cm ; the signal is scattered isotropically and the detector subtends
-4
an angle of I by 1" or 9.69x10
steradians; the particles are detected
s

15 cm from the collision zone; and the velocity of reactants and scattered
products is 4 x 10

cm/sec.

Since this apparatus will utilize a "universal detector", an electron
bombardment ionizer is used which is a number density detector. Therefore,
in designing the geometrical configuration and pumping requirements of the
apparatus the scattered signal number density and the background number
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Table II-l.

Beam 2
Intensity

Bean 1
Intensity

(

MoleculesX
^Molecules

1

cm - s15
ec
1*10'

2

ixio

16
17

3

1*10

4

1*10 18

5

1X10

19

6

1*10

20

Detector Signal & Background

/

Molecules'
/fM
olecules\

/

ycm - s15
ec
1X10

\^/

1X10
1X10
1X10
1X10

16
17
18

19

20
1X10'

Scattered
Products

Cross
Section

/

\

AtoleculesX
\

8

e

c

/

3.63 * 1 0

H

3.63x10"
3.63x10
3.63x10
3.63x10

8
10
12

3 . 6 3 x 1 0 14

Scattered
Number Density
AfoleculesX
V

c m

/
. 4.16
4.16x10'
4.16xl0

H

4.16x10"
4.16x10
4.16x10

8
10
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density at detector must be compared.

If the sources are two supersonic

nozzle source's, beam intensities listed in row 4 of Table II-l give a
conservative estimate of what the total number of scattered products should
be.

For sake of comparison, if the bean with intensities listed in Row

4 were put into a chamber with a 5000 1/sec. pump the background nuaber
10
density at the detector would be approximately 2.5 x 10

3
molecules/cm .

This number is nearly 4 orders of magnitude larger than the scattered pro
duct number density.

This simple calculation illustrates the point that

the detector must be isolated from the collision chamber and sources of
background gas.
Before proceeding to the detailed description of the configuration
of the apparatus, statistical noise, the main contributor to noise in most
molecular beam experiments, should be mentioned.

Using a universal elec

tron bombardment detector will at best give an ionization efficiency of
0.1%.

Looking at Table 4, it is apparent that at times the count rate

could be several hundred counts per second but coupled with a time of flig'it
system could be less than a few counts per second.

At these low count rates

the predominent source of noise will be the statistical variation in the
number of counts.

In order to measure the background signal, one of the

beams is modulated with a chopping wheel. The scattered signal can be ob
tained by measuring the signal with both beams on and then with one beam
on and then subtracting the counts in the background channel from the counts
in the signal plus background channel.

If the counts per second of signal

plus background is S and of background is B then in time t the noise N is
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The signal to noise ratio (R) as a function of t is
St
y ( S + 2B)t
R

(6)

or the counting time required.for a given signal to noise ratio Is

£S2t*SL

tm!

(7)

-1
If S>B then t scales as S

-2
and if S « B then t scales as S

. To achieve

short count times S and S/B should be as large as possible.
A large signal and signal to background ratio requires the use of
intense beams, beam modulation, a good resolution mass filter to eliminate
all background Ions except the one of interest, a high efficiency detecter
system, and extensive differential pumping.
Since the development of the universal detector over 10 years ago and
through the development of new and better pumping techniques to obtain an
ultra high vacuum, several groups have undertaken the construction of a
molecular beam "supemachine".

The basic criteria have been outlined here

and further explanation can be found by Lee, et al.

The criteria for con

struction of the various machines are the same but the method of meeting
them vary.
Several of the machines, including this one, are of similar design.
1
2
The initial design by Lee, et al. has been used by Grice
various modifications.

and us with

The design essentially consists of two stationary

sources with differential pumping and rotating lid from which are suspended
three differentially pumped chambers which houie various parts of the
detectar.

Both source chambers and dctecter chambers are housed in a large

collision chamber which is pumped by oil diffusion pumps and cryogenic
liquid nitrogen surfaces. The detecter chambers are pumped by Ion pumps,
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titanium sublimation pumps and a liquid heliua pump. An apparatus of
3
somewhat similar design by HcFadden et al. utilizes the same general con
figuration but extensive liquid helium pumping is used to trap each of the
beams. One of the earlier "supermachlne" designs is by Bickes and
4
Bernstein.
Their design u t i l i s e s a round scattering chamber which contains
the oven, a differentially pumped nozzle source and a detecter chamber
pumped by a 4 inch liquid nitrogen baffled diffusion pump.

They also use

dual beam modulation and detect the scattered signal at the beat frequency.
Their detecter utilizes the typical Paul maaa filter but unlike the machines
previously mentioned it utilises the Weiss
Brink

type Ionizer rather than the

design.

Another configuration used by two other molecular beam groups (Bills
7 8
9
and Cross * and Grosser and Haberland ) has the detecter in a stationary
position and the beams moving around the collision cone. Machines of this
type usually have reduced pumping apeeds for gases that are not condensable
and therefore are not as versatile as the previously mentioned machines.
Both of these machines employ the Weiss type ioniser. Blaia and Croaa
utilise a dual beam modulation technique. Grosser and Haberland have ob
served both in plane and out of plane scattering.
An apparatus for studying the D + H, reaction has been constructed by
Geddes, Krause, and Fits.

Their apparatus is constructed with the usual

differential pumping idea but with extensive use of liquid helium pumping
to trap the hydrogen. Their apparatus also measures a velocity distribu
tion using a phase detection technique. Geddea
apparatus to study the 0 + CS. reaction.

has also used a similar
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Evra with theae many machines now operational the new chemical systems
that have been studied Is relatively small which tends to accentuate the
fact that molecular beam experiments are still extremely diffucult even
with the advances of modern technology.
B.

Vacuum Chamber Configuration

The vacuum chaabars have been designed to utilize extensive differential
pumping.

The different vacuua chaabars can be divided into three categories -

the aourca chaabars and colllaatlon chambers which define the geometry of the
parent beams, tha aaln chaabar where the collision between the two beams
takes place, and the datactor chaabar which houses the various detector parts.
Tha geometrical configuration is simply two beams crossing at an angle of
90* and the detector rotating about the collision zone in the plane defined
by the beams.

This la the best general arrangement for most experiments

although for certain experiments it is better to have the detector rotate
9
in a plane perpendicular to one of the beams.

The vacuum chambers were de

signed so the beams and detector could be as close as possible to the colli
sion zone without sacrificing pumping speed or angular resolution.

One of

the main criteria in the design of the vacuum chambers was that the pumping
speed be as large as possible for as many different parent species as
possible.

The last, and most difficult, problem was designing the parts

with extremely close tolerances so as to have the beams and detector posi
tioned accurately enough so ae not to vary the relative geometry by more
than .002 or .003 of an inch.
1.

Source Chambers and Collimation Chambers

Although the source and colligation chambers have been designed to
house various types of aources, their size and configuration were mainly
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chosen so intense hypersonic nozzle bears could be used. The aain criteria
for the maximum intensity achievable from a nozzle source (see nozzle sec
tion of this chapter) is the speed that gas can be pumped away from the
nozzle expansion region. To achieve a high pumping speed for non-condensable
gases, the source chambers were designed to be pumped by 20 inch diffusion
pumps.

In order not to drastically reduce the pumping speed of a 20" dif

fusion pump, the source chambers also had to have a diameter of 20 inches.
The source chambers are constructed In two parts in order to facilitate
aligning and working on the sources. One part, the inside source chamber,
is bolted directly onto the main chamber and extends into the main chamber
as shown in Figures II-l and II-2. The Inside source chamber;; slide into
the two side chamber parts in the main chamber in such a way as to align
the front face of these chambers with respect to each other and the detector.
The nozcle source assembly is attached to the rear of the front face of these
chambers as shown in Fig. II-2. The beam chopper-beam flag assembly bolts
onto the front face of Inside source chamber #1. Inside source chamber #2
has a beam flag assembly that bolts onto its front face. Both chambers also
have an electrical feedthrough flange to bring power and signals in and out
of the collimation chambers. The sloping portion of the inside source cham
ber near the lower front, shown in Fig. II-l, Is necessary to increase the
pumping speed between the volume downstream of the skimmer and upstream of
the collimating slits and the NRC VHS 6 inch diffusion pumps.
The second part of the source chamber, the outside source chamber, is
bolted on the top of a mobile stand so it can be rolled back and forth from
the main chamber. This permits relatively easy access to the Inside side
chamber.

An illustration of the outside side chamber la shown In Fig. II-3.
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Flgure II-l. Cross Sectional View of the Apparatus
1. Main chamber.
2.

Colllmatlon chamber #2.

3. Source chamber #2.
4. Detector chamber #1.
5. Detector chamber #2.
6.

Ionization chamber.

7. Motsle source #2.
8. Beam source #1.
9.

Rotating detector lid.

10. Gate valve drive rod.
11.

Detector gate valve.

12. Liquid nitrogen cooling reservoirs.
13.

Rotating ring.

14.

Rotating lid O-ring seal.

15. Kaydon KG350XFO

35 Inch bearing.

16. Bearing retainer ring.
17. Tec-Ring seals #A-01926.
18.

Ioniser

19. EAI Quad 250 quadrupole mass filter.
20. Quadrupole exit lenses.
21.

Eta 9524S photomultipller tube.

22. Pilot B plastic scintillator.
23. High voltage cathode.
24. Time of flight chopping vheel.
25.

IMC time of flight motor.
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Figure II-l ((cont'd).
26. Access port.
27.

Detector charter 1 entrance slit;

28. Detector chaober 2 entrance
29.

alit.

Ionization chancer entrance slit.

30. Cold shield.

— To
Side Chamber
Diffusion Pump

To
6 inch
Diffusion Pump

To
6 inch
Diffusion Pump

To
10 inch
Diffusion Pump
XBL 751-5449

?Ig. I I - l .
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Figure II-2. Top Cross Sectional View of the Apparatus
1. Detection Chamber #1.
2.

Detection Chamber #2.

3. Ionization Chamber.
4. Colliiaatlon Chamber 1.
5. Colliaation Chamber 2.
6.

Source Chamber 1.

7. Source Chamber 2.
8. Detector Chamber 1 entrance elit.
9. Detector Chamber 2 entrance elit.
10.

Ionization Chamber entrance alit.

11. Bean 1 Colllmating slit.
12. Beam 2 Colliaating alit.
13.

Sklmmwrs

U.

Monies

15. Htating or cooling fluid tubes.
16. Gas inlet.
17. Beam Flag 1.
18. Beaa chopper.
19. Beam Flag 2.
20. Tim*-of-flight wheel.
21. Liquid nitrogen cooling.
22. Main Chamber.
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XBL 751-5441

frig, I I - 2 .
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Outiid* Sourct Chombor

Accm
Flanijt

— Noiil* A4|uttm*flti
EHelrifol Tnminol Strips

-Feedfhrouqh
Flonge

-Mobile Stand

X8L 751-5444

Fig. II-3. Outside Source Chamber.
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The 24 inch disaster flange bolts Into the main chaaber through the inside
source chaaber flange. An 0-rlng seal la aade between the outside and in
side source chaaber flanges. The outaide source cheaber also has two 16
Inch flanges on opposite aides. One Is for feedthroughs into the side
chaaber and the other is for access to the chaaber to make final connec
tions before puap down. The feedthrough flange configuration is shown in
Fig. 11-33. The chaabers, although designed to use e Norton 20 inch dif
fusion pump, are now being operated with CVC 10" diffusion pumps which are
bolted to the underneath side of'the mobile stand. The two source chamber
diffusion puaps ere filled with Dow Corning 704 Silicon pump oil. The
source chaaber 1 diffusion puap is backed by the mechanical pumping combi
nation of a Kinney KMB-230 Booatlvac blower and a KEH-65 single stage mech
anical puap. The eource chamber 2 diffusion puap is backed by a Kinney KDH80 mechanical pump. The pumping systems end interlocks for the side chambers
are shown in block diagrams in Figs. 11-5 and II-7. A detailed wiring sche12
matlc can be found on LBL blueprint #8S3175.
Specific wiring connections
for terminal atrlps in each aide chaaber can be found In Appendix II-3.
The other chambers used In forming the beams are the two colllmatlon
cheabere shown in Figs. II-l and II-2. The colliaatlon chamber is present
for the sole purpose of differential pumping.

In other words, if an atom

or molecule paasee through the skloaer hole from the source chamber into
the colllmatlon chaaber and doesn't pass through the collimating slits and
on through the collision cone, then it will get pumped out of the system
through the colllmstion chaaber diffusion puap before it can effuse through
the collimetlon alite and into the main chaaber. This reduces the number
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Side
Chomber

1
Block Oiogrom
1
Collimation
Chomber 1
Block Diagram 2
Side
Chomber
2

Coll.
Chomber
2

Detector
Chambers
Block Diagram]
Block Diagram Block Oia.
5
2
3

Main Chomber
Block Diagram 4

XBL 751-5465
Fig. II-4. Block diagram location for various sections of the
apparatus.
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POP-8
CofflpuMr

Oteiiieacopt

T.t
Countors

u

Slop Oolo !
Pui»a Canarotor|

*-

Noizla Sourca
Hootar Supply

Noixla Sourca
Thtrnmcoupia
Potantiomatar

CML
VorioUa Fraquancy
Supply

Phoaa Splittar
to
Hystarisii Motor

Photo translator
Amplifier

Ion Guogo
Powar Supply
2

Collimator
Powar Supply

LEO
and
Pnototransistor
Powar Supply

Baom Flog
Controllar

Tainparotura
Intarlock

Cooling Wotar
Intarlock

NRC Guoga
Intarlock

0. R Powar
Intarlock
XBL75I-54461

Fig. I 1 - 5 .

Block diagram 1 side chamber 1 e l e c t r o n i c s
diagrams.
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Ion Guoge
Power Supply
2

Collimotion
Chamber

Ion Guoge
Switching
Ponel

Kinney KC-»5
Mech. Pump
I 5 cfm
Temperature
Interlock
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Fig. II-6. Block diagram 2 Collimation chamber
electronics.
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Fig. II-7. Block diagram 3 side chamber 2 electronics.
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Fig. II-8. Block diagram 4 main chamber electronics.
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Flgure I I - 9 .

Block Diagram 5

1.

Ultkek ISO 1/aac Differential Ion Punp and Titanium Sublimation Pump.

2.

Vaeco 225 1/aec Hag-Ion Pump and E-Beam Titanium Sublimator Pump.

3.

Veeco 100 1/aac Noble Gaa Pump.

4.

Janie Liquid Helium Puap.

5.

10 l i t e r liquid notrogen dewars.

6.

IMC Motor.
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of background aoleculas in the aaln collision chamber and •.'tlaately the
number of background molecules that can reach the detector. The two collimatlon chambers are both in one unit which must be the first chamber In
stalled in the apparatus. Each colllmatlon chamber la pumped by a NRC VHS-6
• inch diffusion pump filled with a low vapor pressure silicon diffusion
pump oil (Dow Corning 705) and backed by a Kinney KC-15 two stage mechanical
pump. A block diagram of the pumping and Interlock system Is shown In Fig.
II-* and the detailed wiring schematic is In U L blueprint I8S3175.
Two final pointa should be mentioned about the colliaation chamber.
First, the two cylindrical cutouts in each chamber are for the time-offllght chopping wheel clearance.

Second,'there are two interchangeable sets

of colliaatlng slits which can be used. The exact dimensions and positions
of the collimating slits will be given in another section. The collimatlng
silts are put In place from the aaln chamber side of the colliaatlon cham
ber. This makes alignment of the collimatlng slits quite simple (described
in the apparatus alignment section of this chapter). The

silts now made

are acts of double colliaation silts and colliaatlon slits that can be heat
ed but still installed froa the aaln chanber side of the collimation chamber.
(See Appendix II-l for appropriate blueprints of the slits.).
2. Mais Chaaber Design
The aaln chamber of this molecular beaa apparatus serves two purposes.
First, it is the chaaber in which the collision between the two beams takes
place and second, and aoat Important, It maintains the relative positions
between the two sources and the detector. Since the collision cone is only
about 0.2 cm wide, the main chaaber auet be able to maintain strict tole
rances (.001 inch) between the source chambers and the detector chaaber.
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Th* alaa of tha main chamber was Indirectly dtterained by the site of the
source chamber diffusion pumps, which war* to be 20 Inches in diameter,
and tha size of tha rotating detector lid. The lid diameter was ultimate
ly determined by the diaaatar of an obtainable bearing which in this case
was 35 inches. Tha approximate dimenalons of the vacuum chamber In order
to accomaadata these two items la 132 cm long, 130 cm wide, and 84 cm high.
In order to construct a vacuum chamber this sics and atill maintain
lta critical dimensions, tha chamber was constructed from 304L stalnles*
steal. Stsinlass staal was used Instead of aluminum for two reaaons: one,
tha stainless steal chamber can be made from thinner walls than aluminum
since its strength and density are greater than aluminum; two, stainless
steel can provide an ultimately cleaner vacuum system.

The main chamber

walls are 1 1/2 inch thick 304L stainless steel. This thickness is suffi
cient to maintain the required tolerances on all but the top (rotating de
tector) side of the vacuum chamber (aee Fig. II-l).

Due to the large open

ing neceasary for the rotating lid and not wanting to make the top side
out of an excessively thick plate of stainless steel, the chamber was con
structed with three 1" x 3" strongbacks which skirt the outside of the ro
tating lid hole. Each strongback runs from one side wall to an adjacent
side wall and is intermittently welded to the top 1 1/2 inch plate. The
wall for the rotating ring assembly was made from a cast stainless steel
ring and welded into the top plate. A detailed drawing of the main cham
ber may be found on LBL drawing #12>»4126.
The main access to the apparatus is through one removable side flange.
The bottom side has 5 port holes for diffusion pumps, 4 of which are now
being used. Two holes pass through the bottom wall to pump the collimation
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chambers when the apparatus Is assembled, as shown in Fig. 11-1. The
other two diffusion pumps pump the main chamber Itself.

The main chamber

pumps arc a CVC-6 6 Inch diffusion pump and a CVC-10C 10 inch diffusion.
Both pumps are liquid nitrogen baffled.

The 6 Inch pump is baffled with a

NXC 0326-6 liquid nitrogen long life trap and the 10" pump with a CVC
BCN-101B liquid nitrogen baffle.

Both diffusion pumps are backed by one

IS cfm Kinney KC-15 mechanical pump.

The main chamber diffusion pumps are

operated with Dow Corning /OS diffusion pump fluid.

The pump system and

associated electronics are shown In Fig. II-8. A diagram of the relative
positions and orientation of the diffusion pumps is given in Appendix II-3.
The most critical part of the main chamber design is the rotating
seal which allows the 35 Inch detector chamber lid to rotate and still
maintain a pressure in the main chamber of 1 * 10~

torr.

An overall

assembly of the rotating seal and detector lid is shown in Fig. II-l and
a detailed cross section of the bearing, rotating ring, and 0-ring are
shown in Fig. 11-10. The bearing used to support the rotating lid must
be able to easily support the 15,000 lbs. of force which is exerted on the
lid when the vacuum chamber is pumped out.

The bearing used for this pur~

pose is a Kaydon Reall-Slim type X ball bearing (Bearing Number KG350XPO).

13

The radial vacuum seal is made between the outer wall of the 0-ring grooves
in the main chamber and the outer radial surface of the rotating ring.

Using

a rotating ring for a sealing surface, rather than the outer radial surface
of the rotating lid Itself, facilitates the installation of sealing rings
and removal of the rotating lid.

The sealing rings are two special Tec-

Rings made by the Tec Seal Corporation

14

(Seal #A01926).

The Tec-Ring ha:
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XBL 751-5471
Fig. IX-10.

Cross sectional view of rotating ring seal.
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a carbon inpregnated teflon sheath with a U-shaped cross section surrounding
a coiled stainless ateel expander spring which exerts a radial force that
keeps the teflon sheath against the sealing surface as shown in Fig. 11-10.
It is necessary to use these teflon 0-rings in order to reduce the turning
friction of the seal.

The rotating ring has an 0-ring groove to accomodate

an undersize rubber 0-ring which keeps dirt and dust from getting into the
Tec-Ring Seals. The main chamber rotating ring sealing area contains a
smaller groove between the two Tec-Ring grooves.

This groove is connected

to the part of the vacuum system pumped by the main chamber mechanical pump.
The pressure between the Tec-Rings is less than 0.1 torr so that any leak
in either O-ring will only produce a minute leak into the main vacuum cham
ber.

At present there is no measurable rise in pressure in the main chamber

when the lid is rotated.

The following is a list of the specifications for

the Tec-Rings:
Gland Dimensions:
Inner Diameter - 34.993 inches
Outer Diameter - 35.469 inches
"W" Dimension

-

0.238 inches

"D" Dimension

-

0.375 inches

Since many experiments are run with condensable gases the main vacuum
chamber contains a liquid nitrogen cooled nickel plated copper cold shield.
The cold shield is made of 3/16" thick OFHC copper plates and is supported
from the bottom of the main chamber by three needle point stainless steel
screws to rec'. ice heat conductivity.

The shield is cooled by two U-shaped

flattened copper pipe manifolds which are silver soldered onto the copper
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cold shield plates. A cross section of part of the cold shield is shown
in Fig. II-l and a detailed drawing Is shown on blueprint 12N4136. The
liquid nitrogen reservoir for the cold shield is a Linde CR-17 gravity feed
dewar located outside of the main chamber on a special feedthru shown in
blueprint 12N4633.
Besides providing pumping for condensable gases the cold shield is de
signed to provide differential pumpleg by acting as a beam catcher. The
cold shield has been designed with copper lips which extend from the cold
shield to within 1/32 of an inch of the main chamber walls, thus, in effect,
providing a separate chamber within the main chamber.

There Is a 10 inch

hoi* in the bottom of the cold shield positioned over the CVC 10 inch dif
fusion pump.
main chamber.

This diffusion pump pumps gas out of the main volume of the
The 6 inch CVC diffusion pump used to pump the main chamber

is covered by the bottom plate of the cold shield and only pumps the volume
contained between the outer wall of the cold shield and the inside wall of
the main chamber.

In the wall of the cold shield opposite each beam, there

is a hole into whJ.ch fits a stainless steel beam deflector.

The beam de

flector is simply a flange containing a hole which is the approximate size
of the beam at the cold shield wall with a highly polished stainless steel
wedge behind it to deflect molecules from the beam to behind the cold shield.
These molecules are then more likely to be pumped out through the 6 inch
diffusion pump than return to the main volume of the chamber.
3.

Detection & Ionization Chamber

The detector and the vacuum chambers which house it are probably the
most Important parts of this apparatus. As shown in Section Il-A, the
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ability to see Interaction with small cross sections depends on the total
amount of scattered signal and the ratio of scattered signal to background
signal.

Both of these quantities can be maximized by the design of the

detector itself and the latter can be maximized by a well designed vacuum
and vacuum chamber system.

Therefore, the detection chambers are designed

to make maximum use of differential pumping.
The detection chaaber system consists of three separately pumped
vacuum chambers as shown in Fig. II-l. The detector parts (the Ionizer,
quadrupole mass filter, and exit lenses) are in a linear configuration
which rotates about the collision zone in the plane defined by the two
parent beams.

Figure II-2 shows that there are three walls between the

collision zone In the main chamber and the detector Ionizer In the third
chamber which is called the Ionization chamber.

Each wall contains an open

ing whose size depends on the particular angular resolution chosen.

A de

tailed description of the silt dimensions is given in the alignment section
of this chapter.

The purpose of having three openings before the detector

is to provide that the only atoms or molecules that will enter directly
into the ionizer from the main chamber must have come from the collision
zone and have been scattered at the angle for which the detector is set.
The only other background molecules coming from the main chamber would have
to be traveling in the direction of the narrow angle subtended by the ioni
zer slit.

Background molecules, of course, can still enter the ionization

chamber fiom detection chamber 2 but with sufficient pumping on each of the
detector chambers this contribution is significantly reduced.
Another feature of this linear detector and detector chamber arrangement
is its "fly-through" feature.

Since an electron-bombardment ionizer, which
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is only 0.1% efficient, is used in this apparatus most of the scattered
product will not be ionized the first tine it flies through the ionizer.
To prevent this scattered product that is not ionized from building up in
the region of the ionizer and contributing to the background, there is a
hole in the back wall of the ionization chamber which permits any scattered
atom or molecule that is not ionized to pass right through the ionization
chamber and back into detector chamber #2. With sufficient pumping in
chamber #2, only a small amount of the scattered product should reenter
the ionization chamber.
In order to reduce the background of various types of scattered products
three different kinds of pumps are used, plus liquid nitrogen cooling of
the detector walls.

Detector chamber #1 is pumped by an Ultek 150 liter/sec

differential ion pump and a heated filament titanium sublimator pump with
a liquid nitrogen cooled Cyro-shroud (ultek #210-7020).

Detector chamber 12

is pumped by a Veeco 225 liter/sec Hag-Ion pump (HI251) and an electron
beam heated titanium sublimator (VeecoFH-270) with a liquid nitrogen cooled
Cryo-shroud (Veeco SC-261).

The ionization chamber is pumped by a Veeco 100

liter/sec noble gas Ion pump (Veeco fPN-201) and a Janis 6 Inch liquid helium
pump (Janis No. 6CP). To further increase the pumping speed for condensable
species the walls of all three detector chambers are liquid nitrogen cooled.
A schematic diagram of the detector chambers and associated electronics is
shown in Fig. II-9.
A cross section of the detector rotating lid and the ionization
chamber is shown In Fig. II-l.

The rotating detector chamber is supported

by a 2 3/8 inch thick 30AL stainless steel plate. This plate keeps the
deflection of the lid after pump down to less than .001 inch.

Detector
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chambers 1 and 2 are suspended from this circular plate.

The ionization

chamber is a separate chamber that can be inserted through a hole in the
rotating lid and down into detection chamber #2. The seal between the
rotating lid and the ionization chamber and all seals to the detector
chambers are copper gaskets between two Hall flanges.

In order to form

better weld joints all the vertical walls of the detector chambers are
welded to a 3/16 thick stainless steel plate which in turn is welded to
the 2 3/8 inch stainless steel plate.

This 3/16 inch plate is suspended

by a tube from each hole in the lid that goes into a detector chamber which is seven tubes. The plate is also supported around its perimeter
with small tabs welded between the 2 3/8 and 3/16 plates.

The seven tubes

were attached to the 2 3/8 plate by welding the end of the tube to a lip
bored into each hole of the 2 3/8 inch plate.
Both detector chambers 1 and 2 are partially enclosed by a double
wall jacket which holds liquid nitrogen.

This keeps the entire chamber at

liquid nitrogen temperature while an experiment is in progress.

The walls

that have liquid nitrogen cooling are shown in Figs. II-l and II-2. A
detailed drawing of this part can be found in blueprint It 12N4146.
Since large ion pumps are being used only the one on the ionization
chamber is located directly over the chamber it is pumping.

In order to

connect detection chambers 1 and 2 to their respective ion pumps, the vol
ume shown in Fig. II-l that connects the two chambers is divided into two
parts as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 11-29.

The conductance of each

of these volumes is sufficiently high so as not to drastically reduce the
pumping speed of the ion pumps.
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Oetector chamber #1 has a 1 1/2 inch high vacuum flange immediately
above it to provide access to this region which was needed for detector
alignment.

It also can accommodate a titaniumsublimator pump to increase

the pumping speed of detector chamber 1. Detector chamber 2 contains the
two electrical feedthrough flanges. One is a 26 pin Ultek feedthru, and
the other contains 3 high voltage feedthroughs for the quadrupole mass
filter and an exit lens. The rear and bottom sides of detector chamber 2
each have a 5 inch ultra high vacuum flange seal. The rear flange mates
to the exit lens - scintillator housing assembly and the bottom flange
facilitates detector assembly.
The ionization chamber as mentioned before is removable from the de
tector chamber lid.
cooled.

This chamber is also double walled and liquid nitrogen

The ionization chamber is shown In Fig. II-l and in detail in

blueprint #12N4724. The lower portion of the ionization chamber which
houses the ionizer is constructed from a solid piece of OFHC copper which
was silver soldered onto the double walled stainless steel part.

The

copper was silver soldered to the rest of the chamber before the final
machining so as to obtain precise alignment between the ultra high vacuum
flange and the opening in the copper.
portion was nickel plated.
inches by 4.126 inches.

After final machining the copper

The rear opening in the copper piece is 2.001

The ionizer plate on which the ionizer and the

quadrupole are mounted is located in the correct position by these two
dimensions.

All of the collimating slits in the detector chamber are

mounted in a similar manner.
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The reason for machining larger precision holes in the detector
chambers is twofold.

First, since the detector chambers are all liquid

nitrogen cooled it is difficult to accurately predict how far each chamber
will move when It is cooled.

Although the chambers should contract approxi

mately .05 inch, it is difficult to calculate exactly, especially for de
tection chambers 1 and 2 because the length of liquid nitrogen cooling is
not equal on all the wills.

To solve this problem larger holes than

necessary were made and measurements were taken to find out exactly how
far each hole moved when the parts were cooled down to liquid nitrogen
temperature.

These measurements and also the size of the locating surfaces

of the holes are listed in the alignment section of this chapter.

The se

cond reason for making the detector openings in this fashion is that it
allows the angular resolution of the detector to i>a varied so as to accom
modate the needs of a particular experiment.

This has not been done to

date since it requires the shut down and disassembly of the detector.

This

is not as prohibitive as it sounds since all the detector parts will auto
matically realign themselves when they are reassembled.
The detector chamber is also equipped with a gate valve which allows
the detector to be shut off from the rest of the system enabling the detec
tor to remain under vacuum while the rest of the apparatus is vented to
atmosphere to be worked on.
in Appendix 3.

The gate valve and counter assembly are described

The gate valve has one rectangular hole in it which is the

beam defining entrance slit for looking at scattered signal and one smaller
.003 inch diameter hole in it which is used for looking at the beams so as
to prevent the unnecessary build up at background in the detector and also
provide a narrow time of flight gate function.

Both holes can be positioned
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to better

than •001 inch using the gear assembly and counter shown in

Fig. 11-36. The alignment procedure is in the alignment section of this
chapter.

The seal for the gate valve is made with a teflon Tec-Ring

(ICR-012-CS-0F) with a stainless steel expander.

There is no rise in

detector chamber pressure when the rest of the apparatus is vented.
To estimate the effectiveness of the detector differential pumping,
careful calculations must be made to estimate the total number of products
scattered into the detector per second and the amount of background in the
ionization chamber.

Since this calculation is dependent on the parent

beam geometry, the detector slit geometry and the angular resolution of
the detector, it is located in the section of this chapter on alignment.
C.

Beam and Detector Aperture Geometry and Alignment Procedures

This section will be divided Into two parts. The first part will
cover the detailed calculations for the angular resolution of the parent
beams and the angular resolution of the detector.

Also included in this

part will be the effect of angular resolution on the number of particles
scattered into the detector and the ratio of scattered signal to background
signal in the ionization chamber.

Finally, the effect of slight misalign

ments in various apertures will be examined and maximum misalignment dimen
sions will be tabulated.

The second part of this section will discuss pro

cedures for aligning the various parts of this molecular beam apparatus.
Alignment of the detector chamber, detector slits and detector parts will
be covered.

Also the location of the center of rotation of the apparatus,

the alignment of oven and nozzle sources, and the alignment of the parent
beam collimating slits will be described.
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1.

Bea» and Detector Geometry
The present geometrical configuration of the sources and detector are

shown in Fig. 11-11 and an exaggerated slit diagram is shown in Fig. 11-12
in order to illustrate effects of misalignments.
The two criteria for determining the dimensions of the source slits
and che detector silts are to obtain an angular resolution that is sufficient
for an experiment and still get the maximum scattered signal, and to make
the collision zone dimensions and the detector slit sizes such that there
15
is no viewing factor.

The viewing factor is simply the fraction of the

collision zone that the detector "sees" at different angles.

To avoid

having to correct for a viewing factor, the detector must be able to see
all products scattered from the entire collision zone at the particular
detector angle setting and within the angular resolution of the detector.
Of course, experiments can be run while having a viewing factor but a suit7 8 15
able experimental correction factor must be obtained. ' '

The angular

resolution (Res) is defined here in laboratory coordinates as the sum of
the two angles which represent the most deviant angle of scattered product
from the collision zone when the detector Is perpendicular to the widest
part of the collision zone. This is shown as 6

and 6

in Fig. 12. The
w

l

widest part of the collision zone occurs at the angle <(> • arc tan -rr—.
2
the resolution of the apparatus' is

So

w

Res - 6 + 6
R

L

(8)

To obtain a realistic expression for the resolution, slit misalignment is
included by specifying the actual slit width and the distance from the true
beam axis to one side of each slit as shown in Fig. 11-12.

When a mis

alignment of either beam causes the colision zone to move closer to the
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detector the resolution will get larger.

Using the dimensions listed for

Figs. 11-11 and 11-12, the resolution is given by
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2

These three variables just specify the position of the center of the
misaligned collision zone from the perfectly aligned collision zone.
Now the dimensions of the umbra (W.,, W-, W .
(W.' . w'

Rt

W„) and the penumbra

W' , wJ) of the parent beams must be calculated for the various

slit dimensions given in Figs. 11-11 and 11-12.

The widths cf the colli

sion zone are given at the point where each beam passes through the center
of the collision zone. Where there are circular slits rather than rectan
gular slits the dimension specified is the diameter of the circular oriface.
This will not effect the location of the umbra and penumbra but only the
intensity distribution between them.

The following axe the expressions for

the collision zone beam widths and misalignment dimensions in terms of the
slit dimensions:
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The last two silt dimensions which must be found are the slit dimen
sions for detector chambers 1 and 2. Remembering that the detector chamber
entrance slit must be large enough to prevent having a viewing factor given
reasonable tolerances for slit misalignments. The detector chamber 1 silt
width is
W

W

+ W
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<
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With the above equations to describe the geometrical configuration
of the parent beams and detector, the collision zone dimensions, the reso
lution of the apparatus, and size of the detector slits can be calculated
for various parent beam slit dimensions. The effect of slit misalignment
can also be calculated to find out the maximum deviation from perfect
alignment without having a viewing factor.
Finally, a calculation, similar to the one made at the beginning of
this chapter, is made to determine the amount of scattered signal and
signal to background In the ionization chamber for various detector reso
lutions. The number of scattered product molecules that pass through the
ionization chamber is given by
2

I °
D

I ^ QV W
- ^
4TT(d + d )
22

1

1

(24)
2

2

where I,- is the incident flux of beam 2, n. is the number density of beam
1 at the collision zone, Q is the cross section for the collision, V is the
volume of the collision zone given by W, * w. * W. where W. is the smaller
T

of W, or W,, and W,, d,, and d, are shown in Figs. T-11 and 11-12. The
background number density of the product being detected is calculated by
assuming that the background can come from two sources outside of the de
tector chamber. The first source is the scattered product from the colli
sion zone and the second source is from background gas in the main chamber.
Once a molecule gets into a particular chamber it can get out in several
ways.

If it is a scattered product it can fly directly through the chamber

and pass into the following chamber, If it makes it through the second
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Figures 11-11 and 11-12. Apparatus Dimensions
Name
I.

Dimension

Beam 1.
dj,

COR to collimatlng silts 1.

d.~

Collimatlng silts 1 to skimmer orlface.

S.„

Width of colllmatlng slits 1.

S._.

Distance from true center to left edge of
collimatlng silts 1.

S._

Diameter of skimmer 1 orlface.

S.

Distance from true center to left edge of

RI

skimmer 1 oriface.

II.

W.

Width of beam 1 umbra at collision zone.

W

Distance from COR to left side of umbra.

lt

W*

Width of beam 1 penumbra at collision zone.

W.,

Distance from COR to left side of penumbra.

Beam 2.
&

COR to colllmating slits 2.

d-*

Collimatlng slits 1 to skimmer orlface or oven
crucible slit.

S_

F

Width of collimating slits 2.

S.

p R

Distance from true center to right edge of
colllmating slits 2.

S.

Width of oven slits or diameter of skimmer orifacc

R

S„_

R

Distance from true center to the right
oven slit or skimmer oriface.

edge of
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Apparatus Dimensions (Cont'd.)
Dimension
Width of beam 2 umbra at collision zone.
Distance from COR to right side of umbra.
Width of beam 2 penumbra at collision zone.
Distance from COR to right side of penumbra.

COR to detector chamber 1 entrance slit.
Detector chamber 1 entrance slit to ionization
chamber entrance slit.
Detector chamber 1 entrance slit to detector
chamber 2 entrance slit.
Width of detector chamber 1 entrance slit.
Diatance from true center to left edge of detector
chamber 1 slit.
Width of detector chamber 2 entrance slit.
Wiuth of ionization chamber entrance slit.
Distance from true center to left edge of ioniza
tion chamber entrance slit.

Collision
Zone
Collimotion Slit 1

Detector
Chamber 2
Slit

Ionization

Chomber
Slit

Deisctor Entrance
Slit

S r

IW

2

Skimmer 2

2

T

3

CoMimotion Slit 2
i2- 11-11.

XBL 751-5461
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datector alit hole in that particular chamber.

Once a molecule becomes

background gaa it may either effuse through one of the detector slits or
ba pumped out of the system by the pumps on that particular chamber.

The

equations used to. determine the number density in each detector chamber are
given in Table 11-2. N., N,, and N. are tha number densities in detector
chambers 1 and 2 and tha Ionization chambers respectively.

S., S„, and S..

are the pumping speads for each of tha detector chamber and V is the average
velocity of tha gaa.
To find the optimum slit geometry, Focal language computer programs
vera written to run on tha PDF-8 computer.

Slit geometries were determined

that would give resolutions of 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 degrees in laboratory
angle.

For a given size collision cone the detector slit widths were calcu

lated to give an angular resolution of 2.0 degrees.

Once the detector slit

sizes were decided upon, the largest allowable source slit dimensions in
order to avoid a viewing factor were determined by a method outlined by
C. A. Mime.

Briefly, the calculation proceeds as follows.

The signal at

a given angle is the sum of the contributions from each point in the colli
sion zone.

Provided that the detector resolution

in LAB angle is small

and the distribution of relative collision velocity vectors throughout the
collision zone is the same, then the contribution to the signal from one
point in the collision zone is given by
dS<6) - A-I(e)-n (T)-n (T).n(T)-dt
1

2

(25)

where n.(i » 1,2) are the number density of reactant particles from beam i,
dT ia the differential volume element, and &(T) is the solid angle subtended
by the visible portion of the detector slits, A is the normalizing constant

Table 11-2. Formula for detector Chamber Background Number Densities.
Chamber

Formula
2
NaVWj

1 , 1h

I V 2W

2

Detector 1

N-

*

.+

W

V

- -w7S

L

2

)

d

V

2

!^' ]
d

< l » ">

n2 r
4

W

d

2 1 -

"s

tA
2 ( d

l*u[ 2^ - l ** « *2« ^

T

I

+ d

v w

+

1

N VW

W

r l l

d

)

2

•"•>
^ 2( /d
2

4

x

+ d )
2

2
w

2"|

Detector 2
1TVD

s,
*2 +

2

4

16

2

•fa
j y W l ^{3 +25^
- ^ i ,d- -wJ^g (yyd^)
+

Detector 3

2

a. V and d dimension given In Figs. 11_ and 12_ except d. Is the distance from the center of rotation
(COR) to the exit bole of the Ionization chamber and D, is the diameter of the Ionization chamber
exit slit.
*
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independent of angle or position, and 1(6) is the LAB angular differential
cross section.

The signal at a particular LAB angle, is then given by
S(6) - A-I(8) /n (T)-n (T)-fl(T)-dT
1

2

(26)

1(6) can then be obtained by dividing the signal S(6) by A-V(6), where
V(6) - /*n (T)-n (T)-fi(T)-dx
1

2

(27)

The method of evaluating this integral is described by Mims.
The max

a slit widths for a resolution of 2.0 degrees and to avoid

having a viewing factor are listed in Table II-3. The apparatus angular
weighing function, V(6), for several collimating slit widths is shown in
Fig. 11-13 and for different misalignments of each beam is shown in Fig.
11-14. With the source slits set to give the largest collision zone with
out a viewing factor, the maximum misalignment of each beam is given in
Table I1-4.
The background number densities in each detector chamber for various
beam intensities, scattering cross sections, background pressures, and
slit geometries are shown in Table 11-5. This table also shows the signal
to noise ratio for various counting times, different beam intensities, and
different scattering cross sections. Of course, some of the number densities
seem low in the various detector chambers, but this is realistic if it is
remembered that many background masses can be discriminated against with the
quadrupole mass filter.

So if the particle being observed is not the same

mass as a typical background particle (see Fig. 11-20), then these numbers
are a realistic representation of the signal Intensities that should be ob
served In this apparatus.

Since the angular distribution of scattered

particles has been assumed to be isotropic, the signals actually seen should
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40
LAB ANGLE 9

(deg.)
XBL 751-5457

Pig. 11-13. Apparatus angular wlghtlng function, V(9) for three
different collloating slit widths. A-colllmating slit up
to 0.250 cm wide, B-colimatlng silts 0.300 cm. wide, and
c-colimating slits 0.400 cm wide.
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1.00 —

S 0.95 3

!

>
0.90-

40
LAB ANGLE 9 (deg.)
XBL 751-5456
Fig. I I - M .

Apparatus angular wlghting function, V(0) for various beam
misalignments with colliaating slit width of 0.250 cm.
Numbers above each beam show the distance the beam is
misaligned for each curve. A misalignment of 0.025 cm
of either beam produces approximately the same wlghtlng
function.
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Table II-3. Apparatus Silt Dimensions

Dimension Location

I.

Width or.
Diameter
(cm)

Height
(cm)

0.380

0.380

Distance
to COR
(cm)

Detector

Detector Entrance S l i t (W ,d )
1

1

d

+ d

Detector Chamber 2 S l i t ( W i i i 2

)

0 , 3 S 8

°*

0.300

0.300

2

3 5 8

4.44
1 3 , 9 7

Ionization Chamber Entrance
Silt (Wj.dj+dj)
Ionization Chamber Exit (D^, d^)
Entrance to Focusing Lenses

0.350
—

Umbra subtended by Detector Entrance
S l i t and Ionization Chamber
Entrance S l i t at COR
Penumbra subtended by Detector S i l t s

0.398
0.600

II. Collision Zone
Maximum collision zone penumbra width
Beam 1

0.243*

Beam 2

0.243*

Penumbra widest dimension

0.340*

18.40
27.20

—

39.7
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Table II-3 (Cont'd)
Width or
Diameter
(cm)

Dimension Location

III.

Height
(cm)

Distance
to COR
(cm)

Beam 1
a

,150 D

Maximum skimmer Dla. (S._)

«

10.53

Maximum colllmating Silt Width(S )
lp

,250

.320

0.95

Collimating slit width for 2* res.

207

.320

0.95

Operating skimmer Dia.(S )

075D

—

10.53

.320

0.95

—

7.75

1R

Operating collimating slits(S )

180
to
240

±F

IVa.

Beam 2 (Nozzle)
a

Maximum skimmer Dia.(S )

.080 D

2R

a

, 3 2

'

Z l

.250

Operating Skimmer Ola.

.062D

—

7.75

.130
to
.240

.320

2.22

Operating oven slit 1

0.025

0.625

8.47

Maximum Collimatin, Slit for
oven slit 1

0.250°

0.320

2.22

Operating oven slit 2

0.062

0.625

8.47

2F

Operating Collimating Slits(S, )
F

IVb.

°

Z

Maximum collimating Slit width(S )

Beam 2 (High Temperature Oven)
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Table

Dimension Location

Maximum collimating slit for
oven slit 2

1-3 (Cont'd)

Width or
Diameter
(cm)

0.160
to
.240

Height

Distance
to COR

0.320

2.22

"Maximum allowable valve so as to avoid having a viewing factor for
given misalignment dimensions.
Circular orifaces are specified by a D.
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Table II-4. Maximum Beam Misalignment Dimensions

Slits

Maximum misalignment
from perfect center
cm
(inches)

Beam 1 collimatlng

0.025

(.010)

Beam 1 skimmer

0.025

(.010)

Beam 2 collimating

0.02S

(.010)

Beam 2 skimmer or oven

0.025

(.010)

*Th. location of the beam slit other than the one specified must be on
center or off in the same direction as the one Indicated.

Table I 1 - 5 .

Detector
Conditions

Be..

HIGH PUMP

1*10

13

Besa 2"
Intensity

Main*
Chamber
frtseure

Crcaa
Section
CM

Scattered
(Density

1.0

5.1*10*

2*10~

7

S*10

17

2*10~

7

5*10

17

2*10"

7

i*io

13

5*10

17

2»10"

6

1.0

5.1*10*

1*10

M

5-10

17

2»10"*

1.0

s.mo

1«10

1 3

2X10**

1.0

5.1*10*

7

1.0

7

1.0

5«10

17

1*10

13

1*10

13

x

l 10

i*io
a)

b

1 3

13

S«lo"

s«io"

2*10~

5«10»

2*10"

10.0 •
0.1

Counting
time
<*«c>

Det. Chaaber IDenelti
i\
#2
#3

3

22

100

226

100

7

110.

100

22

390

100

71

6*10

5.1*10°

7*10*

1.3*10*

3*10

3

7«lo'

S.7*10

3

11.

5.7*10*

s.eno*

5

7*10

7

7*10

7

7*10

B

5.1*10*

7*10

7

5.8*10

5.1*10*

7*10

7

5.8*10*

5.8*10*
5

0

100

7*10*

s.mo

Signal
to Nona
Katie-

39.
3

100

U

8.3*10

3

100

19

8.3*10

3

10

6

8.0*10*

The c o l l i s i o n zone width la 0.243 ca, the datactor e l l t widths for chaabers 1 . 2 , and 3 ara 0.380, 0.357, and 0.300
respectively. RICH PWP and KM PUMP refer to tha puaping, apaeds for each datacttoc chaster which for RICH POMP
ara 1000 1/a for chanbers 1 and 2 and 150C 1/sec for chaaber 3, and for L0H PUMP ara 150 1/a, 225 1/a, and 109 1/aec
for chaabera 1, 2 , and 3 respectively.
3
2
b) Muster densities in particles/car and Intansltlss In parclclee/ca sec.
c) Torr
d) Ioulsatlon efficiency of 0.01X
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LOW PUMP

l

fDenelty

D e t e c t o r Backaiound Condition*
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be better than those listed.

Exceptions to this will arise.

For example,

if elastic or inelastic scattering is being observed the detected particle
will be the same mass as the parent particle so the background
will be higher than in the reactive scattering case.

pressure

The situation is even

worse for narrow angle elastic scattering since at small angles the fringes
of the beams can get directly into detector chamber #1.

Fortunately, it is

often possible to measure this scattering since the cross section for this
type of scattering Is large.
2.

Alignment Procedures
The first part of this section has described how the width of the

various slits were determined and also listed what the maximum allowable
slit sizes ere, and whet slit dimensions are actually used . The following
section describes the practical aspects of how the slits are aligned in the
apparatus and how their width and location are determined.

The alignment

procedures are divided into the following subsections:

A.

A.

Center of rotation (COR) determination.

B.

Beam plane location.

C.

Detector chamber alignment.

D.

Detector alignment.

E.

Parent beam alignment.

Center of Rotation (COR) Location
All the alignment procedures for this apparatus depend upon having an

accurately located center of rotation (COR).

The center of rotation in this

apparatus consists of a #38 nickel wire (~ .0035 inch diameter) attached to
a pair of metal slides which can move independently at right angles to one
another.

The metal slides are attached near the COR on the bottom of the
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rotating detector lid.

A lead weight is attached to the bottom of the

nickel wire to keep it taut.

To position the wire on the center of rota

tion would be easy if the detector lid could swing 180°, but once the
collimation chambers are in place the detector lid can only be rotated
s

approximately 120 .

In order to locate the COR for this situation it is

necessary to use two optical cathetometers.

The nickel wire may be posi

tioned on the COR as follows:
1.

Set up the two cathetometers so there Is an Included angle

between them of about 90* and they can both sight on the COR wire
when the detector Is in two different positions 90° apart.
2.

Sight the two cathetometers on the COR wire.

3.

Rotate the detector lid 90° and estimate how far the COR wire

has moved from the vertical cross hair of each cathetometer.

The

diameter of the nickel wire may be used as an estimate of the COR
wire distance from the cathetometer cross hair.
4.

To determine which direction to move the COR wire draw a dia

gram as shown in Fig. 11-15. The two axes represent the direction
of sighting on the COR wire with the detector in its initial position.
The detector is then rotated 90

s

(clockwise in the figure) and the

COR wire is in a new position in each cathetometer.

The distance

the wire has moved in each direction Is plotted on the figure. A
circle with an appropriate diameter is drawn so that 90° of its arc
in the direction the lid was rotated will connect the old COR wire
location with the new location. The center of this circle is the
true location of the COR.
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COR Wire Locotion
ofter 90° cw rototion

Cothetometer
1

Initiol COR Wire
Location

True COR

Cothetometer
2
XBL 7 5 1 - 5 4 6 3
Fig. 11-15.

Center of rotation location diagram.
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Move the two metal slides to try to position the COR wire on the

true COR.
6.

Repeat steps 3, 4, and 5 until the detector can be rotated and

the COR wire does not move from the cathetonteters vertical cross hair.
B,

Beam Plane Location
The location of the beam plane for this apparatus was extremely

critical in order to obtain accurate measurements for the initial alignment.
To find the beam plane the rotating detector lid was assembled and the
machine was leveled by placing a machine level on the rotating lid and ad
justing the legs on the main chamber stand until the lid was level in
orthogonal directions.

This aligned the lid and the main chamber bearing

surface to better than .0005 inch per foot.
The beams are located 3.375 inches above the center of the two source
chamber ports on the vertical center line.

To find this point a fixture

was made from a bar of aluminum of a suitable length so as to spa
hole and bolt onto the main chamber.
bushing with a half inch shaft.

the port

The bar contained a 3 inch long brass

The shaft rotates inside the bushing. A

rod with a machinists indicator attached to it and a rod with a point 3.375
inches from the center of the bushing rod were both clamped onto the bush
ing rod.

The bushing rod was turned so the indicator ran on the inside

bore of the 20 inch source chamber hole.

The aluminum bar was moved until

the bushing rod was centered to within .001 inch.

The rod was then rotated

until the point 3.375 inches from center was on the vertical center line of
the hole.

T. is point was marked as the beam position.

both source chamber holes in the main chamber.

This was done on

A cathetometer was set up

opposite each source hole and the cathetometer's cross hairs were positioned
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so as to look at the respective bean point parallel to the plane defined
by the detector rotating lid.

The cathetometers can be positioned in a

horizontal plana to better than .001 inch per foot.

With the center of

rotation and the baa* plane determined, measurements for the source and
detector slit locations could be made.
C.

Detector Chamber Alignment
The movement of the detector chambers after the vacuum chambers were

evacuated, and the detector chamber walls were cooled to liquid nitrogen
temperature had to be measured.

To do this a cathetometer was aligned on

the beam plane as described in the previous section.

The detector rotat

ing lid was assembled and the ionization chamber was put in place.

Five

openings on the horizontal plane in the detector chambers were fitted with
brass plates that enabled the detector chamber movement to be measured.
Each plate had a square hole in its center with lines scribed .010 inch
apart around the perimeter of the hole.

The center of the accurately mach

ined hole marked by a heavy horizontal and vertical line was precisely lo
cated with respect to the locating surface of each detector hole. This
was done for the detector entrance hole, the detector chamber 2 entrance
hole, the ionization chamber entrance hole, the ionizer support plate hole,
and the 5 inch hole for the scintillation counting unit.

Since the meas

urement had to be taken looking from the back of the detector toward the
COR, each successive hole going toward the COR was smaller than the pre
vious one.

This allowed the simultaneous measurement of detector movement

at all five positions.

The chambers were temporarily equipped with light

bulbs for these readings. After all the plates were In place the vacuum
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chambers were sealed and the apparatus pumped down.

The movement of the

plates was measured with the optical cathetometer looking through a Pyrex
porthole.

Measurements were aade in a cyclical fashion.

First, the meas

urements were made with the vacuum chamber at atmospheric pressure, then
the chambers were pumped out and again measurements were taken, then de
tector chambers were cooled to liquid nitrogen temperature and measured.
Measurements ware also taken when the chamber warmed up to room temperature,
and finally when the apparatus was at atmospheric preaaure.

This process

was repeated threa tlmea and the average of the.three valves was used as
the correct measurement.
.003 of an inch.

All the measurements are within about .002 or

The dimension for the locating surfaces on the five

plates and their distance to the center of the hole are listed in Table
11-6.

The distance that the center of each square hole is off from the

true center defined by the line in the beam plane of beam 1 Is given in
Table II-7 for the chamber at atmosphere, under vacuum and at liquid nitro
gen temperature.
The numbers listed in Table II-7 for the detector movement dimensions
at liquid nitrogen temperature were used in making the actual detector
slits and parts.

The construction details of each of the five parts vary

but their dimensions can be specified by listing the size of the locating
surface, the distance from the left locating edge to the center of the
aperture and the distance from the top locating edge to the center of the
aperture, and finally the dimensions of the aperture itself.

All dimen

sions and directions are looking from the back of the detector toward the
COR.

The detector entrance slit is on the sliding gate valve along v.-tth

a .003 of an inch hole to look at each beam.

The main aperture In the
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Table II-6.
Plate

Locating Plate Dimensions
Left edge
Width
to hole center
Height
(inches)
(Inches)
(inches)

Bottom Edge
to Hole center
(Inches)

Detector Entrance

0.715

0.357

0.309*

0.145*

Detector Chamber 2

0.624

0.317

0.748

0.375

Ionization Chamber

0.498

0.250

0.748

0.375

Ionizer Support

1.999

1.000

4.123

1.375

Rear Flange

4.500*

•Actually diameter of circle and distance from the bottom of c i r c l e .
••Distance from locating pins.

Table II-7. Detector Chaaber Hoveaent Wnenalona.t

At Atmospheric
Pressure

Plate

Entrance

At Liquid Nitrogen
Teaparatura

Under Vacuus

Up and Down
M a t . Dlr.*

Left & Right
Diet. Dlr.*

Up i Down
Diat. Dlr.*

Left 4 Bight
Mat. Die*

Op t Donn
Dlat. Sir.*

Left a Might
Mat. Mr.*

0.000 OC

0.040

L

o.oia

D

0.04O

L

0.000

DC

0.047

L

Detector Chamber
2 Entrance 0.045

C

0.020

L

0.030

O

0.020

L

0.042

0

0.020

L

Ionization
Chamber

0.028

V

C.C60

L

0.017

u

0.060

1

0.071

0

0.060

L

Ionizer
Support

0.024

V

0.057

L

0.015

D

0.057

L

.060

a

0.060

L

Sear flange

0.001

V

0.017

L

0.018

D

0.015

L

.002

D

O.OM

L

t

All dimensions in lnchea.

*

Direction Up(U) er Pown(D) ia the direction of the plate horizontal center U s e fro» the catbetoMter
horizontal cross hair, the direction Left(L) at Right (S.) la the direction of the plate vertical center
line fron the vertical crocs hair. Theae are the real directions not the apparent eathetoseter directions.

*
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gate valve has a small line acribed on the horizontal center line of the
hole to aid in aligning the detector.

The detector chamber 2 entrance

alit, the ionization chaaber entrance allt, and the ionizer plate all have
horizontal and vertical scribe lines on the hole centers.

The scintillator

housing which attaches to the rear flange Is different from the other four
pieces.

It is positioned by

two locating plna, and it aligns the exit

lens with the rear of the ^uadrupole mass filter.

In this case the dis

tances specified are between the center located by the pin In the detector
chaaber and the axis of the Ion exit lenses, again, looking from the back
of the detector toward the COR.

The dimensions for these five pieces are

listed in Table II-8.
The actual alignaent of the detector apertures is straight forward.
The cathetoaeter must be set up on a bean line in the beam plane.

The

gate valve and counter aechaniam must be assembled (see Appendix 3) and
the horizontal line set to line up with the cathetometer horizontal cross
hair. The counter reading must be noted since this will be the position
for the perfect alignment of the detector opening.

The detector chamber

2 slit must now be put in place and its scribed lines should fall on the
cross hairs of the cathetometer.

The ionization chamber is now lowered

into place but before tightening the UHV flange the chamber must be cor
rectly positioned.

To position the ionization chamber place the ioniza

tion chamber entrance slit in place and move the ionization chamber so as
to line up the vertical center line.

Place the ionizer support plate in

position and move the ionization chamber so as to position the vertical
line that is .010 of an inch off center on the vertical cross hair.

Remove

the ionizer support plate and recheck the ionization chamber entrance slit.

Table II-8. Detector Aperture Dlacnalooa.

Aperture

Locating Surfacea
Width
Height

Left Edge Co
Hole Center*

Detector Entrance
(Gate Valve)

0.717

b

0.383

Detector Chaaber
2 Entrance

0.620

0.748

0.323

Chanter Entrance

0.497

0.748

Ionizer Support
Plate

2.000

4.124

Top Edge to
Hole Center*

Aperture
Width

Dimension
Height

0.1S0(.381)

0.1J0(.381)

0.417

0.14K.3S8)

0.14K.3S8)

.0.189

0.446

0.118(.300)

0.11B(.300)

1.060

2.810

.140 dla.

Ionization

Rear Flange
(Scintillator Houalng) 2.250(radlua)

-0.016.«.*

a

Dimensions in inches except centimeter in parenthesis.

b

Controlled by gate valve positioning device.

c

Distance from flange center to exit lenae axis.

d

Distance to right of center when looking toward COR.

0.002*
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When both of these lines are lined up properly tighten the ionization
chamber down until the two flanges are netal to metal.

This completes

the alignment of the detector chambers and the detector slits.
D.

Detector Alignment
The detector is for the most part self aligning.

exit lens - scintillator units are both self aligning.

The ionizer and
The only part of

the detector that must be aligned is the quadrupole mass filter.
The EAI quadrupole mass filter is positioned in this system by a
specially made adapter flange (Blueprint #12N5612).

The quadrupole hous

ing is screwed onto the adapter flange and the adapter flange is then
bolted onto the back of the ionizer support plate.

The critical adjustment

is to get the axis of the quadrupoles to be normal to the front face of the
adapter flange.

This can be done fairly easily using a machinists flat

table and an indicator.

Once this is initially aligned there are no align

ment measurements needed to assemble the detector.
On the rear of the scintillator housing are two perpendicular scribed
lines whose intersection defines the beam line of the detector.

The height

of the horizontal line is at the height of the beam plane when the appara
tus is at atmospheric pressure.

This line is used to set up the catheto-

meter on routine alignment procedures.
E.

Parent Beam Alignment
The molecular beam uses two kinds of sources in terms of method of

alignment.

One is a source with a large slit such as a high temperature

oven, and the other is a source with a small orlface behind a beam defin
ing skimmer such as the hypersonic nozzle source.

First the easier align

ment of the oven type source will be outlined and then the more difficult
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nozzle" type source.
As mentioned previously, the collinating slits are mounted on the
collimntion chamber from the main chamber side. The hole in colllmation
chamber 1 is 0.722 inches wide and .987 inches high and the hole in collimation chamber 2 is .747 inches wide and .989 Inches high. The holes
serve two purposes.

First, the size provides an adequate viewing area to

make positioning of the rear slits easy.

Second, by making a locating

•urfice on the collinating slit holder to fit tightly into the colllmation
chamber the slits can be removed and replaced without necessitating re
alignment.
With the colllmating slits out of the apparatus the oven type source
is aligned as follows:
1.

Set up the optical cathetometer facing the beam source that is

to be aligned. Level the cathetometer using the two leveling bubbles
on the cathetometer. This is Important since the height of the beam
will be determined by the cathetometer and the cathetometers height
will be positioned from the horizontal scribe mark on the back of
the scintillator housing.
2.

Hove the cathetometer to the correct angular position opposite

the beam being aligned. This is done by moving the cathetometer into
a position so that both the COR wire and the vertical scintillator
housing scribe mark, when the rotating lid is at 0.0 or 90.0 degrees,
are lined up on the vertical cross hair of the cathetometer.
3. Once the cathetometer is properly aligned, place the oven in its
mount and position the oven slit so it lines up on the cross hair of
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the cathetoaster.

For IVSXIMIDI deviation fron perfect alignment see

Table 11-4.
4.

To line up the colllaatlng silts, loosely attach the silts in

the colllaating silt holder.

Place the colligating slit holder in

the colllaating chaaber hole and tighten the nuts to hold the collima
tor in place.
5.

Gently aove one of the colliaatlngsllts until the beam defining

edge ia lined up on the cross hair of the cathetoneter.

Tighten the

screws that hold this slit sids and rsaevs the colllmatingsllt holder
froa the colllaating chaaber.
6.

Using a Graetner shadow aachine, aet the free slit side one half

of the desired slit wlath froa the fastened slit side.

Tighten the

newly aligned silt side and loosen the one on the center of the slit
opening.

Now set this slit the full slit width from the other and

tighten all the screws. This should successfully align the collimating slits.
7.

Replace the colllaating silt holder In the hole of the collimating

chaaber and recheck the alignment with the cathetometer.

The beam

slits should now be perfectly lined up.
The following is the procedure for the alignment of the nozzle source:
1. line up the cathetoaeter as In steps 1 and 2 of the previous
procedure.
2.

Using the cathetoaeter as a sight, position the oriface of the

skieaer so that ita center lines up perfectly with the intersection
of the cathetometer cross hairs. Tighten down the skimmer.
3.

Place a piece of paper on the wall opposite the beam chamber of
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the beam being aligned.

Put a mark on this paper so It falls on the

cross hairs of the cathetometer.
4.

Set up the He-Ne laser behind the Inside source chamber of the

nozzle being aligned.

Adjust the He-Ne laser so It passes through

the skimner oriface and hits the mark on the paper.
5.

Now place the nozzle in its support (see nozzle section of this

chapter).

Adjust the nozzle position until the laser light passes

through the nozzle oriface.

Now adjust the nozzle adjustment screws

to try to get the laser.light coming through the nozzle oriface to
pass through the center of the skimmer oriface.
6.

Shut off the laser and place a light bulb behind the gas inlet

tube for the nozzle.

Temporarily remove the paper.

Look at the

nozzle with the cathetometer and adjust the nozzle until the light
from the oriface is centered in the skimmer oriface.

This may take

some patience.
7.

Vary the distance between the nozzle and the skimmer and check

to see that the nozzle oriface remains centered in the skimmer oriface.
8.

Remove the light bulb, replace the paper, and turn on the laser.

Move the nozzle close to the skimmer.
should appear on the paper.
9.

A round diffraction pattern

If this is so, the nozzle is lined up.

Align the collimating slits as in steps 4 through 7 of the pre

vious alignment procedure.

This concluded the alignment of the

nozzle source.
This section has explained the various methods for aligning different
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parts of the apparatus.

It is imperative that these alignment procedures

be rigorously followed since only slight misalignments, especially in the
nozzle sources, can lead to extremely reduced signals.

If any terms used

in the alignment procedures are ambiguous, detailed explanations may be
found in the assembly procedures in the Appendices of this chapter.
D.

The Detector

The detection of scattered products in low energy neutral-neutral
scattering, whether It be from elastic, Inelastic, or reactive scattering,
poses detection problems more difficult than found In beam experiments at
higher energies or In ion-molecule scattering studies . At high energies
it is relatively easy to discriminate against signal from low energy back
ground gas, but for these low energy neutral-neutral scattering experiments
the signal contribution from background gas is of paramount concern. Al
though surface ionization techniques have been used in neutral-neutral
scattering and are to a large extent free of background problems, they are
limited to a specific group of elements that can be studied.

Therefore,

it is necessary to use a detector that is non-specific in the products it
ionizes, and to discriminate against unwanted products by use of a suitable
mass filter.
An electron bombardment molecular beam detector was designed by
Brink

In 1965. The Brink design consisted of an electron bombardment

ionizer, which was able to ionize up to 0.12 of the particles passing
through it, and a Paul mass filter

to discriminate against un 'anted masses.

This apparatus utilizes a detector similar to the Brink detector, but modi
fied to enhance the signal.

It also utilizes a scintillation ion detector

system to help discriminate against noise other than background gas such
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as photons and electrons.
The other detection technique employed in this apparatus, and already
mentioned, is the use of bean modulation.

This enables the background to

be subtracted out unambiguously as long as careful selection of the beam
modulation frequency la used.
The general design of the detector is such that detector corponents
lie in the plane of the beam.

The ionizer is in a separate chancer from

the rest of the detector and utilizes a "fly-through" design u
background gas in the ionization chamber.

reduce the

The ionization chamber is pumped

by a noble gas ion pump and a liquid helium pump, plus extensive liquid
nitrogen cooling to make the background pressure in the ion zation chamber
as low as possible.

A schematic diagram of the detector and detector cham

ber electronics is shown in Fig. 11-16.
1.

The Ionizer
The electron bombardment ionizer for this apparatus is designed to be

as efficient as possible.

This has meant that parameters such as a well

defined electron energy and ionizing region size had to be sacrificed in
order to achieve a higher detection efficiency.

A .veil defined electron

energy could have been used to do appearance potential measurements in
some experiments.
The response of an electron bombardment ionizer is dependent on the
k, the "rate constant" for electron bombardment ionization.

Assuming that

the ion is produced from a electron-particle interaction and neglecting
processes such as second ionization and electron attachment, then the prob
ability that a particle will pass through the ionizer without being ionized
is e

-kt

if t is the amount of time spent passing through the ionizing region.
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Fig. TI-16.

Schematic of detector and associated electronics.
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The ' aization efficlenty (B) is given by B - 1 - e

.

If kt«l, then

B - kt and is thus proportional to the residence time in the ionizer.
Therefore, the detector response is inversely proportional to the velocity
of the particle, and the detector detects a number density.
So the number of ions that are fonu 1 in an electron bombardment ioni
zer per second is given by
N - ialAQ(E)

(28)

where i is the electron flux in the region of ".he ionizer that the beam
passes thro 5I1, n Is the number uensity of tht species being ionized, 1
is the length of the ionizing region and A is the cross sectional area
that the beam sweeps out through the ionizing region, and Q(E) is the
ionization cross section.

The number of ions per second from the ionizer

can be Increased by increasing the electron flux in the ionizing region or
the volume of intersection between the scattered beam and the ionizing
region.

The difference between the ion signal from background gas and

scattered signal, besides the number density of each in the detector, is
the effective ionizing volume that contributes to each through the ionizer.
Therefore, for the best signal to noise conditions the ionizing region of
the ionizer should only be as large as the cross sectional area of the
scattered beam that passes through it.
In order to achieve as high an electron density as possible, the ion
izer has a design similar to Brink's.

A schematic of the ionizer and elec

tronics is shown in Fig. 17 and a detailed assembly drawing in Fig. 30.
The ionizer essentially consists of a coaxial grid and cylinder with two
filaments diametrically opposite between the grid and the cylinder. The
filament floats at a negative potential with respect to the grid and a
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positlve potential with respect to the cylinder. The filaments are 15!
thoriated tungsten ribbons (0.0005"

x

0.025" cross section, Rembar Co. Inc.,

Dobbs Ferry, N.Y.) and are mounted as close as possible (0.050") to the
grid. One end of the filaments is attached to the cylinder and the other
end is attached to two separate metal connectors on a spring loaded alumina
plate which keeps tension on the filaments to prevent sagging when heated
After the filaments are first installed in the apparatus they must be
activated.

This entails heating the filaments above their usual operating

temperature to bring the thorium to the surface, oxidizing the thorium on
the surface and carhurltlng the filaments by heating in an atmosphere of
butane to prolong their life.

(See Rosebury, Handbook of Electron Tube

and Vacuum Techniques, Addlson-Wesley, 1965). When the filament is heated,
electrons are drawn off the surface by the grid (made from 0.010" dla
platinum wire wrapped around the grid structure) and accelerated through
the axial part of the ioniser toward the other side of the cylinder where
they are repelled back toward the center of the ioniser. The electrons thus
make several passes through the ionising region before they are finally
collected by the grid. This high density of electrons creates a space
charge effect which forms a potential well along the axis of the ionizer.
This pocential well traps ions along the axis of the ionizer. To collect
the ions from the ionising region a three lens focusing system was included
18
in the ioniser.
The focusing system consists of three cylinder lenses.
The first two lenses after the ionising region are split in two halves so
they can also act as ion deflectors if needed. The last lens Is simply the
hole through the ioniser support plate which is always at ground potential.
The lenses are unable to focus the ions perfectly because the Ions may be
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"born" anywhere along the axial distance of the ionizer and at different
potentials depending upon how far from the axis of the ionizer they were
ionized.

Because the qusdrupole mass filter used in this detector could

accept a fairly large Ion entrance angle, and quadrupoles In general are
not extrenely sensitive to entrance energy, the ions were not color correc
ted. The typical operating conditions for the ionizer are listed In Table
I1-9. The {.rid potential will give the upper limit for the ion energy for
the ionizer. The optima Ionizer conditions also depend on what mass is
being detected.

For proper quadrupola resolution of high masses lower ion

energies must be used.
The ionizer Is constructed from stainless steel and alumina. All of
the ionizer elements are mounted coaxially on four alumina rods which are
fastened to the ionizer support plate which bolts into the ionization
chamber and locates the ionizer in the proper position.

The ionizer ele

ments are spaced by alumina spacers which slide over the alumina rods and
the entire assembly is held together by spring tension. All the ionizer
electrical connections come through eight metal to ceramic feedthroughs
mounted on the ionizer plate. The assembly procedure for the ionizer is
listed in Appendix 11-3 of this chapter.
The power supplies for the ionizer are a Kepco SC-32-1SA for the
filament, a Lambda C-880-M for the cylinder shield, and a series of 45
volt B batteries with various high resistance potentiometers for the other
ionizer elements.
The electron bombardment ionizer has presented problems when looking
at high density signals, such as looking directly at a nozzle beam.
ionizer behaves In an extremely nonlinear

The

fashion when a high density
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Table II-9. Ionizer Operating Conditions

Element
+60 V*

Grid (Ion Energy)
Electron Energy

-110 V*
15 ma

Electron Ealaaion
Lena 1
Side A
Side B

-92 V*
-84 V*

Una 2
Side A
Side B

-147 V*
-143 V*

Filament
Voltage
Current

a

Potential with reapect to ground.

9 V
2 . 1 Afjf

Filament R S50V

I5A

\

1-

Electron
Energy

0-200V

to
i

Grid
0-90V

?i&. I--17.

Focus 1 ond
Deflector
0 -90 V

Focus 2 ond
Deflector

0-I35V

Cross section of ionizer and -icsoeiated fleetronics.
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signal Is detected.

This is illustrated in a time-of-flight distribution

of an argon nozzle bean at various source pressures shown in Fig. 11-18.
These spectra were taken using a IX transmitting time of flight chopping
wheel with a slot period of 500 ysec, and observing the beam through the
.003" diameter detector entrance hole.

The combination of the narrow

wheel slot and the special separate .003 of an inch hole on the gate valve
gives a time of flight wheel gate function time of approximately 6 Msec
which is small compared to the ionizer response function time of approxi
mately 65 Msec.

The ion.zer response function time is Just crudely calcu

lated from the most probable velocity and the length of the ionizing region
of the ionizer.

This Ionizer response time is close to the FWHM time on

the time of flight distributions.

The transition from a smooth distribu

tion at an argon pressure of 50 torr to a bimodal distribution of 650 torr
suggests that the ionizer acts in a nonlinear mode at high number densities
in the ionizing region.

The Ionizer Ion energy and electron emission were

also varied but the distributions remained bimodal except that the relative
heights of each peak would change.
sure

Only by reducing the argon nozzle pres

could the bimodal peak be eliminated for the case of argon.

The time

of flight distribution of an oxygen beam and a methane beam were also meas
ured.

The methane beam had no bimodal structure over ranges of both elec

tron emmission and lcn energy.
low ion energies for the 0.

The oxygen beam has a bimodal structure at

product but only one peak for the 0

product

at the same ion energy and electron emmission as shown in Fig. 11-18.
From these observed phonomena, it is possible that at a high number density
a resonant charge transfer process is taking place between the newly formed
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Fig. 11-18

Time of flight distribution for
nozzle sources at various pressures.
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argon beam ion and a background argon atom traveling in a nonaxial
direction, thus causing an ion signal attenuation at high densities. With
this effect present for high number densities, extreme care must be taken
when measuring beam profiles or parent beam velocity distributions.

This

effect has only been seen with this ionizer when a low transmission time
of flight wheel and a small entrance aperture were used.

This character

istic may be present in other electron bombardment ionizers but may go
undetected since for large gate functions the effect would be a slight
skewing of the time of flight distribution.
The ionizer is the one part of the apparatus that could stand sub
stantial improvement.

The electron bombardment ionizer can at best be

called an inefficient detector.

Improvement in

detection efficiency

of the electron bombardment ionizer may be enhanced by increasing the
electron density in the ionizer and using a strong extraction lens system.
Recent advances in thin film technology have led to the development of
field emmission devices capable of supplying high current densities

19

2
(7.7 to 23 amps/cm ) without destruction from ion bombardment.

An elec

tron source of this type may be useful in designing an ionizer with sharper
electron energy and ion energy ranges and a shorter path length for a
given ionizer efficiency.
Field ionization is another technique that has the potential of being
a good Ionizer but has seen limited application in the molecular beam
field due to fabrication difficulties and ion collection problems due to
ion formation at high potentials.

Again, thin film technology has apparent

ly advanced this field with the development of a multipoint grid structure
20
to be used as a field ionization source.

The structure is a uniform array
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of points spaced 25 microns apart with a grid structure 125 microns above
the points.

The potential between the grid and the points is approximately

3000 volts.

The ionization efficiency at this ionizer is slightly better

than 0.12.

Of course, this type of ionization process could not be used

with a quadrupole mass filter since the former Is a high voltage device
and the latter is a low voltage device.

Undoubtedly, If a more efficient

field Ionization source Is made a magnetic mass spectrometer could be used
as a mass filter.
An even more attractive Ionization source would be a photolonization
source.

Although the ion intensity would be a step function of p'uoton

energy, this type of ionization was rejected since the light source would
have to extend far down into the vacuum UV and be extremely intense.

State

of the art light sources are not Intense enough to give an Ionization effi
ciency near that of an electron bombardment Ionizer.
2.

Mass Filter
The mass filter used is an RF quadrupole type (Model EAI Quad 250)

which was purchased from Electronics Associated, Inc., along with the RF-DC
electronics power supplies. The main advantages of using this quadrupole
mass filter are its ability to accept ions of large entrance angles, its
r

variable resolution which allows the use of low resolution if there is t
a nearby interfering mass peak, and its compact size.
is the variable resolution.

The main advantage

The transmission of the quadrupole can be sub

stantially increased on the high mass range if the resolution can be low
ered without having interference from an adjacent mass peak.
tion of this Is shown in Fig. 11-19.

An illustra

The resolution is defined by EAI to

be unity when two mass peaks of equal height one mass unit apart have a
valley between them of 10% of the peak height.
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Flg. 11-19. The upper panel shows two scattered signals ICl
from BaCl

resolved

at a resolution of 0.09 tines the mass number.

The lower panel shows a mass scan of SnCl
of ~0.5 times the mass number.

at a resolution

The transmission of a

given ion peak at the setting in the upper panel is more
than 10 time* greater than at the setting in the lower panel.
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Fig. 11-19.
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The quadrupole filter is Mounted on the rear of the ionizer support
plate. The assembly and alignment procedures for this unit are given in
the alignment section of this chapter. The background mass spectra after
1 year of running experiment is shown In Fig. 11-20. Several of the higher
•ass background peaks are due to tungsten, thorium, and thorium oxide frost
the ioniser filament. There is also a background peak from iodine at 127.

3. Exit Lenses and Scintillation Counter
This apparatus utilises a scintillation detection technique to
count the ions that are passed through the mass filter.

The

scintillation technique was utilized rather than an electron multiplier for
several reasons. First, the scintillation technique makes it easier to di
scriminate against background from other sources such as photons or elec
trons. Second, the photomultiplier tube that is used to count the light
pulses is never subject to contamination as is an electron multiplier, or
semiconducting detector. Third, the scintillation counter has a potentially
21
faster counting rate than semiconducting
ion detectors.
22
The scintillation unit is similar to the one described by Daly.
A
cross sectional detail view is shown In Figs. 11-31 and 11-32 and a sche
matic view with associated electronics is shown in Fig. 11-16.

Essentially

the scintillation unit consists of a set of electrostatic lenses which ex
tract

the

filtered ions from the mass filter and accelerate them toward

a high voltage cathode. The ions strike the aluminum surface of the high
23
voltage cathode and cause 2 to 6 secondary electrons
to be emitted from
the cathode and accelerated Into the Pilot B plastic scintillator.

The

plastic scintillator yields one photon per 2.5 kev of electron energy.
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2
3
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5
DISCRIMINATOR LEVEL (volts)
XBL75I-5453
21.

The detector count rate as a function of discriminator level.
The detector has been set to filter out all ions. The total
count rate with all detector electronic supplies on (squares),
the single photon count rate (circles) and the difference
between the two (triangles) are shown.
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This light pulse from the plastic scintillator is then amplified by a
photomultiplier tube (EKE 9S24S).
All of the scintillator unit parts are made from stainless steel or
alumina.

The high voltage cathode is a highly polished stainless steel

surface that has been coated with a .001 inch thick layer of aluminum by
vacuum evaporation.

The distance between the high voltage cathode surface

and the plastic scintillator surface is variable which allows tbo position
at which the electrons strike the plastic scintillator to be optimized.
The plastic scintillator used in this apparatus is Pilot B scintillator
24 25
material.

'

°
The surface of the scintillator is coated with a 1000 A

thick layer of vacuum deposited aluminum.

This layer of aluminum reduces

the background light that can enter the photomultiplier, keeps the face of
the plastic scintillator at ground potential, and increases the collection
26
efficiency of photons from the scintillator.
The 9524~ photomultiplier

tube is covered with an aluminum shield that floats at its cathode potential.
Optical contact is made between the photomultiplier tube and the plastic
scintillator with Dow Corning 705 silicon oil in order to lower reflection
losses of email angle of incidence photons at the surfaces of the phosphor
and photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier tube can count at a rate of
10 c uata/sec.
A Signetics NE 529K discriminator is used to discriminate against one
photon pulses and electrical noise from the photomultiplier.

Fig. 11-21

shows the count rate as a function of the Jiscrlminator level. The count
rates in this figure were taken with the quadrupole resolution as high as
possible -nd the mass setting tuned to a mass where there should be no
background peak.
ured.

Count rates for two different operation B O O ^ were meas

In Fig. IX-21 the count rate when all of the detector power supplies
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are on Is shown by the curve with the squares, and the count rate with the
electron energy supply off, which reduces the electron emmission to vir
tually zero, is shown by the curve with the circles. The difference be
tween these two values are shown on the curve with the triangles. The
coint rate with no electron emmission (circles) is due to the photon back
ground from the ionizer filament.

At low discriminator levels this is the

predominate background, but as shown in the figure it can be effectively
discriminated against and reduced to 10 counts/sec.

The curve with all of

the detector supplies on (squares) minus the photon background gives the
curve shown by the triangles in Fig. 21. This count rate is due to ions
and not single photons since any single photon source would be discrimina
ted against at the higher discriminator settings.

In order to ascertain

where these ions are being formed, various detector conditions were changed.
Even though these count rates were measured with a high resolution and not
near a background mass peak, it was still possible that the same ions were
still being passed through the quadrupole filter.

To check this possibility

the last two lens elements were set at a potential of + 1000 volts to pre
vent ions from reaching the scintillation detector chamber.

This did

not

reduce the background ion signal at all, which means that these ions are
being formed in the scintillation chamber.

This is a very serious problem

for reactive scattering, and has to this point hindered the collection of
data.

It has been necessary to count for much longer times in order to

achieve a good signal to noise ratio for reactions that should be easy to
collect data for in a short time.

This problem must be rectified in order

to make this machine operate as it was designed.

The most likely source

of this high ion background is from a photoionization process taking place
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in the scintillation housing.

The UV photons for this process can come from

radiative relaxation of excited particles in the ionizer.

Since this source

of UV photons will be relatively weak and the number densi v of particles in
the scintillator housing will be low the ions are most likely being on the
back surface of the scintillator housing.

The solution to t< is problem

will be to either divert the ions from their axial path around an optical
baffle before they reach the Ionization chamber or to place a grid near the
rear wall to prevent the Ions that are being formed from getting to the high
voltage cathode.

Once this is satisfactorily done the apparatus should

easily be able to perform reactive scattering experiments better than it can
now.
Figure 22 shows the count rate for a background mass as a function of
the high voltage cathode potential.

The slight dip in the curve et IS kilo-

volts is due to the potential at last exit lens being held constant causing
the ions not to strike the optimum position on the high voltage cathode,
thus causing the count rate to decrease.

Another minor problem has been

operating the high voltage cathode over 35KV.

At potentials over 35 KV the

high voltage supply arcs at some point and power supply shuts off.

Since

this mikes running an experiment difficult the high voltage cathode has usu
ally been run at a potential between 30 and 35 kilovolts.
The electronics for the scintillation unit are shown in Fig. 11-16.
The voltages for the three electrostatic lenses are supplied by a series of
45 volt "B" batteries and a Fluke model 408B 6KV high voltage power supply.
The potential for the high voltage cathode is supplied by a Hipotronics model
850-10R/B183 60 KV power supply.
the photomultiplier tube.

A Fluke 415B 3KV power supply is used for
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Count rate versus hifjh voltage cathode potential
for a background mass peak.
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The output pulses froa the discriminator can either be counted by a
separate counter (T/I Model 1S3S) or directed to the computer to be counted
there and then stored in different memory locations.
E. Motile Source
27
Ever since Kantrowitz and Gray postulated the use of a supersonic
gas expansion as an Intense molecular beam source in 1951, extensive work
has been done in construction and understanding these nozzles. The hyper
sonic nozzle has demonstrated its promise of 1) providing a source which is
orders of magnitude more intense than effusive sources, 2) preparing a near
ly monoenergetlc velocity distribution in the beams and 3) providing *

M

H

source of unusual aggregates through condensation processes in the nozzle
expansion. Much literature has postulated various methods and explanations
of how to achieve as Intense a nozzle source as possible and why they behave
In the manner that they do - which unforttaiately is not exactly the way that
Kantrowitz and Grey had originally predicted.
To characterize the nozzles used in this apparatus the measured Inten
sities and velocity distributions will be compared to the simple theory of
nozzles.
If an lsentropic expansion is assumed then
2

H + ^mV - H

0

(29)

where H is the enthalpy and V the local flow velocity and H is the enthalpy
of the gas in the stagnation aource. Therefore, the local flow velocity is
given by
V

2

r

l[ °

" .1
V l

C

p

d T

(30)

To obtain the functional form usually seen in nozzle papers the Mach number
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muat ba Introduced which ia alaply
2

M -4

<3D

whara C la tha velocity aound in an ldaal gaa
2

C -JE

(32)

and Y " C /C . Subetltuf.lng aquation* 31 and 32 Into aquation 30 yield*
P
v

tha aquation derived by Kantrowltx and Cray for the relative temperature
of tha gaa (T) in tha expanded beam of

*<>

(33)

[iJtf£]

Thua, It ia tha lowered relative teaperature (T) in the bean that lead* to
tha expreaelon euperaonlc noxzle. Tha actual energy enhancement over an
effuelve beam la aaall, but tha Kach numbers are high became the flow ve
locity of the beam ia compared to tha local apaad of sound in the beam
which la low. Anothar quaatlon that arlaea when estlasting the local flow
velocity or the ralatlva taaparature of the beam, la what value to use for
the heat capacities, C cad C . For a mouatomlc gaa only translation dagreea
of freedom are present and are thua tha only ones that can relax.

For di

atomic or polyatomic moleculee, rotational and vibrational degreea of free
dom may alao relax mo tha extant of relaxation of each must be considered
whan eatimstlng tha heat capacity to ba used.

For email molecules the

rotational degraaa of freedom are relaxed and tha vibrational degrees nf
freedom are not relaxed, elnca tha rotational energy level apaclngs are
smaller than the vibrational energy level spacing*, thua less collisions
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are needed to relax rotational aodee than vibrational nodes.

In general

the relative vibrational, rotational, and tranelat; opal tenperatures in the
beam are in the order
T vib
,^ > Trot > Tttena
The flow velocity of the beam alao accounts, in part, for the higher
lnteneltlea in noatla beaae than in effuaive beaas. The flow of the gaa
aakes the Intenaity aorc directed along tha axia of the flow end thua tends
to increaea the intensify of the nocile source.
The Intenaity along the centerline of the nottle, 1(0,11) can be >ut in
a form analogoue to an effusive source.
dl(O.u) _ "a "a /u \

du

sap f-(u-v) 1

(34)

~~*~

where n , A , a refer to the nuaber density area, and noat probable velocity
of the aklaasr orlfaca reapectlvely, and v la the bulk gaa or flow velocity
28
and u la the Molecular velocity. Anderson and Fenn have shown that thla
reducea to
3/2

X exp< - •-=- • i x u_ar" •

•

i

(35)

where n and « are the nuaber density and most prob&jlc velocity if. the
nozzle chaaber reapectlvely. Equation 35 predicts an increasing intenaity
aa long as the Mach nuaber M keeps increasing toward infinity.

In practice

this does not happen alncc as the gaa expands the nuaber of collisions that
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occur decrease until eventually the gas goes over to the free flow condition
and the Mach nuaber becoaes "frozen in". Anderson and Fenn have shown that
the terminal Mach number can be summarized by the equation
(36)

where X» Is the viscosity based M a n free path in the nozzle chamber and
D

n

Is the diaaetar of the nozzle orlface. This effect of "freezing in"

a terminal Mach nuaber aeans chat another expression for the intensity must
be used which takes account of Che fact that the lsenttoplc expansion may
be coapleted before the gas reaches the skiaaer oriface. This has been
29
accounted for by Anderson, Andres, and Fenn by using the following ex
pression for the intensity for Mach numbers above 4 of

where n

and 1 are the nuaber density of the skinner and distance from

the nozzle to skimmer respectively, 1. is f s distance from the nozzle to
the surface where the terminal Mach nuaber occurs, V. Is the flow velocity
associated with Che Mach number M. and X

Is Che distance from the nozzle

orlface to the point where the Intensity is to be determined.

If the dis

tance between the nozzle and skiamsr Is less than the distance where the
terminal Mach number occurs then 1, « 1 , V, » V , and M, - M , the Mach

1

s

1

s

i s

number at the skimmer. One final relation is needed in order to be able
to do this simple calculation and '.uat is the relation between the nozzle
chamber conditions and the parameters of the flow as it moves downstream.
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This relation has been found by Sherman and Aahkenas

30

to be

where X is the distance downstream of the nozzle oriface where the stream
0

line flow appears to radiate from, X is the distance downstream of the
nozzle oriface, A is a value deUrmlned by the method of characteristics
for a given X„ and M, and D is the nozzle oriface diameter. The value for
A and Xo depend on the value of y and their values found by Sherman and
Ashkanas are listed In Txble 11-10.
Table 11-10
1

Xo
P

A

Xo
D

1.67

0.075

3.26

0.04

1.40

0.40

3.65

0.13

1.286

0.85

3.96

Y

Finally, to obtain the number density of the skimmer a modification of the
Sherman and Ashkenas formula for pitot tube pressure measurements gives

The configuration of the nozzle source used in this apparatus is shown
in Fig. 11-23. The skimmer is mounted on the front plate of the main support.
The nozzle chamber is mounted at the end of a 3/16 inch diameter tube and is
seated on the end of the fluid cooling support. The nozzle chamber is en
closed in insulated tantalum heating wires and the temperature Is monitored
with a chromel-alumel thermocouple placed in the thermocouple hole in the
nozzle chamber. The oriface for the nozzle chamber is made from a round
shim of either nickel or stainless steel and is sealed In place in the nozzle
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Figure 11-23. Nozzle Source

1. Nozzle slide aupport.
2. Nozzle alida.
3. Dovetail for vertical Movement
4. Cooling chaabara and nozzle aupport.
5. Alignment acrewa.
6.

Nozzle feed.

7. Nozzle chaafeer.
8. Copper sealing gasket.
9. Nickel orlface.
10. Oriface cover.
11. Heating wire holder.
12.

Sklawr

13. Gaa inlet.

Gos Inlet Tube
-Cooling Fluid Tubes

NOZZLE SOURCE

Fig. 11-23.

XBL79-5450
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chambar with a knife edge seal,

The nozzle chamber on the cooling chamber

support Is positioned in a slide on the main support and must be aligned
with the skimmer oriface as described In the alignment section.

Once a-

llgnad the nozzle skimmer distance can be varied from the outside by means
of a mecbanicAl feedthrough.
The performance of the nozzle source has been tested by measuring the
velocity distributions at various nozzle sk/.mu^'r d< stances*, Hy measuring
the change in intensity of a scattered signal at one angle as a function
of the nozzle-skimmer distance, and by measuring the beam attenuation of
the other beam being operated at a low Intensity.
the nonlinear

This was done to avoid

effects of the ionizer. The time-of-fllght distributions

of narrow angle elaatic scattering were used to determine the velocity
distributions in the beam so as to avoid the blmodel structure previously
seen.

The velocity distributions were obtained from the time of flight

distributions by deconvolving over the time of flight wheel and ionizer
gate function as described in the time of flight section of this chapter.
The nozzle oriface in this data is a .012 cm diameter hole with a .012
cm long throat.

The Mach numbers from the velocity distributions occur at

larger distances than predicted by Sherman and Ashkenas

25

and nay be due to

the relative nozzle diameter to throat length of the oriface.
The Mach numbers from the data taken for Fig. 11-24 were used to
calculate theoretical intensities for several nozzle skimmer distances using
Equations 33, 37, and 39. The theoretical prediction is compared to the
variation in intensity of an elastically scattered oxygen beam as a function
of the argon nozzle skimmer distance and is shown in Fig. 11-25. This
simple model predicts the qualitative behavior fairly well a8 shown in the
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Fig. 11-24. Velocity dlatributiona of an argon nozzle with a .005 inch
dlaaeter oriface and a .005 inch long throat.

The various

velocity dlatributiona were deconvoluted from time-of-nozzleskiaawr distance (In nozzle dlaaeters-L/D).
mmber la also given for <*ach dlatrlbuiXcn.

The Mach

INTENSITY (orb. units)

-ZOT-
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10'

{

o measured
a calculated

I

0

20
40
60
80
100
120 140 160
NOZZLE-SKIMMER DISTANCE (nozzle diameters)
XBL 751-5460
I.'ozzle intensity (in arbitrary units) versus nozzle skimmer
distance. The circles represent the measured intensity of
elastically scattered oxygen from the crossed bean for different
nozzle-skimmer-distances. The curve is from a theoretical
calculation usins the tlach numbers measured at various nozzle
skimmer distances shown by the squares.
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figure but it does deviate from the measured valves at small and large
nozzle skimmer distances. At nozzle skimmer distances of 10 nozzle dia
meters or less than Kach number is less than 4 which is in a region that
is not accurately described by this model. The large increase in inten
sity at nozzle skimmer distance near zero is from the large angle of the
flow subtended by the skimmer orlface.

Although large intensities can be

obtained in this region, sacrificing the narrow velocity distribution
usually cannot be tolerated so the nozzle must normally be run at a large
nozzle skimmer distance.
In order to estimate the intensity of the nozzle the attenuation of
the other beam was measured.

A typical measured beam attenuation for

various beams was between 0.2 and 1.0

percent when the nozzle skimmer

distance was set to give a narrow velocity distribution and maximum in
tensity.

Unfortunately, this attenuation is smaller than what is expect

ed from calculations for an isentropic expansion.

A comparison of the

theoretical and measured intensities is shown in Table 11-11. Anderson,
Andres, and Fenn

28

have also found that the measured nozzle intensity is

less than the calculated nozzle intensity.

They have found a good

correlation between the ratio of the observed intensity to the calcu
lated intensity and the Knudsen number Kn(mean free path divided by the oriface width) divided by the Mach number (M). For values of the Knudsen num
ber divided by the Mach number of less than 0.1 the ratio of observed in
tensity to calculated intensity is equal to this number.

For values above

0.1 the ratio does not continue to increase linearly with K /N. but rather,
falls off faster as the nozzle is operated at higher pressures.

Anderson

and Fenn art.ribuct this to an interaction between the nozzle flow and the
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Table 11-11.

Comparison of theoretical intensities and measured
intensities for Argon and Oxygen.

Parameter

Valve

Calculated total
cross section*

«2
500 A

Nozzle-skimmer distance

60 nozzle diameters

Width of collision zone

0.2 cm

Calculated number density of
beam 1 at collision zone

B nviri
5.15
10
x

Calculated beam attenuation
Number density at skimmer

13

Molecules/cm3

392
i C7vinl5 Molecules/'cm3
1.64x10

Knudsen # at skimmer

1.42

Measured beam attenuation

0.5%

Measured number density of
beam 1 at collision zone
Beam Mach number

. -ill Molecules/ 3
5*10
cm
v1

20

^Calculated from the dispersion force potential using values measured by
Tully and L e e .
3 1
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skimaer oriface which causes a disturbance in the beam flow.

If this is

taken into account for the nozzle in this apparatus, a beam attenuation
of approximately 2% should be seen.
higher than we measure.

This is still about a factor o" 5

Since the Mach number continues to increase is

the nozzle - skimmer distance is increased an attenuation of the nozzle
flow in the source

chamber is unlikely to be causing the attenuation, /in

explanation for this could be that the beam could be attenuated by a high
pressure in the collimation chamber downstream of the skimmer.

A pressure

-4
of 5 x 10

torr in the collimation chamber would cause a 502 beam atten

uation on passing through the chamber.

Each time the nozzle source was

used in a different experiment the nozzle skimmer distance was adjusted so
as to give a maximum elastically scattered signal from the other beam.

The

tlme-of-fllght distributions were measured for the nozzle skimmer distance
used in each experiment.
F.

High Temperature Oven Source

The high temperature source in this apparatus used to generate salt
or metal beams is capable of operating at temperatures of up to 1700T.
The oven essentially consists of a cylindrical molybdenum crucible approxi3
stately 25 cm high and 1.9 cm in diameter which can hold about 50 cm of
salt or metal.

The crucible is encircled by two helical 3/16 inch diameter

molybdenum rods which are attached to a wtiter cooled copper block at each
end.

This is then heated by a 10 volt, 600 amp power supply which in turn

radiatively heats the crucible.
in a cylinder of Zircar

32

The heating coil and crucible are enclosed

heat insulation which is in turn enclosed in a

copper shroud which is attached to the top copper block.

The crucible is

supported on the bottom by two sapphire balls and on the top by a spring
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loaded pressure plate pushing down on a sapphire ball.
in the oven is 0.63 cm high and .025 cm wide.

The vertical slit

The temperature of the oven

is measured by a Platinum - Platinum 13% Rhodium thermocouple placed next
to the oven crucible and checked with an optical pyrometer.
source and further details will be described by A. Freedman.
C.

Figures of this
33

Time of Flight Measurements

The velocity distributions on this instrument are measured by a time
of flight technique.

A schematic description of the time of flight system

Is shown in Fig. 11-26.

The heart of the time of flight data acquisition

system Is a Digital Electronic Corporation PDP-8 computer with 4K of memory.
As shown in the figure, two blocks of storage locations each with 256 loca
tions are set aside to store data directly from the molecular beam apparatus.
One block stores data when the system is in the beam on mode and the other
block stores data from the beam off mode.

One of the phototransistors on

the beam modulation wheel initiates a pulse which controls a gate that di
rects the data to either the beam on or beam off storage locations. This
line also contains a variable delay denoted by "variable throw out time"
in the figure which allows a delay time to be set that stops the computer
from collecting data when the beam is in a transient mode of turning on or
off.

The time of flight spectrum is obtained by chopping the signal with

a slotted wheel that can be turned at various velocities.

The wheel is

located immediately before the first entrance to the detector chamber.

As

the slot in the wheel moves past the detector opening a segment of molecules
start to fly through the detector chamber.

At the same time that the mole

cules start to move into the detector a pulse is initiated from the photodiode on the time of flight wheel that causes the location counter to reset
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-Photolroniiitors
jDacnminotOf

-Btoin Chopping Whttf

LINE
DRIVER

XBL75I-5446

Fig. 11-26.

Schematic diagram of the time-of-flight data
acquisition system. Blocks inside of dotted line are
contained in the computer.
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to zero.

This then sets bin 1 (location 1) as the Initial tine slot for

collecting data.

As the molecules travel through the detector they are

Ionized somewhere in the Ionizer and then accelerated toward the counting
section of the detector where they are detected and formed into a pulse
by the photomultiplier and discriminator.
gate and Into one of two counters.

The pulse then goes through a

Two counters are used so that as one

counter Is transferring information Into a storage location the othe<- is
counting pulses from the detector.

The time at which the gate switches

the pulses from one counter to the other is controlled by the bin time
generator.

The bin time generator also controls the length of time that

data will be collected in each bin.

This allows the utilation of only 1

bin for each time of flight wheel pulse up to 256 bins per pulse. The
limit on the smallest time allowed for a bin is 3 microseconds which is
determined by the cycle tima of the computer.

To keep from counting only

part of a time of flight pulse due to the beam chopping wheel turning on
or off, an "about to turn off" pulse is generated from another phototransistortor on the beam chopping wheel which causes the computer to take a last
time of flight measurement and then shut off until the next beam on or
beam off signal comes.
When one of the data storage locations is filled at a value of 4096
an interrupt is generated and the data from all the direct access locations
are stored in other double precision locations in the computer.

While the

computer is collecting data (actually during a lapse in one of the cycles),
the time of flight distribution of either the beam on, beam off, or differ
ence between the two can be stored on the oscilloscope. When enough data
has been taken for a good time of flight distribution the number of counts
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ln each bin can be printed out on the teletype. The design of the counting
end gating circuits and the interface with the computer has been done by
34
Tia Parr and will be found In his thesis.
The measured tlae of flight distribution could be transformed directly
to a velocity diatrlbution if the time of flight wheel slot open.time (gate
function) is saall compared to the width of the tine of flight distribution.
In order to make the tlaa of flight wheel gate function small the slots and
detector entrance must be aade very small which decreases the transmission
of the wheel or the wheel must be turned very fast which means the number
of slots on the wheel must be leas or severe overlap between pulses will
be encountered and correlation techniques must be used.

The finite length

of the ioniser compared to the flight path also causes difficulties in a
direct transformation from a time of flight distribution to a velocity dis
tribution.
This problem baa been treated

33

by assuming a functional form for a

velocity distribution and convoluting this with the gate function for the
time of flight wheel amd the Ioniser and then comparing the calculated dis
tribution with the measured time of flight distribution. The parameters of
the velocity distribution are changed until a good fit Is achieved between
the calculated distribution and the measured time of flight distributions.
The rate at whiah particles will be detected is given by
N (t) - H(v) C(L, v, t) dL dv
t

(39)

where N(v) is the velocity distribution for either a flux or number density
measurement and G(L,v,t) Is the gate function for the detector. L is the
distance downstream from the time of flight wheel, v is the velocity of the
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partlcles and t is the time the particle Is counted with t - 0 being when
the first particles start through the detector.

The gate function essen

tially gives the time dependence of the rate of arrivel at the detector of
a monoenergetlc beam of particles due to the spreading caused by the length
jf the open time at the time of flight wheel slot and the detector silt to
gether with the different path lengths due to the length of the ionising
region.

The effect of the time of flight wheel slot width and detector en

trance width are shown In Fig. 11-27.

F is the width of the slot in the

time of flight wheel and h is the width of the detector entrance slit.

If

w is the real time width of the time of flight wheel slot then the points
htu
on the trapezoid are a » 0, b » f , c » u), and d « (f+h)u>/f. The time at
which the particle Is ionized in the ionizer is correlated with the time it
passed through the chopping wheel by
t
where t

- t -

?

is the time that it passed through the chopping wheel, t Is the

time at which the particle was ionized In the ionizer some length L from
the chopping wheel and V is the velocity of the particle.

The time of

flight wheel expression Is broken Into four parts and integrated over L
from the distance to the front of the ionizer, L., to the distance to the
rear of the Ionizer, L_.

This then given an expression than can be com

bined with equation 39 to give
N (t) «y.*°G<t,v) N(v)dv
t

(40)

which is then numerically Integrated to give the time of flight distribution
N (t).
t
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Figure 27a.

The figure at the left illustrates the relative time-of-

flight wheel slot and detector entrance widths. The diagram at the right
shows the tinte-of-fllght wheel gate function.

The top and bottom width of

the trapezoid are shown where u is the time width of the time-of-flight
wheel slot.

The tine at the points on the trapezoid is a » 0, b - hu/f,

c • (0, d - (l+h/f)ui.

Figure 27b.

The gat* function for two different particle velocities.

For

each gate function h - 0.3, f - 0.44, and w « 74 Msec. This Illustrates
how the ionizer length "smears" the time-of-flight wheel gate function.
Tine t « 0 is when the first particles start through the detector.
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Various functional forms in terms of number density distributions
such as a Maxwell Boltzman distribution or s nozzle distribution are used
for N(v) and the results are then compared to the measured distribution.
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APPENDIX 1
List of Apparatus Mechanical Drawings and LBL Numbers*
1.

Vacuum Chambers
A.

B.

Source Chambers
outside side chamber

12N4294

side chamber stand

12N4304

Inside side chamber #1

12N4316

Inside side chamber #2

12N4326

side chamber #1 flange

12N4232

10-20 adapter flange

12N4823

side chamber flange

12N5263

side chamber feedthrough flange

12K5283

general side chamber feedthrough

12N5332

high current feedthrough

12N5352

side chamber ion gauge feedthrough

12N5362

Collimation Chambers
collimation chamber

C.

12N4114

Collision Chamber
12" lip flange for cold shield

12N4062

6" lip flange for cold shield

12N40V2

bottom lip of cold shield

12N4083

rotating ring

12N4093

These drawings are filed at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, copies of
LBL drawings whose numbers are cited here may be obtained by writing to
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Technical Information, Building 90, Room 3118,
Berkeley, California 94720.
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main chamber stand

12N4104

main chamber

12N4126

cold shield

12N4136

bearing retainer ring

12N4283

side plate

12N4623

liquid nitrogen teed elbow

12N4633

side flange

12N4643

lid sprocket

12N4813

viewport holder

12N5273

main chamber ion gauge feedthrough

12N5372

ion gauge lead feedthrough

12N5382

main chamber assembly

12N6084

main chamber assembly top view

12N6043

Detector Chamber
detector rotating chamber

12N4146

gate holder

12N4182

gate valve parts

12N4192

valve slide

12S420A2

ionization chamber

12N4724

internal gear support

12N5161

counter swivel

12N5171

grip plate

12N5181

gate valve drive assembly

12N5192

counter support

12N5202

vernier support

!?N5242
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ring vernier

12N5252

liquid helium transfer tube

12N5654

Sources
A.

B.

Nozzles
dovetail

12N4212

gear support plate

12N4222

dovetail drive assembly

12N4243

nozzle source assembly

12N5413

slide rod support parts

12N5422

nozzle dovetail fixture

12N5432

nozzle slide

12N5442

cooling shield and support

12N5452

nozzle feed

12K5462

nozzle

12N5472

skimmer

12N5481

nozzle skimuers

12N6032

collar and gasket

12N5491

nozzle heater

12K5501

slide rod support front plate

12N6012

dovetail #3

12N6022

nozzle source

12N6073

Oven
bottom copper block

12N5511

top copper block

12N5562

molybdenum crucible

12N5532
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C.

3.

Mo spiral heating mantle

12N5812

oven mount - top SS plate

12N5822

oven support - horizontal motion

12N5863

oven mount - vertical motion

12N5853

General
beam flag

12N4252

beam flag holder

12N4263

beam flag assembly

12N4273

beam chopping wheel

12N5581

solenoid support

12N5211

beam flag support

12N5221

beam flag 2

12N5231

deflector wedge

12N5661

beam deflector flange

12N5672

Detector
A.

Ionizer
alumina support reds

12N4831

alumina rod holder

12N4841

lens #2

12N4851

lens #1

12N4861

filament tension support

12N4871

filament holder 1

12N4881

filament holder 2

12N4891

alumina spacers

12N4901

electrical connector

12N4911

ionizer grid

12N4922
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B.

C.

lonizer shield

12N4932

ionizer support plate

12N4943

Ionizer assembly

12N495 3

Quadrupole
quadrupole support flange

12N5612

UHV - quadrupole feedthrough

12H5402

Scintillation Unit
scintillator feedthrough

12N4963

high voltage cathode

12N4972

high voltage insulator

12N4982

plastic scintillator

12N4991

support insert

12N5001

inserting tool

12N5011

exit lens #1

12N5021

exit lens #2

12N5031

exit lens #3

12N5041

exit lens support rod

12N5051

support nut

12N5061

alumina spacers

12N5071

alumina spacers 2

12NS081

alumina spacers 3

12N5091

support plate

12N5101

support nut 2

12N5111

corona ball

12N5121

photomultiplier holder

12N5133

scintillator housing

12N5144
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4.

5.

ion detector assembly

12N5'56

high voltage feedthrough

12N5342

photomultipller & photodiode feedthrough

12N5392

Time of Flight
time of flight wheel support #1

12N5632

time of flight wheel support #2

12NS622

time of flight wheel

12N5642

time of flight guide

12N5711

slide cover plate

12N5721

time of flight slide

12N5731

photodiode holder

12N5741

photodiode cover plate

12N5751

P. C. board support

12N5761

LED - holder

12N5771

LED - support

12J<S781

time of flight holder

12N5792

Alignment
ionization chamber entrance slit

12N5602

detector chamber #2 slit

12N5591

collimatton slit #1

12N56S2

collimation slits electrical connector

12N5692

collimating slit #2

12N5702

double colllmation slits #1

12N5B32

double colllmation slit #2

12N5842
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U a t of Apparatus Electronic Dlagraa• and LBL Nuabers
Syatam wiring diagraa MIBA - Kathy

8S3175

Slngla vacuus) lntarlock

8S2803 - 1

MIC lntarlock

8S9993

Dual vacuum lntarlock

8S575A

Dual liquid nitrogen trap flllar

8S72S2

Ion gauge 5 position switch panel

8S7392

High teaperatura ovan powar aupply

8S7351

PM.7AY Relay Panel

8S9012

NRC noninterlock gauge

8S3102
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APPEMDIX 3
Assembly Procedures
This appendix is divided into subsections for the assembly of various
parts of this molecular beam apparatus. Vttien assembling or disassembling
a particular part of the apparatus, the entire assembly procedure should
be read before proceeding.

Failure to do this may cause extensive damage

to expensive parts. The assembly procedures are listed in a sequential
form and In moat Instances references will be made to an assembly figure
in this chapter or an LBL blueprint.
The following is a list of the assembly procedures covered in this
appendix:
1.

General assembly sequence.

2.

Main chamber leveling

3.

Diffusion and mechanical pump installation

4.

Collimating chamber installation

5.

Rotating ring assembly

6.

Detector chamber installation

7.

Cold Shield installation

8.

Detector pump installation

9.

Detector assembly
a.

Ioniser

b.

Quadrupole

c.

Scintillation unit

d.

Overall detector assembly
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10.

Side chamber and aource wiring

11. Nozzle aaseably
12.

Beaa chopper & beaa flaga assemblies

13. Tiae-of-flight wheel aaaeably
1. General Aaeeably Sequence
When thla aolecular beaa apparatua ia asseabled froa ita totally
unaaaeabled condition a certain sequence of procedurea la neceaaary for
proper installation.
the order Hated.

Tha following asaeably procedurea auat be dona in

All other assemblies aay be done in any order.

1. The aain collision chaaber once on ita stand auat be leveled.
2.

The liquid nitrogen baffles, diffusion puapa and aechanlcal
pumps that fit on the bottoa of the aain chaaber oust be in
stalled.

3. The colllaation chaaber Bust be installed.
4. The rotating ring must be installed.
5.

The detector chamber lid must be put in place.

2. Main Chamber Leveling
1. Move the main chamber, on its stand, to Che desired location.
2.

Using a machine level (e.g. Pratt & Whitney) placed on the
rotating lid bearing surface of the main chaaber, adjust the
four leveling screws on the aain chamber stand until the main
chamber is level in all directions.

3. Diffusion Pump and Mechanical Pump Installation
1. Clean the liquid nitrogen baffles, the diffusion pumps and the
mechanical pumps according to the procedures listed in the
appropriate instruction manual.
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2. Befer to eh* cough outllna akateh In Fig. 11-28 for the ralatlve
poaltion of tha bafflea and pumpa under the main chaabar.
3. Place Kinney KC-13 mechanical punpa 1 and 3 In position aa shown.
4. Bolt NIC 6" liquid nitrogen baffle Into place.
5. Bolt the CIC 6" diffusion punp onto the NRC 8" I N 2 baffle with
the exhaust flange In the poaltion shown In Fig. 11-28.
6. Bolt the MIC VMS-6 6" diffusion punp onto tha port hole for
colllaetlon chaabar 1 with the exhauat flange in a position aa
ahown in Fig. 11-28.
7. Bolt tha other NBC 6" diffusion puap onto the porthole for
colliaatlon chaaber #2 with tha exhaust flange in tha poaitlon
ahown in Fig. 11-28.
8. Bolt-the CVC 10" liquid nitrogen baffle onto the 10" porthole
for the main chaabar aligning tha fill and vent porta aa shown.
9. Bolt the 10" CVC diffusion punp onto tha 10" liquid nitrogen
baffle and align tha exhaust flange aa ahown.
10. Place the Kinney KC-15 mechanical puap in poaition as ahown.
11.

Fill the four diffusion punps with Dow Corning 705 diffusion
punp oil.

12.

Connect the exhaust fron the diffusion pumps to the intake of
the mechanical pumps aa follows:
NRC 6" D.P. 1 to Mechanical punp 1.
NRC 6" D.P. 2 to Mechanical pump 2.
The CVC 6" and 10" diffusion pump to Mechanical pump 3.

13. Connect the cooling water to the four diffusion pumps. Then
connect the drain of each diffusion pump to the proper water
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XBL 751- 5443
Fig. 11-28.

Pump location.
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lntcrlock and connect the Interlock to the water drain.
14.

Referring to System Hiring M a g n a M A - KATHY (blueprint 8S317S)
wire the 4 diffusion pumps and the three nechanlcal pumps. Kefer
ring to the s a w blueprint connect the appropriate wires to the
water and temperature Interlocks on each diffusion pump. Also
connect the NIC thermocouple vacuum gauge tube to the proper
vacuum Interlock.

4. Collimstlng Chamber Installation
The collimatlng chamber has four flanges thet must bolt to thrse
different surfaces so patience is needed to install the colllmation chamber.
1. Place the collimatlon eh—liar into the main chamber.
2.

Shims must be placed between the flanges that connect each
chamber to its diffusion pump and between 20 Inch flange of
colllnation chamber 2.

3. Cover the diffusion pumpa so bolts or screws won't fall in.
4. Gently maneuver the colllmation chamber into place and start
putting a few 1/4-28 aocket head acrews in the holes of all
four flanges.
5. After several screws in each flange ere started, put In a« many
screws as possible. Now start tightening ell of the screws until
all four flanges are snug against the respective main chamber
surface.
6. Careful attention should be paid to make sure that the shim on
the 20 Inch flange does not block the 20 Inch hole in the main
chamber since this will make it impossible to put the source
chamber in place.
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5. locating King Asseably
1. Clean the O-ring groovea and the surrounding parts of the main
chaaber ao that all surfaces are free of dust and lint etc.
Rinse all of the surfaces with acetone and reagent grade Methanol.
2.

Refer to Figs. II-l and 11-10 for the location and position of the
various rotating ring parts.

3. Turn the rotating ring upside down and lay It on a clean flat
surface. With extras* care, place the Kaydon bearing on the ro
tating ring. The bearing ball spacer should be positioned so that
the solid part of the brass spacer Is facing upward whan the assem
bly is placed in the apparatus.
4. Once the bearing Is In place, a .005 inch thick brasa shin stock
must be inserted all around the rotating ring between the bearing
and the rotating ring aa ahown In Fig. 11-10. THIS MUST BE DONE
TO PREVENT THE ROTATING RING FROM ROTATING OFF CENTER AND SCRATCH
ING THE MAIN CHAMBER SURFACE AND ROINING THE O-RINGS.
5. Clean the rotating ring and bearing surfaces thoroughly with acetone
and reagent grade methanol.
6. Place the ecraper 0-rlng in the groove on the rotating ring as
shown In Fig. 11-10. Grease should not be necessary since there
is only light contact between the O-ring and the main chamber sur
face.
7. Carefully place the TEC-RINGS (No. A01926) in the two main chamber
groovea. Extreme care must be taken not to scratch any of the Tecring surfaces. Note the orientation of the Tec-rings in the grooves
in Fig. 11-10. It may be helpful to heat the Tec-rings slightly to.
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facilitate their installation.
8. Place the rotating ring and bearing in the proper position (such
that the detector chamber can be inserted without having to rotate
the rotating ring) over the main chamber.

Gently lower the rotating

ring into the hole. If the assembly does not seat with gentle
tapping, use 4 "C" clamps evenly spaced around the ring and clamp
between the top of the rotating ring and the bottom side of the
top aaln chamber plate. Gradually tighten the four "C" clamps until
thru bearing seats on Its outside race. Make certain that as the
rotating ring starts to pass over each Tec-ring that the top of the
Tec-ring is against the side of the rotating ring and not under
neath the bottom of the rotating ring.
9. Place the bearing retainer ring in place and secure with the proper
bolts.
6.

Detector Chamber Installation
1. The rotating lid, ionization chamber, 26 pin electrical feedthrough,
the quadrupole feedthrough, and the 1 1/2 inch Ultek blank flange
should all be chemically cleaned and pasaivated, rinsed with water
and finally reagent grade acetone.
2. Extreme care must be used in handling these clean parts in order to
prevent getting body oils on them.

The parts should only be handled

using clean cloth gloves.
3. Clean the face sealing O-rlng groove on the rotating ring so that
it is free of dirt and dust particles. Rinse the O-ring groove with
acetone and reagent grade methanol.
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4. Clean the Viton O-rlng and coat it with Aplezon h vacuum grease.
Place the O-ring in the O-rlng groove.
5. Check to see that the rotating ring is In the proper position.
6. Attach the wire rope cables to the lift holes and attach the hoist
hook nuking certain that it is not more than 10 Inches above the
top of the detector chamber.
7. Lift the detector off the ground.

Check to sea that :he detector

is suspended in a horizontal plane. Remove the support legs from
the detector.
8. Lift the detector over the top of the main chamber and position the
two slots along the perimeter of the detector over the two pins in
the rotating ring.
9.

Gently lower the detector through the hole taking care not to bump
any surfaces. Once the slots reach the pins lor-r the detector
slowly the rest of the distance while always making certain that
the detector is level.

10. Once the detector is seated cover the detector chamber holes to
prevent dirt from entering.
11.

Remove the hoisting feet from the detector chamber and place the
large gear in place on top of the rotating ring. Position the gear
so that the missing teeth will!, not come in contact with the chain
when the detector is rotated to its two extremes.

12.

After the gear is on the rotating ring place the 3/4 inch chain in
place and tighten the dt ve gear assembly.

13.

For the installation of the ionization chamber see the alignment
section of this chapter.
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Cold Shield Installation
1. Thoroughly clean the inside main chamber walls.
2. Hake a sling from the polypropylene rope and using the crane
place the cold shield in the nain chamber.
3. Align the port holes in the cold shield with the holes in the
aaln chaaber.
4. Balsa the cold shield on its three stainless steel feet until
the top edge la as close as possible to the main chamber wall
without touching it.
5. 'Put the liquid nitrogen feedthrough elbow in place. Connect the
gas venting tube to the metal gas vent tube which protrudes from
the Ultek flange on the 4 inch copper tube.
6.

Connect the UHV flanges using a 2 inch copper gasket. All the
bolts must be put in to connect these flanges or the seal will
leak.

7. Connect the liquid nitrogen elbow flange (O-ring 2-364).
Detector Pump Installation
1. Kefar to Fig. 11-29 for the relative orientetlon of the various
detector pumps.
2. Clean off all of the ultra high vacuum flange surfaces. Wear
cloth gloves while doing all ultra high vacuum assemblies.
3. V** 6 inch copper gaskets to make vacuum seals on the three ion
pumps.
4. Hoist the Veeco 225 1/sec ion pump (2) and place it in the correct
position over the port hole for detector chamber #2. With the
copper gasket in place, lower the ion pump and bolt it into position
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Figure 11-29. Top View of Detector Rotating Lid with Pumps and
Feedthrougha.
1. Ultek 150 1/aec differential ion puap.
2.

Veeco 225 1/aec Hag Ion pump.

3. Veeco 100 1/aac Noble gaa puap.
4.

Ultek titaniua aubllaation puap with cryoahroud.

5. Veeco E-beaa titaniua aubllmatlon puap with cryoahroud.
6.

Jania liquid heliua puap.

7. 10 liter liquid nitrogen devar (2).
8. Quadrupole electrical feedthrough.
9. 26 - pin electrical feedthrough.
10. Photodiode feedthrough.
11. Blank flange.
12.

26 - pin electrical feedthrough.

13. High voltage feedthrough.
14.

Photoaultipller feedthrough.

15. Gate valve control feedthrough.
16. Blank flange.
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Fig.

11-29.
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5. Assemble the Veeco E-beam titanium sublimator (refer to operation
manual) and insert unit with cryoshroud into the Ion pump and
tighten the ultra high vacuum flange.
6. Hoist the Ultek ISO 1/sec ion pump(l) and place it in the correct
position over the port hole for detector chamber #1. With the
copper gasket in place, lower the ion pump and bolt it into posi
tion.
7. Assemble the Ultek titanium sublimator (refer to operation manual)
and insert the unit with the cryoshroud into the Ultek ion pump and
tighten the ultra high vacuum flange.
8. Hoist the Veeco 100 1/sec ion pump (3) and place it in the correct
position over the ionization chamber flange. With the copper gasket
in place lower the ion pump into place and bolt it into position.
9.

Place a copper gasket on the top flange of the Veeco 100 1/sec ion
pump (3). Lift the Janls liquid helium pump (6) to the top of the
apparatus. Carefully place the liquid helium pump on top of the
100 1/sec ion pump and tighten the bolts to make a vacuum seal.

10.

Place the Ultek UHV 1 1/2 blank flange over the hole above detector
chamber #1 (16).

11.

Connect the copper wires for the quadrupole (2) and the high voltage
exit lens to the proper feedthrough and bolt into place (8).

12.

Connect the wires for the ionizer and exit lenses to the correct
positions on the 26 pin feedthrough as shown in the ionizer assem
bly section. Place the 26 - pin connector in the correct position,
check for shorts, and bolt into place.
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13.

Connect tha wlraa from tha respective power supplies to each of the
three Ion puaps and two titanium sublimation puape.

14.

Bolt on tha photodioda faadthrough (10), the blank flange (11), the
26 pin feadthrough (12), tha high voltage feadthrough (13), and the
photomultlpller feadthrough.

15.
9a.

Place tha 10 lltar liquid nitrogen dawara in position and bolt down.

Detector Assembly - Ionltar
1.

In assembling tha ioniser refer to Fig. 11-30 or blueprint I12N49S3.

2.

The detector parts should be chemically cleaned.

The metal parts

should be cleaned by cleaning procedure 2 and the alumina parts by
cleaning procedure 3. The quadrupole and scintillator parts should
be cleaned at the same time if they need cleaning.
3.

Referring to Fig. 11-30 arrange all of the parts needed in the
ioniser assembly.

4.

Separata the different aize alumina spacers.

If the grid support is not wrapped with wire this should be done
now.

Use .010" platinum wire.

Spot weld the wire to the end of

the grid support and then wind the wire around the grid so the wire
lies in the bottom of the V-notches. When the wire is all wound
spot weld the other end.
5.

Take the four alumina rod holders (2) and screw them into the
ionizer support plate (14). Inaert the four alumina rods (1) into
each of the alumina rod holdera and tighten the set screws. The
alumina rod holders must fit flush against the ionizer support plate.

6.

Place one 0.143 inch long alumina spacer (6) on each alumina rod.

7.

Connect the two halves of lens #2 (3) using the two alumina pins.
Gently slide lens 2 over the four alumina rods and down onto the
alumina spacers as shown in Fig. 11-30.
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Figure 11-30. Ionizer Assembly
1. Alumina Support Rode (4)
2.

Aluaina Rod Holder (4)

3.

Lens 2a and 2b.

4.

Lens la and lb.

5.

Fiiaatnt Tension Plate

6.

Alualna Spacer - 0.143 inch long (4).

7. Alumina Spacer - 0.214 inch long (4).
8.

Alumina Spacer - 0.073 inch long (4).

9.

Alumina Spacer - 0.083 inch long (4).

10.

Alualna Spacer - 0.125 inch long (4).

11.

Alumina Ping (5).

12.

Ionizer Grid.

13.

Ionizer Shield.

14.

Ionizer Support Plate.

15.

Ceramaseal Electrical Feedthrough.

16.

Assorted Springs.

51.

Filament Holder Nut.

52.

Filament Holder Screw.
!

IONIZER ASSEMBLY

XBL 751-5442

Fig. 11-30.
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8. Place one 0.214 inch long alumina spacer (7) on each alumina
rod.
9.

Connect the two halves of lens #1 (4) using the two alumina pins.
Gently slide lens 1 over the alumina roIs in the position shown
in Fig. 11-30. This should leave the slits in each lens perpen
dicular to each other.

10. Place one 0.073 inch long alumina spacer (8) on each alumina rod.
11. Carefully slide the grid (12) over the four alumina rods making
sure not to damage the grid wiring.
12. Place one 0.083 inch long alumina spacer on each of the alumina
rods.
13.

Cut two ribbons of .0005 X .025 1Z thoriated tungsten ribbon
about 3 to 3 1/2 inches long. Pass the ribbon through the hole
on each tab of the shield and spot weld the end of the ribbon
to rear of the shield. Make certain that each apot weld is
strong since the assembly steps from here on will have to be
repeated if a ribbon breaks.

14.

With the two ribbons passing through the inside of the shield
start to slide the shield onto the four alumina rods as shown
in the figure. The rods will pass through the holes in the rear
plate of the shield fairly easily.

It may be difficult to get

the rods to pass through the holes In the front plate of the
ionizer. By trying different orientations of the shield the
holes may line up. If this doesn't work hold the shield in one
hand and try to move the alumina rods by rotating the pieces
already assembled.
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15. Aaseable tha two filaaent holder*(51 & 52) on the filament
tenaioa support plate (5).
16. Attach tha four ahort spring aata with aluaina rings (11) be
tween tha ahiald and the ionizer support plate. Attach the long
spring to tha jhield aa shown in Fig. 11-30.
17.

Placa ona alualna spacer 0.125 inch long (10) on each alualna rod.

18.

Slide tha two filaaenta through tha filaaant holders in the fila
aant tension plate. Check to aae that tha filaments are not twist
ed. Placa tha fllaaent tension plate over the four alumina rods.'

19. Thla atap auat ba dona at ona tlae to get equal tension on both
filaaanta. Connect the '.sag spring from the ahield to the fila
aant tension plate. Hold down tha filament tension plate so there
la tension in tha apring. Nov pull each illaaent taut and spot
weld it to tha filaaent holder. After both filaments are siot
welded, gently release the filaaent tension plate.
20. Using tha stainless steal two aet screw couplings connect the
respective ionizer elements to the proper feedthrough shown in
Fig. 11-30. The final connection to the filaments on the front
of the ionizer should ba aade with a flexible nickel wire.
9b. Detector Aasembly - Quadrupole
1. Tha quadrupole alignment on the quadrupole adapter flange was
described in the alignment section of this chapter. Briefly, the
axis of tha four polea must be orthogonal to the front face of the
adapter flange.
2. The assembly procedure of the quadrupole itself is listed in the
EAI quadrupole manual.
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9c. Detector Assembly - Scintillation Unit
1.

Refer to Figs. 11-31 and 11-32 for the top view and cross section
view of the scintillation unit.

2. All of the detector parts should be cleaned before starting the
assembly.
3. Arrange all of the parts on a clean surface and wear cloth gloves
while assembling the parts.
4. First assemble the exit lens unit.

Insert the 3 support rods (IS)

into the support plate (28) and fasten with nuts on the other side
of the support plate. When looking from the entrance to the exit
lens system the clockwise order of the rods will be denoted 3KV,
150 V, and ground. Blueprint 12N5156 shows the position of the
various support rod in relation to the rest of the unit •
5. With the support plate end resting on a flat surface place the
2.080 inch long spacer (26) on the 3KV rod, the 1.075 inch long
spacer (23) on the 150V rod and the 3.450 inch long spacer (27)
on the ground rod. Also place the 1.183 inch long spacer (24) on
the 3KV rod.
6.

Slide exit lens #1 over the rods and spacers and into position.

7. Place the 0.870 inch long spacer (21) on the 3KV rod the 2.233
inch long and the 0.980 inch long spacer on the 150V rod, and the
.980 inch long spacer on the ground rod.
8. Slide exit lens #2 into place and assemble the rest of the spacers
and exit lens #3 as shown in Figs. 11-31 and 11-32.
9.

Secure the assembly by screwing the support nuts (16) onto the end
of each support rod.
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Flguraa 11-31 and 11-32. Sida Vlaw and Top Vlaw of the Scintillator Unit.
1. Scintillator Housing.
2.

Fhotoaultipllar Holdar.

3. Plastic Scintillator (Pilot B ) .
4. Support Insert.
5. Parker Viton O-ring #2-23.
6. Dtt 9S24S Photosjultlpller Tube.
7. Scintillator Paadthrough.
8. High Voltage Cathode.
9. High Voltage Insulator.
10.

Support Hut.

11. Corona Ball.
12. Exit U n a #1.
13. Exit U n a #2.
14. Exit Lens #3.
15. Exit Lena Support Hod.
16. Support Nut.
17.

Alvatfna Inaulator (.125 long, 3XV).

18.

Alumina Inaulator (.125 long, 150V, gad.).

19.

AluBlne Inaulator (.950 long, 3KV).

20.

Aluadna Insulator (1.060 long, 150V, gad.).

21.

Aluadna Inaulator (0.870 long, 3KV).

22.

Aluaina Inaulator (0.980 long, 150V, gnd.).

23.

Aluadna Inaulator (1.075 long, 150V).

24.

Aluaina Inaulator (1.183 long, 3KV, gnd.).
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25.

Alumina Spacer (2.233 long, 150V).

26.

Alumina Spacer (2.080 long, 3KV).

27.

Alumina Spacer (3.450 long, gnd.).

28.

Support Plate.

29.

Locating Pin.

30.

10-32 X 3/8 Allan Head Screw.

31.

5/16 - 18 X 2 Bolt.

-142ION DETECTOR ASSEMBLY
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F i g . 11-31.
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Top View

ION DETECTOR ASSEMBLY

XBL 751- 5447
Fig. 11-32.
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10.

Carefully place the assembly into the scintillator housing (1)
and position the aupport plate over the two locating pins. Use
two 10 - 32 X 3/8 alien head screws to fasten the exit lens as
sembly in place.

11. Place the high voltage inaulator (9) on the high voltage feedthrough sod of the acintillator feedthrough (7) as shown.
the support nut (10) onto the rod.

Screw

Carefully take the aluminum

coated high voltage cathode (8) and screw it onto the high voltage
-i.•

12.

rod.

Carefully put the high voltage assembly in an upright position
and gently lower it into the scintillator housing after placing
the 4 Inch copper gasket in place. Tighten the two flanges to
make a seal.

13. Place the Viton O-ring (5) in the photomultiplier holder (2).
14.

Support the plastic scintillator (3) on a 5 inch long rod with
the aluminumized aide facing up. Slide the photomultiplier
holder (2) over the plastic scintillator until the scintillator
seats in the proper position. Hake sure that the Viton O-ring
remains in place. Turn the photomultiplier unit over so the
plastic will remain in place.

15. Insert the aupport insert with the special tool and tighten the
insert until the aluminized surface makes contact with the photo
multiplier holder housing.
16. Place a copper gasket in the flange groove and bolt the photomultiplier holder Into the acintillator housing.
17.

This completes the assembly of the scintillation unit. Put
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aluninum foil over the entrance flange to keep dirt out.
9d. Detector Assembly - General
1. Thia assembly assumes that the detector chambers have already
been aligned.

For alignment procedure see the alignment section

of this chapter.
2.

Place the assembled ioniser in the ionization chamber with the
electrical feedthrough on the upper portion of the support plate.
Be careful not to bump the ionizer against the ionization chamber
when inserting it. The ionizer plate will locate the ionizer in
the correct position.

Fasten the support plate to the ionization

chamber using six socket head screws which have a hole drilled
through the center and which have been chemically cleaned.
3. Using the figure of the ionizer connect the appropriate wire from
the 26 pin feedthrough (given in Table 11-12) to respective feedthrough.

Remember the figure is looking from the inside of the

ionization chamber not the outside. The wires from the feedthrough
are bare copper and they are spaced by alumina spacers.
4. Place the quadrupole filter in its proper position over the locat
ing pins on the rear of the ioniser support plate. Using the four
appropriate screws fasten it in place.
5. Connect the two quadrupole leads to the quadrupole mass filter.
6. Hount the assembled scintillator unit on a lab jack and align the
detector chamber flange with the scintillation unit flange. Place
a S inch copper gasket in place. Now moke the two final electrical
connections to the low voltage exit lens element and the high vol
tage lens element.

Hove the scintillation unit onto the locating
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Table 11-12. 26 fin Feedthrough Connections for Detector.
Pin

Element

B

Low voltage exit lens.

C

Filament supply reaote sensitivity - neg.

D

Shield.

E

Grid.

F

Filament #2.

G

Focus 1 A.

W

Focus 2 B.

X

Filament #1.

Y

Filament supply remote sensitivity - pes.

Z

Focus 1 B.

d

Focus 2 A.
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pins and up against the copper gasket.

After making sure the

copper gasket is in place tighten the flange bolts.

Check for

shorts.
7.

Bolt the blank flange in place on the bottom of the detector
chamber.

8.

Connect the quarts insulated high voltage wire to the high voltage
cathode feedthrough securing it with the corona ball.

Side Chamber and Source Wiring
1.

The configuration of the outside source chambers is shown in Fig.
II-3.

2.

All the large seals are made with Parker 2 - 390 0-rings.

The Inside source chamber bolts into place using 12 3/8 - 16 socket
head screws. The seal is made between the inside source chamber
and the main chamber.

3.

The outside source chamber can be rolled up to an<l away from the
inside source chamber.

It is fastened with 12 1/2 - 13 cap screws

which pass through the inside side chamber and into the main chamber.
The seal here is made between the outside source chamber and the
inside source chamber.
4.

The electrical connections and gas and mechanical connects'is must
be disconnected before rolling the source chamber back.

5.

After the source is aligned the outside source chamber is rolled
up and bolted on.

6.

The configuration of the feedthroughs for each source chamber is
shewn in Fig. 11-33.

7.

After the chamber is bolted on the gas inlet tube and the cooling
or heating fluid tubes should be connected using the appropriate
Gyroloks.
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Flgure 11-33.

Feedthrough Location on Source Chamber Feedthrough Flanges

1.

TG - 75 Ion Gauge Tube

2.

Nozzle Skinner Distance Drive

3.

Nozzle Source Vertical Control

4.

26 - Pin Electrical Feedthrough

5.

Gaa Inlet

6.

Nickel Thermocouple Feedthrough Tube*

7. High Current and Cooling Water Feedthroughs for High Temperature Oven
8.

Chroael - Alunel Thermocouple Feedthrougha

9.

Nozzle Fluid Temperature Control Inlet and Outlet

10.

Main Source Chamber Feedthrough Flange
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Source Chomber 2 Feedthrough Flonge

^

To Moin Chamber

Source Chamber l Feedthrough Flange
XBL 751-5473

Fig. 11-33.
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8. The mechanical feedthroughs for nozzle adjustments must be made.
9. Connect the source chamber electrical connections to the appro
priate position on the terminal strip as shown in Fig. 11-34.
Nozzle Source Assembly
1. For assembly of the nozzle source refer to Fig. 11-23 and blue
print I12N5413. The alignment of the nozzle aource is covered in
the alignment section of this chapter.
2. Assemble the nozzle slide (2) and place it on the nozzle slide
support (1).
3. Screw the skimmer (12) to be used onto the front plate of the
nozzle slide support. Bolt the dovetail (3) in place on the source
chamber inside face. Bolt the nozzle slide support (1) onto the
dovetail. The skimmer oriface must now be aligned by moving the
dovetail. When the skimmer oriface 1 B aligned properly, tighten
the dovetail slides so the dovetail will not slide.
4. The nozzle has three main pieces - the cooling chambers and nozzle
support (4), the nozzle feed (6), and nozzle chamber (7). The
nozzle chambers are interchangeable and a set of 8 nozzle chambers
with different oriface diameters are made. The oriface for most is
in a .001 thick nickel shim (9) which is sealed with a fine knife
edge seal. These seals should not be broken since the oriface
shim may not reaeal again. An indicator should be used when tight
ening the oriface cover (10) over a shim (9).
5. The nozzle feed Cube (6) alidea through nozzle support (4) to allow
the nozzle chamber (7) to be bolted on to the nozzle feed. The
seal between the nozzle chamber and the nozzle feed is a knife edge
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Flgure 11-34.

Source Chanbers Electrical Connections

All numbers refer to location when looking at the connection side of the
terminal strips.
Chamber 1
A3

To alunal thermocouple feedthrough 1

A4

To chromtl thermocouple feedthrough 1

AS

To a'luael thermocouple feedthrough 2

A6

To chromel thermocouple feedthrough 2

Bl

Fhototranslstor #1

B2

Phototranslstor #2

B3

One return leg for hysterysla motor

B4

Blank

B5

Heater

B6

Heater

CI

To one pole of motor

C2

One return leg for hysterysls motor

C3

To other pole of motor

C4

Beam flag

C5

Beam flag

06

LED power

-152Flgure 11-34 (cont'd.)
Chamber 2
A3+A6

To nickel thermocouple feedthroughs

Bl

Beam flag

B2

Beam flag

B3

Colliaaeing alita

B4

ColliHting alita

BS

Heater

B6

Heater
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XBL 751-5464
Fig. 11-34.
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seal utilizing either a nickel or copper gasket. The screws pass
through the rear of the nozzle feed and screw into the nozzle
chamber.

After the nozzle chamber is fastened, the nozzle feed

is pulled back until its located pins seal in the holes of the
nozzle support.

A retainer ring in the pack of the nozzle support

is tightened to hold the nozzle feed in place.
6. The assembly is now placed in the nozzle slide and the adjusting
screws tightened.

See the alignment section for how to position

the nozzle orlface.
7. After the nozzle has been aligned the heater (11) with .020 inch
disaster tantalus wire insulated with .110 inch diameter ceramic
beads is slid over the nozzle chamber and fastened in place with
its set screw.
8. Place the thermocouple into the thermocouple hole in the front of
the nozzle chamber.

Secure the thermocouple leads with copper wire

so the thermocouple does not corns out of the hole.
9. Assemble the rear nozzle support on tha cross bar in the inside
source chamber.
12. Beam Chopper and Beam flag Ariemblies
1. The beam chopper and beam flag for beam 1 are in one unit shown
in blueprint 12N4273. The entire unit must be assembled and the
electrical sensing unit put in place and then attached to the front
of inside source chamber #1 before inside source chamber #1 is in
stalled in the apparatus.
2. To assemble the unit place the four roller bearings (PIC E4-8) in
place. Put the upper and lower shafts through the bearing in the
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back plate. On the lower shaft put on a spacer, a gear with hub
toward rear plate, the chopping wi-tel with hub toward rear plate,
a shaft lock ring and a spacer. On the upper shaft put on a
spacer, a gear, a shaft leek ring and a spacer. Mow place the top
plate with the two bearings over the end of each shaft and fasten
the plat* down. Align the gears and the chopping wheel and then
secure the set screws in gears, chopping wheel and shaft lock rings.
Spin the upper shaft. The assembly should spin freely and coast for
15 to 30 seconds.
3. How Insert the beaa flag and attach it to the solenoid (Deltrol
type D-30).
4.

Attach the solenoid to the rear plate.

Screw the LED onto the rear plate and place the printed circuit
board with the two phototransistors on front plate. Adjust the
phototransistors so th« botton one will turn on or off when the
beam turns off or on.

5.

Connect the wires from the solenoid, the LED, and phototransistors
to the feedthroughs on the source chamber feedthrough flange.

6. On the source side of the inside side chamber book up the hyaterysis motor tc the upper beam chopper shaft. Use one universal cou
pling and one coupling that will allow the shaft to expand in the
coupling.
7. Test the beam chopper, the phototransistor signals, and the beam
flag.
8. To assemble the beam flag for beam 2 screw the solenoid onto the
solenoid plate and the plate onto inside source chamber #2. Screw
the beam flag and beam flag guide onto the front of the inside
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eource chamber.

Connect the solenoid to the beam flag using nylon

string.
13. Time of Flight Assembly
1. Bolt the time-of-flight motor into place-as shown in Fig. II-l.
2.

Carefully put tlms-of-fllght wheel on the motor shaft.

3. Referring to Fig. 11-35 assemble the holder for the light bulb, the
photodiode and the discriminator.

The photodlode should be placed

in the photodiode holder (7) and then the leads of the photodiode
should be passed through printed circuit board holder (8) and these
two parts and the photodiode cover plate screwed together. The
printed circuit board with the discriminator is then mounted on
the back and the photodiode leads soldered to the P.C. board.
*.

Bolt the time-of-flight slide guide (10) to the bottom of the motor
support fork. Slide the photodiode aaaembly into the guide.

5. To adjust the parts position the time-of-flight wheel as close as
possible to the detector without touching it. Then adjust the timeof-flight slide guide so the tlme-of-fllght wheel will pass between
the light bulb and the photodiode. Hove the photodiode assembly to
the proper height on the wheel.
6.

Connect the discriminator output to the proper feedthrough.

Connect

the discriminator power supply, the time-of-flight motor and the
light bulb to the proper pin on the 26 pin feedthrough as shown in
Table 11-13.
14.

Gate Valve and Gate Valve Drive Assembly
1.

Clean the gate valve slide groove and C-rlng groove on the detector,
the valve slide, and the valve cover plate.
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Flgure 11-35. Tloe-of-flight Assembly
1. Tine-of-flight holder.
2.

Slide cover plate.

3. Tlme-of-fllght elide.
4. Fhotodlode Holder.
5.

PhoCod'od* cover plete.

6.

Light bulb holder.

7. Photodiode.
8. Printed Circuit Support.
9.

Printed Circuit - diecrlnlnator.

10. Tiae-of-flight slide guide.
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XBL 751-5470
Fig. 11-35.

Tabic 11-13. Tiee-of-Flight Ilactrtcal Connectlona

Tlae-of~Fllght
fonanctlon

Tarainal
Strip »

Feedthroueh
Fin

0

1

E

TOT Motor - Tallow

I

2

D

TOF Motor - Green

V

3

F

TOT Motor - Black

X

4

T

TOF Motor - White

z

5

X

TOT Motor - Una

w

6

C

TOF Motor - rod

D

7

G

Photodloda (-4.7) - purple

B

8

Z

Fbotodlode (+5) - orange

r

9

d

Light bulb (brown)

M

10

W

Crowd

11

B

Macrlalaator trigger
level (Tallow)

Motor Drive Supply
Location

I

nigh
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2.

Insert the Tec-ring (#CR-012-CS-OF) into the 0-ring groove in the
detector, place the gate valve slide in the groove, and screw the
gate valve cover plate into place.

3. Slide the gate valve drive rod through the Cajon fitting on the
lid.

Screw the drive rod through the valve slide and -seat the

bottom of the shaft In the hole of the valve cover. Secure the
shaft with the cover plate.
*.

Using Fig. 11-36 for reference assemble the gate valve drive and
indicator assesjbly.

5. When the gate valve opening is aligned (see alignment section of
this chapter), set the counter at a given valve and tighten down
the counter so the spur gear (2) and the internal gear mesh. Move
the gate valve until the snail diameter hole is aligned and note
this nunber. These two numbers will be used to align the detector
entrance hole so care must be taken that the gears will not slip.
Cleaning Procedures
I. See F. Rosebury, Handbook of Electron Tubes and Vacuum Techniques,
Addison Wesley Publishing Co., 1965. See page 15, procedure SS-1.
II.

For cleaning procedure see page 3-17 of the EAI Quad 250 Residual
Gas Analyser Manual. The acid solution is:
80Z Deionlzed water
10Z Hydrogen peroxide
10Z Formic acid.

III. For alumina parts use a chromic acid cleaning solution. See F.
Roset-'iry, Handbook of Electron Tube and Vacuum Techniques, Addison
Wesley Publishing Co, 1965. Refer to page 5.
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Flgure 11-36. Gata Valve Drlv* and Indicator Asaeably
1.

Ve*d*r Root aaall countar s*rl*a 1141 - 10

2.

20* apur fjaar, 12 t**th.

3. 20' Internal M a r , 48 taath.
4.

Internal aaar aupport.

5. Pinion, 32 pitch.
6. Collar.
7. Gear, 32 pitch 1.00 F.D.
8. Counter aupport.
9.

Grip plate.

10. Counter swivel.
11. Cajon fitting.

counts. /
/ rev.
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XBL 751-5469
Fig. 11-36
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III. INTERMOLECULAR POTENTIALS OF CH& + ARGON AND
N H + ARGON FROM ELASTIC SCATTERING MEASUREMENTS
3

A.

Introduction

Since the advent of aodarn chealstry, the study, measurement and
use of intermolecular potentials have always been at the foundation
of the understanding of chealcal properties and the dynamics of
chemical systems. Much of the statistical theory on the properties and
behavior of gases and liquids is predicated on atom or molecule pair
interactions.

So in order to test, and ultimately utilize, these

statistical theories it is necessary to obtain intermolecular
potentials as accurately as possible. These intermolecular potentials
can then be used in the statistical theories to predict observable
values which can then be compared with experimental values. Accurately
known intermolecular potentials also are of interest in the area of
chemical physics. Here accurately measured intermolecular potentials
can be compared to calculated potentials, tnus, allowing the scientist
to feel confident that he is gaining more Insight into the workings
of nature.
The problem of determining the intermolecular potential of pair
interactions has been the concern of the experimentalist for many
years. Many of the experimental values in the literature for a wide
range of atomic or molecular pairs have come from transport phenomena
of dilute gases, second virial coefficient measurements, and
spectroscopic measurements. When spectroscopy can be done on a bound
pair, very accurate intermolecular potentials can be obtained in the
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raglon of tha bound atataa. By measuring tha temperature depandence of
' tranaport propartlaa auch aa eelf-dlffualon, thermal diffusion, and
vlacoaity, and tha temperature dapandance of the aacond virial
coefficient, valuea for different forma of Intaraolacular potential
on a large number of eyataae have also bean obtained. These measure
ment* have provided potential parameters on many systems but the accuracy
of tha measured values and tha agreement of potential parameters for
a particular system vara not always In good agreement when measured
by different tranaport propertlea (although there Is little reason
to expect there to be exact agreement). Since the Interpretation of
tranaport propertlea of a gaa are baaed on blaolecular collision
dynamics at low preaeure *.t la reasonable to expect that a good method
of measuring the intermolecular potential would be by observing the
scattering of the Individual molecular pairs. Crossed molecular
beam* thus provide an excellent means for obtaining very accurate
intermolecular potentiala.
Several different featurea of scattering yield information on
different parte of the intermolecular potential. Classically, the
measurement of tha total croaa aectlon vs. the collision energy at low
energiea will give information on the long range part of the potential.
Measurement of the differentia.', cross section in arbitrary units at
small scattering angles given the exponential behavior of r, in the
long range potential term and the wide angle scattering gives the form
of the repulsive wall. A reasonable estimate of the well depth, e,
can be obtained from the position of the rainbow, classically.
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Semldassicslly the presence of Interference t e n s fro* different
branches of the deflection function which produce undulations in the
differential cross section are very sensitive to the interaolecular potential.
The glory undulations in the total cross section measurements are also
very sensitive to the potential.
Very accurate interaolecular potentials have been obtained by
•any different Molecular bean groups. The first extensive studies
of elastic scattering systems were done on the alkali metals with
a wide variety of diffbrent gases. A review of this work is given by
2
Bernstein and Muckerman. Another group of atoa-atoa pairs that has
3-7
been successfully and extensively studied are the rare gas elements.
The resolution of quantum oscillations in these systems has yielded
highly accurate intensolecular potentials. A further extension of
elastic scattering work in recent years has been into the field of
atom-molecule pairs and molecule-molecule pairs. Differential cross
sections have been measured on several diatomic-rare gas systems.8—11
Generally, only the rainbow angle has been resolved in most of these
measurements. This has given reasonable estimates of the well depth,
e, of the potentials but not very accurate values for the range
parameter, rm . Differential and integral cross sections have also
been measured on polyatomic-atom * ~
In some cases

' ' *

and molecule-molecule pairs. '

the rainbow angle was measured and in another

only the slope of the narrow angle fall off. Oscillations in the
18
H„, and D , with polyatomic molecules have been reported.
Several
difficulties are encountered when attempting to study the elastic
scattering of molecule-atom or molecule-molecule pairs which tend to
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average out some of the extreme definition of the angular distribution,
thus, substantially decreasing the accuracy of the information that
can be extracted. The two important averaging effects in systems
which do not undergo chemical reaction are (1) a variation of the
intermolecular potential for separate collisions due to the anlsotropy
of the potential of the aolecula and (2) the possibility that the
aolccule may undergo rotational transitions due to the collision.
In order to study those effects it was decided to measure both
the elastic and rotationally Inelastic scattering of a series of
hydride aoleculea - CH,, NH,, and HF. These molecules have several
properties which, if effectively studied, would give information
regarding the effect of anisotropy and rotational transitions on
the scattering. These three molecules provide a varying degree
of symmetry and a variation in the dipole moment. They also have
relatively large rotational energy level spaclngs so that at least the
higher rotational energy transitions can be studied with time-of-flight
analysis. One problem with studying these molecules is that the mass
of each (HF to a lesser extent) lies in the region of the mass
spectrum where background is moderately high, making it some what
more difficult to collect data.
The systems to be run first were CH.-A, NH -A and HF-A. While
at Berkeley only the elastic scattering of the first two, CH.-A and
NH -A, were completed before the apparatus had to be disassembled
and moved. This chapter presents the results of these two interactions.
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These elastic scattering measurements have also demonstrated
the high resolution of the apparatus and have shown that there are
no systematic errors due to viewing factor effects (see Chapter II).

B.

Experimental

The experimental arrangement of the apparatus for these measure
ments is the same as described in chapter 2. The primary beam, which
is the species being detected after scattering, is formed in source
chamber 2 and the crossed beam, argon for these experiments
formed in source chamber 1.

is

Both beams are nozzle sources with the

Hach numbers for the primary beam (NH, or CH.) between 7 nd 10
and a much number of 20 for the crossed argon beam.

The Mach numbers

were measured by the fitting technique described in chapter II and the
relative collision energy, g, is calculated using the velocity at the
peak of the calculated nozzle distribution for each 1-aam. The beam
conditions for the different experiments are given

i Table III-l.

The double set of collimating slits were used to form the primary
beam and the single collimating slits were used to form the crossed
beam (the different slits are described in chapter II).

The argon

beam was chopped at 55 Hz and the signal was recorded by dual counters
and stored in the PDP-8E computer.
Each experiment was ru'i two or three thimes. Counting times
for each angle between 3 and 10 degrees were 40 seconds of which
20 seconds were with both beams on and 20 seconds we^e with the
argon beam flag on (argon beam off).

For angles between 10 degrees

Table III-l. Elastic Scattering Beam Conditions

System
Primary-Crossed

Temperature
Primary Crossed
<"K)

Pressure
Primary-Crossed
(Torr)

Beam Width
(FWHK)
Primary-Crossed

Hach #
Primary-Crossed

Relative
Collision-Energy
(10 *ergs)
_1

CH.-Ar
4

295

295

760

760

1.3

1.5

8.0

20

14.0

CH,-Ar
4

295

220

480

750

0.6

1.5

10.0

15

13.4

NH,-Ar

295

295

400

750

0.6

1.5

7.2

20

13.8

,
I
M

s
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and 30 degrees the counting time was either 80 or 120 seconds half
o* which was beam flagged.

After taking measurements at 2 to 4

different angles, the signal at the reference angle, 10 degrees, was
measured so that all tha data couJ. be time normalised to this value
to correct for drift in beam Intensities and detector sensitivity.
The standard deviation of the reference angle at room temperature
(295*K measured with a thermocouple) was 4.1Z for the CH.-argon
system and 5.4Z for the NH.-argon system.
Since the intermolecular potential is essentially independent
of the relative collision energy, an excellent method for proving the
uniqueness of a particular intermolecular potential is to measure
angular distributions at two different collision energies. The
particular intermolecular potential should give the best fit to both
angular distributions.
In order to change the relative collision energies of the
systems the crossed beam argon nozzle was cooled by passing chilled
nitrogen gas through the cooling chambers on the nozzle.

The nitrogen

gas was cooled by flowing it through copper coils immersed in liquid
nitrogen outside of the apparatus. The temperature of the nozzle
could be regulated, but not very well, by controlling the rate of
flow of the gas through the system.

The temperature was measured

by a thermocouple in the wall of ths nozzle chamber.

Since regulation

of the chilled gas was not precise the temperature of the argon nozzle
varied ±15 degrees over the course of the experiment.

There was also
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a decreaae by a factor of S In the scattered signal of the lower
taaperature. With these problem*, the atandard deviation of the low
temperature (220*K) CH.-argon reference point la 21<C.
The detector was operated with the same silt dimensions and
Ioniser conditions listed in chapter II.
C. Pats Analyele and fcesults
The analyala of croesed molecular beam angular distributions
from elastic scattering has been treated extensively In many places
(for example aee reference 19).

The following la Juat a brief

summary of the methods used to analyse molecular beam angular
dletributiona to obtain lntermolecular potentials.
The binary collision can be reduced to the one body central
potential problem. Figure Ill-la shows a collision of this type
where the mass of the one particle la the reduced mass p » m.m./m.+m,,
b la the Impact parameter, r Is the lntermolecular distance. G is
the orientation at the distance of closest approach, and x 1*

t n e

angle which the particle Is scattered through. The velocity vector
or Newton diagram for * typical crosssd molecular beam experiment
la shown in Fig. Ill-lb where V, and V, are the velocities of each
beam, C and 8 are the center-of-mass velocity vector and angle
cm
respectively, U, and U, are the center-of-mass velocities of each
beam, U. ia the center -of-maas velocity vector of the molecule
scattered through a center-of-maes angle \ .

@ •

n d

v
3

are the laboratory

angle and velocity vector for a particle acattered through an angle
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Flg. III-l. a) A blaolecular elastic colllalon reduced to the one
body central force Interaction.

The particle of reduced

aass v approachea at an lapact paraaeter b with a velocity
g. Tha particle haa a cloaar approach of r and la
acatterad through an angle X «nd leave* with an lapact
paraaatar b.
b) A velocity vector or Newton dlagraa representing the
collision of two particles (beaas) at an Intersection
angle of 90* with velocities of v", and V.. C is the
center-of-aass velocity and 6
la the center-of-nass
ca
angle. The center-of-aaae velocities of each incident
particle are u, and u,. The particle is scattered through
the centrr-of-aaas angle x *nd the product haa a final
center-of-aaaa velocity U, (IU"U, for elastic scattering).
The aeasured acattering angle in the laboratory systea is
H and the velocity is V,.
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X in the center-of-aass. For elastic scattering U,"U, and the
scattered Intensity versus lab angle 8 Is measured.

Figure III-2

shows the angular distribution for CH. + Ar at a collision energy
-14
of 14.0x10
ergs and Fig. III-3 shows the angular distribution
-14
for NH.+Ar at a collision energy of 13.8x10
ergs. The error
bars indicate the reproducibility of the results.
In Figs. III-2 and III-3 the angular distribution is actually
a plot of the laboratory number density H,(9) against the lab angle
(6). To determine the intermolecular potential from this data,
the angular distributions will have to be calculated for a given
intermolecular potential and then compared to the measured angular
distribution. This is then repeated for other intermolecular potentials
until a best fit is found. To compare the measured laboratory data
with the calculated data, it Is necessary to use the Jacobian of
transformation from the center-of-mass to laboratory coordinate
system. With the LAB number density M,(6), the LAB flux, 1,(0), and
L

L

20
the center-of-uass flux I (y) the relation is
cm
1^(9) - V ^ I ^ O ) - v"

1

[V^/0^ cos(0 ,V )]I (x)
3

3

c]a

(1)

where V, and U, are the scattered velocity vectors shown lit Fig. Ill-lb
and (tJ-.V.) is the included angle between U. and v.. So In order to
calculate an angular distribution to fit the data the center of mass
flux must be calculated.
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Fig. III-2. The Measured angular diatribution of CH. + Ar with the
CH, product being detected. The error bars indicate one
standard deviation calculated from the background counts
of the •eaaureaent. Points with no error bars have standard
deviations smaller than tha synbol. The collision energy
14

is 14.0X10" ergs, r^ - 3.82 A, and B - 7.05.
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Flg. III-3. The measured angular distribution of NH, + Ar with the
MH. product being detected.

The error bars indicate either

one standard deviation calculated from the background counts
or the standard deviation of several points measured at one
angle whichever is larger.

Points with no error bars have

standard deviations smaller than the symbol.

The collision

-14
energy is 13.8x10
ergs. The solid line is the best
calculated distribution using an HSV potential with
E - 2.21X10

-14

ergs, r
in

- 3.93 A, and B - 8.45.
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The differential cross section may be calculated either
classically or quantum mechanically.

The expression for the angle

of deflection x Is classically given by
X(B.b) - ir-2b /

d g

—=

,-,;,

(2)

where b is the impact parameter, r Is the distance of closest approach,
c
1
2
V(r) is the potential energy. E - j yg , and r Is the internolecular
separation. Introducing reduced variables in terms of the well depth
of the potential e and the position of the bottom of the well r we
m
have
X - r/r ;

B - b/r

M

f(x) - V(r)/e

m

K - E/e
and the angle of deflection can be written as
X(K.B) - ir-2B

f
'X
*c

—*
x2

L

d

*

r

,T

1 / 2

2

xJ

The deflection angle as a function of reduced impact parameter for a
1 2 fi

Leonard-Jones' potential is shown in Fig. III-4. The differential
cross in classical mechanics is given by
I<X)

"2

b,
, |_di-

*

(4)
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iapact paraaeters. The rainbow angle comes froa scattering
In the region c" B .
b
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Thia illustrates two affects seen in scattering: one where x goes
to sero and the cross section has a discontinuity classically which
la glory scattering and the other more commonly seen rainbow scattering
where

|dx/db| goes to cero. The Impact parameters that correspond

to rainbow scattering are at B in Fig. III-4. Classically the total
differential cross section at a particular angle is the sum of
differential cross sections for each branch which contribute to the
scattering at a particular angle. This makes it classically impossible
to obtain a unique V(r) from I(x)>

For the differential cross section

at the angle shown in Fig. III-4 the total differential cross section
at that angle would be
I

total

(x>

"V

x

)+

V

x ) +

V

x )

(5)

So claasical mechanics predicts discontinuities at the glory angle
(0, *lf, ±2ir ...) and at the rainbow angle. It also does not allow
for interference effects between different contributing branches at
each angle. To treat these problems it is necessary to use a quantum
mechanical treatment.
In the quantum mechanical treatment of the scattering problem
the scattering is represented by a wave function of the form

> J** iSX}£l
m

+

lies
where *~^ represents the Incoming plane wave traveling in the z
in
direction and f(x)e /r represents the outgoing scattered wave.
The differential cross section in this case is given by

( 6 )
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Ie.(X> " |f(x)|

2

(7)

The scattering amplitude for this problem has been shown 21 to be
f<X> - 2 k

S

(2» + 1) (expttin^-1) P (cosx)

(8)

t

where i, is the angular momentum quantum number, k is the wave number
(k - mV/h, P.(cosx) are the Legendre polynomials for each I, and n»
is the phase shift.
some value of I, I

In practice the summation is performed up to
, which is the value of i. for which the phase

shift is less than .001 radians. The differential cross-section can
then be written as
X

eJ^
0,11

, I»
,2
" 2 2- <2H-l)exp(in,)sinn, P,(cosX)
.
k h-0
*
* *
'

(9)

2

It is therefore only necessary to calculate the phase shifts in order
to obtain the differential cross section and finally the angular
distribution. To calculate the phase shifts n. for each quantum
angular momentum number £, the semiclassical JHKB phase shift method
was used. This approximation uses less computer time than the numerical
integration of the Schrodinger equation. The two systems studied have
de Broglie wavelengths of approximately 0.2A so the JWKB approximation
is valid for these systems. The JWKB phase shifts were calculated
by the Gaussian integration method of Munn and Smith.22 The quantum
mechanical formulation now gives rise to interference effects between
the different branches, 8., 6 , and 8 in Fig. III-4. This gives
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a differential croas aaction of
.2
^ ( X l - IfjCX) + f (X) + fj(X)|'
2

Thie affect haa bean solved by atatlonary phase

19

to give expressions

for the interference patterns.
Before proceeding to the determination of the intermolecular
potentials, the velocity and angular resolution averaging should
ba outlined. The experimental angular distribution is measured with
beams that have a dlatributlon in velocities and a detector that doea
not h< 7e Infinite resolution. Basically, the measured data can be
repreeeated by
N (9) - / d e ' h O - e ' ) / d v
L

x

/dv n (v )n (v )V
2

1

1

2

2

x [v /u^ coa(u ,v )l I^CX.V)
3

3

(10)

3

where I (Y,V) is the cross section for a relative velocity V from
cm
Eq- (9), n(v) are the number density velocity distributions which
2
2 2
for noszle beams have the form n = v exp(-(v-v.) /a ) where v, is
the flow velocity and a

la a measure of the local temperature of

the beam, and u_ and v, are the vectors shown in Fig. Ill-lb. The
function h(Z> is a trapezoid of variable half width given by
h(X)

- 1,

h(X) - 1 - | (|X| - IJ/tXflJ
h(X)

- 0

|X| < X

o

X < |X| < 2Xj - X
0

|X| > 21^ -

o

X

Q
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vhere X is fixed at 0.47 and Is the half angle subtended by the
o
ionization slit of the detector assuming a point source at the
scattering zone and X. la variable with 0 and accounts for the finite
3
volune of the scattering zone. It has been found that for an
experiment of this arrangeaent the contribution from a spread in
the angle of Intersection of the beams and the out-of-plane scattering
ia negligible.
To summarize, the data is fit by calculating the differential
cross section for center-of-mass angles with a chosen interval using
the JWKB approximation to calculate the phase shift for each I.
These contributions are then averaged over the velocities of the
beams and the angular resolution of the apparatus along with the
Jacobian factor to give a calculated angular distribution in terms
of number density N.(0).
1. The Potential Form
Many of measurements on atom-atom, atom-molecule, and moleculemolecule pairs are interpreted with either a Lennard-Jone (12,6)
potential or a Lennard-Jones (n,6) potential where In terms of the
reduced parameters

X « r/r , f(Xt • V(r)/e, the potential is given
m
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Thl» LJ(n,6) potential Is used extensively in low energy scattering
because the potential gives the correct R

asymptotic behavior.

On* of the aain drawbacks of this potential is that the well depth
e and the location at the bottom of the well r are coupled with
the van der Waal C, constant [- ner /(n-6)]. These coupled parameters
o
n
increase the difficulty of obtaining a potential that will fit an
angular distribution. A more versatile potential has been used by
3
Las et al. which allows the intermolacular potential to be represented
by different functions for different ranges of interaction. This
is the "exponential-spline-oorse-spllne-van der Waals" (ESMSV) potential,
and is given by
0 < xK x

f(x) - A exp[-a(*-l)]
f(x) - exp(a + (x-x ){a + (3t-x )[a + (x-x )a ]})

^ < *< *

f(x) - exp[-2e(x-l)] - 2exp[-6(x-l)]

^ < x< ^

1

1

2

2

3

1

f(x) - b + (x-x ){b + (x-x )[b + (x-x )b ]>
x

f(x) - - -

3

6

2

4

8

- c x- - C * -

V

8

3

1 0

3

6

4

2

x < x < x^
3

x <x<

1 0

( J 2 )

4

-

The potential function has 12 free parameters e, r , A, a, 3, C,, C-,
m
o
o
C

1 0 ' l ' *?'
z

X

x

V &

o f

w n i c n

a s

•»ny

a s

Possible are determined from

other sources when they are accurately known and are left at a fixed
value while the others are varied. For the CH, and NH_ experiments
little is known about the repulsive wall so x and x are set equal
to zero and the morse function is allowed to represent the repulsive
wall at the potential which is fine for these experiments since the
particles do not sample far up the potential wall. The function is

^
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now a "Morse-Spline-van der Waals" (MSV) potential with 8 variables
e>

B

C

C

C

x

V « 6* 8' 10* 3*

a n d

V

These two intermolecular potentials, the Lennard Jones (n,6)
and the MSV, were both used to .fit the data.

Tc obtain a fit to

the measured data a least squares fit was performed between each
calculated angular distribution and the measured d strlbution.
In the Lennard Jonas potential the valueB for e, r , and n were
m
varied to obtain the beat fit and for the MSV potential the values
for e, r , and 3 were varied to obtain the best fit.
m

For MSV

the van der Waals constant for the CH.-Ar interaction «as that
4
suggested by Kramer and Herschbach

[C, » 1.97xl0~

erg A ], and

C„ and C.Q were set equal to zero since the data did not extend into
narrow angles where these two terms would be important.
nodes x, and x

The two

for the cubic spline function were set so x would

be the value of x where value of the Mose potential was f(x) - -0.75
and x
2.

was set at 1.4.

Results

The measured angular distributions for collisions of CH, and
-14
argor at two different collision energies, 14.0x10
ergs and
-14
13.4x10
ergs are shown in Figs. III-2 and III-5, respectively.
The angular distribution for the collision of NH, and argon at a
-14
collision energy of 13.8x10
ergs in shown in Fig. Ill-3 . The
error bars on each data point are either one standard deviation
calculated from the total number of counts at the particular angle
or the standard deviation of the points measured at a given angle
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Figure III-5. The maaaurad angular distribution for CH, f At at a
-14
relative collision energy of 13.4 x 10
erga.

The error bars indicate

the larger of either one standard deviation calculated from the number
of background counts or tha standard deviation of several points measured
at the given angle.
14

10~ ergs, r
ID

The solid line la tha HSV potential with e - 2.14 «

- 3.82 A and B - 7.05.
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whlchever la larger. In order to be convinced that the apparatus
waa working properly the 0, + Ar system was run briefly to see If
it reproduced published results. The 0, + Ar angular distribution
is shown in Fig. III-6 along with the calculated angular distribution
using a tennard-Jones (12,6) potential and the values for the potential
•m aaasured by Tully and L e e

1 0

U

of c - 2.03xlO~ ergs and r - 3.90 A.

The fit la good and provides confidence that the measurements from
the apparatus are not In dlaagre—ant with aaasureaents of other
groups. Unfortunately, very few of the molecular beaa experiment*
have ever been reproduced by different groups-one exception being the
Ar-M, interaction.
The CH,-Ar data has been analysed ualng two potentials—the
Leonard-Jones (11,6) and the MSV. The angular distributions are
calculated as previously described with averaging over angular
resolution for bean parameters given in Table III-l and averaging
over three velocities in the CH. bean and one velocity in the argon
beam. The monoenergetlc approximation for the argon bean is valid
alnce the velocity distribution is narrow (FHMH ~5I) and the averaging
effect from the crossed beam la smaller. The C. constant for the MSV
potential for a collision of two different species has been calculated
24
using the combining rule of Kramer and Berschbach

«-, - l»V»«.v. .

S) °- • (?) <J
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Flgura III-6. Tha angular distribution of 0, + Ar with tha 0,

signal

balng datactcd. Tha aolld llna la tha calculatac angular diatrlbutlon
ualng tha valuaa of Tully and Laa
in a LJ (12,6) potantlal.

, c • 2.03 * 10

erga and r - 3.90 A,
n

-i92.1 I I I 1 I I I I | I I I I I I I I I | I I I I | I I I I | I I I I.

O2 -Ar
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where C

aa

and C.. are the C, constants for the interaction of identical
bb
6

species and a

and ex. are the polarliabilities for a particular

particle. The values for C, frosi Dalgarno
for Ar-Ar and 1.43xl0~
CH, Is 17.6 A

J

erg A

are 6.22xlo~

erg A

for CH.-CH . The polaricability of

fro* reference (1) and the polarizability of Ar is

11.1 froa reference (26). The value for the CH -Ar C, value is then
9.42xl0~

erg A . The best fit using the MSV potential is shown

in Fig. I1I-2 for the CH.-Ar pair. Two Interesting features of
Fig. III-2 are the good fit to the distribution in the rainbow
region around 10 degrees and the appearance of shoulders on the dark
side of the rainbow between 10 and 25 degrees. In Fig. III-5 the
parameters for the best fit of the higher energy data are shown for
the low energy data. These potential parameters fit ttie data to
within experimental error but because of the poor quality of this
data these potential parameters are obviously not a unique fit to the
data. Therefore the potential parameters oust be obtained fro* the
better high energy data.
As a better illustration of the features of the angular distribu
tion Fig. III-7 shows the distribution plotted In the center-of-aass
system. The intensity In the center-of-mass I(x) times the slnx
is plotted vs. x. the center-of-aass angle. The sinx factor removes
the geometrical weighting by large Impact parameter collisions.
The solid curve is that calculated for the best fit parameters using
the MSV potential. The circles are the dnta points nominally trans
formed from the laboratory to the center-of-aass coordinate system.
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Fig. III-7. The center-of-aass angular distribution for CH. + Ar.
The data points were transformed using a nominal
LAB * CHl transformation.
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These points arc not accurate since the velocity averaged beams can
not be taken Into account. The figure does sake the rainbow angle
•ore pronounced.
In order to Illustrate the scattering better, the narrow angle
4/3
scattering Is factored out by plotting N,(0) 0
slnO vs. 9 where
L

".(©) la the LAB number density. A plot of this is shown In Fig. III-8.
The rainbow angle la now vary apparent, peaking at 10", and the
oscillations are also sore pronounced.

The presence of theae oscil

lations has permitted a aora accurate determination of the potential
parameters since the location of the rainbow is predominantly
determined by the depth of the potential well, e, and the frequency
of the oscillations is dependent on r . These oscillations in
B

molecular syateas have been seen before for H.+H. and for H-+0-,
18
SF,, NH„, CO and CH, and D.-K)., SF,, and NH„.
These results seem
O
J
•»
2 I
0
J
27
to contradict the seal-classical calculation of Cross which predicts
a damping of the oscillations due to the anisotropy in the potential,
18
but as pointed out by Gordon, Coggiola and Kupperman
the oscillations
for the H. scattering ariae from diffraction effects from the steep
repulsive wall of the potential. Since CH, is a relatively light
molecule, the observed oscillations in the data may arise from these
diffraction effects. To teat this hypothesis an angular distribution
was calculated for a purely repulsive potential on both the CH -Ar
and H -Ar systems. The angular distributions for each are shown in
Fig. III-9. Both calculations use the same angular and velocity
averaging as used in analysing the data. It is apparent that the
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Flg. III-9. The calculated angular distribution .for (- - -) H
and (

; CH. + Ar for the repulsive fotential shown in

the insert.

a(l-X).

-t Ar

The potential Is of the form f(>;) = A exp
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the diffraction effects do not survive for the CH -Ar system whereas
they are quite pronounced for the H.-Ar pair.

This leads to the

conclusion that for CH.-Ar the oscillations must arise from interferences
between different branches of the potential. Methane must therefore
not have a substantial anisotropic potential.

This is consistent

with the model of rigid tetrahedral molecules used by Verlln, Cooper,
and Hoffman

28

to fit transport coefficients In a magnetic field

which finds that methane is only slightly anisotropic.
To determine the range of parameters for the MSV potential that
would give a good fit to the data the computer program was used to
calculate the standard deviation of the data for a range of potential
parameters.

The calculated angular distributions were averaged

over'angle and velocity as described before, prior to calculating
the standard deviation.

The results for these calculations are shown

in Table III-2 and contour diagrams using values from the tabic for
each value of $ are shown in Fig. III-IO.

The bes~ values for the

parameters of the MSV potential are listed In Table III-3. The best
values for the three varied parameters in the potential are:
e = 2.20(±.04)xl0~

14

ergs, r « 3.82(±.04)A, and 0 - 7.05*.20.
m
The values of the parameters e, r , and |3 which fit the data have the
m
errors given above but consistent with the shaded area in Fig. 111-10
for g - 7.05.

The limits on r were ultimately determined when the
m

frequency of the oscillations in the calculated distribution varied
from the frequency of the oscillations in the data.
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Flgure 111-10. The contoura show the lines of standard deviation of the
CH, - Ar data obtained from values listed in Table III-2. The standard
deviation is listed on each contour line. The shaded area on the center
contour is the region of £ and r values which fit the data. The B value
m
of 7.05 for the center contour is the best fit to the data.
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Tabla III-3. MSV Potential Paraaatara

Paraaatar

CH, - Ar

NH, - Ar

e

2.20 (±.1H)xl6~ arga

2.21(±.04)xl0""arga

r

3.82(t.04) A

3.93<± 05) A

7.0S *.20

8.45 1.30

«
8

X

9.416X10" arg A*

8.999X10

1.098

1.082

1.40

1.40

-0.75

-0.75

11

C

6

x
x
b

3

4

l

h

2

1.894

1.886

b

3

-5.405

-7.355

b

4

5.502

1.084

-11

arg A

6
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The data was alao fit using a Lenaard-Jones (n,6) potential. The
beat fit parameters for the Lennard-Jones potential were:
e « 2.27xl0~

ergs, r - 3.77 A, and n - 18. Both the Lennard-Jones

(n,6) and tha MSV for CH.-Ar ara shown in Fig. III-ll. The agreement
batmen tha two curves is good with the graateat differences being
in tha region of tha potential wall.
The MH.-Ar angular distribution is shown in Fig. III-3. This
data waa flrat analysed using a Lennard-Jones (n,6) potential.
Tha beat fit to tha data waa found using potential parameters of
e » 2.43*10

arga, r » 3.50 A, and n - 30. when the data is plotted
A/1

in the » (9) 6 ' ain9 va. 9 form, tha oscillations of the calculated
T

dlatributlon do not fit tha oscillations of tha datm points as
ahown in tha lower half of Fig. 111-12. This placed a certain
dagraa of uncertainly on the reality of oscillations in the measured
data. Since the Lennard-Jones (n,6) potential has its parameters
coupled aa mentioned previously, tha MSV potantlal waa used instead
to try to fit tha data.
Since experimental values for C- do not axiat for HH.-Ar it
was necessary to calculate the C, constant to uaa in the MSV potential.
A combination of the Slater-Klrkvood approximation along with the
Kramer and Barachbach combining formula waa uaad for tha calculation.
Tha approximate value for tha C. constant for Ilka Interactions la

C

aa " T °. "a

W

<>
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Figure II1-12. Two plots of »
NH, - Ar data.

L

(H ) H

, J

SIN H vs. H are shown for the

The solid curve in the upper distribution is the calculated

fit for the best MSV potential.
shows the best fit for the U

The dashed line in the lower distribution

(30,6) potential.
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where a is the polarisability and tu is soae average energy for
transitions from the initial state. In the Slater-Kirkwood
approximation
-. • (N
........
5.
/« )

1 / 2

,.

(15)

where N is the number of electrons in the outer shell of a. Usihg
a value of 8 for N , C ™

„_ » 1.203*10"

erg A . This is probably

a good rpproximatlon since for OS. a value of 7.4 for N in the
Slater-Kirkwood approximation would give the same C„„
constant
4~ 4
25
as calculated by Dalgarno.
This calculated value for C._.
C H

C H

x n l

was then used In the Kramer-Herschbach formula (Eq. 13) to calculate
the C, constant for NH.-Ar.
The use of the Slater-Kirkwood approximation for the NH.-Ar
C, constant would be poor compared to the Kramer-Herschbach method
because the Slater-Kirkwood gives a very poor approximation to the
Ar-Ar C, constant. So the value for C. . («6.22xlo" ergs) i<*
o
Ar-Ar
again from Dalgarno, CL_. « 2.26 A , and a. » 1.64 A . The value
—11
6
of C, for NH -Ar Is 8.64x10
erg A , The value of C to be used in
1

fi

the MSV potential should also have the dipole-induced dipole term
Included in it even though it is a small contribution. The contribution
to the potential from the dipole-lnduced dipole is
a

i Ar
3

V

dipole-induced dipole

^

t 8 ( 9 ) 1

•

( 1 6 )
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where VL—

is the dipole moment of ammonia (-1.47 Debye), and g(8)

is the orientation tern which for a geometrical average is 1,
1/r

The

coefficient for the dipole-induced dipole term is then

3.52X10

-12

6

erg A .

This gives a final value of ° "<JxlO

_11

erg A

6

to be used for C, in the MSV potential,
o
The MSV best fit to the angular distribution is shown in Fig. III-3,
4/3
and N (0) 0 ' ain0 vs. 0 plot is shown in the upper half of Fig. 111-12.
The oscillations of the calculated distribution have the same frequency
and phase as the measured data for these MSV parameters.

The three

-14
varied parameters for this fit have values of e - 2.21(± .04)*10
ergs,
r - 3.93(^.05) A, and B • 8.45*.30.
m

Three contour diagrams representing

the stardard deviation of the measured data from the calculated values
for three different values of 6 are shown in Fig. 111-13 and the
associated standard deviations are listed in Table III-4. The values
of e and r again must fall within the-shaded area shown on the
m
3*8.45 contour of Fig. 111-13. The values for all of the MSV parameters
are listed in Table III-3. The potential energy curve for the MSV
potential and the Lennard-Jones (30,6) potential are shown in Fig. 111-14.
The difference between the two potential energy curves is very
pronounced.

One difference to be noted in the 1-1(30,6) potential

is the less rapid descent at the larger intemuclear distances. This
is due to the value of C, being 5.58xl0~
than the calculated value of 8.99*10~

erg A

which is 38Z lower

erg A . The shape of both

potential wells is approximately the same with respect to the width
»t different energies. This difference of the U

curve from the MSV
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Figura 111-13. The contoura show tha lines of atandard deviation of the
NH.-Ar data obtained fro» values in Table III-4. The standard deviation
is listed on each contour line. The shaded area on the center contour
is the region of e and r values which fit tha data. The 0 value of 8.45
m

for tha cantar contour ia the beat fit to tha data.
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XBL 754-d04i)
Fig. II1-14. The intermolecular potentials for NH.-Ar. The best
potential is the MSV potential shown by the solid line.
The LJ (30,6) potential is shown as a comparison to
illustrate the difficulty in fitting with a LennardJones potential.

Table III-4.

Standard Deviations for NH.-Ar e(xi(T

2.015

2.050

2.085

2.120

2.154

2.189

3.60

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.65

-

-

-

-

-

-

3.70

-

-

3.75

-

-

r

>.

3.80
3.85

3.90
3.95

.257

.187

-

-

.290

.216

-

-

.253

.171

-

-

2.224

.294

.212

-

-

.128

-

.0927

ergs) r (A) 6 « 8.10

2.259

-

2.293

.258

-

-

-

.107

-

.0968

.0941

.100

.0849

.0883

.102

-

.132

-

.0932

.0838

.0869

.0995

.119

.147

.0981

.0947

.0984

.1138

.135

.161

.127

.1475

-

-

.109

.105

.112

4.10

-

.115

.123

.137

-

-

.175

-

.110

4.05

-

.134

.0908

.133

.220

-

.0804

4.00

-

.171

.0828

-

2.363

-

.0962

.139

2.328

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Ukl* UI-4 (Cnt'4.)
• - S.4S
ra^

2.013 2.030

2.083

2.120

2.134 2.189

2.203

2.22*

2.231

2.2M 2.273

2.2*3 2.307

2.320

2.3U

3.63

2.3*3
.190

3.70
3.73

.uo

.180

.US

.183

.141

.12*

3.7*

.149
.U*
.US

3.80

.us'

3.83

.137

.119

.103

.100

.0882

.OM?
.0833

3.88

.0819

3.90

.100

.0843

3.913

.0783

.0833

.0893

.10*

.0772

3.(4

.0771

3.93

.0933

3.98

.0798
.0821

4.00

.112

.0943

.0837

.0873
.112

4.03

.119

.100

.0943

.0982

4.10

.108

.101

.107

.120

4.13

.103

.111

.100
.121

.0*8*

.101

.09*4

.114
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curve Just points out that tha Lannard-Jonaa potential is a very
Inflexible potantlal and it is difficult if not In some instances
almost Impossible for it to give the proper potantlal energy curve.
D. Discussion
Through the resolution of tha rainbow and the interference
undulatlona, tha potantlal for CH.-Ar haa accurately been determined.
Two other studies have been dona on the CH.-Ar pair interaction.
One la a velocity dependent total cross section measurement by
Eckelt, Schlmpke, and Schugerl In which they determined the potential
parameters by fitting the slope of the higher velocity data. They
were unable to resolve tha glory undulations at lower velocities due
to thermal averaging by tha gas In the scattering cell. The other
measurements on this system are thermal diffusion measurements by
Stevens and de Vrlea.29 They have studied the thermal diffusion
rataa for mixtures of various hydrogen isotopes of methane with
methane and alao with argon. A comparison of the measured values of
these two studies and oura ia shown in Table III-5.

Table III-5. Potential Parameters for the CH.-Ar Interaction.
4
a

i

Work

Potential
r o t a

„

/,A-1*V

e erg8(10

Eckelt et al.

LJ(12,6)

1.S1

Stevens & de Vries

U(12,6)

2.04

Present

MSV

2.20

)

,.,

r^A)
2.67

3.82
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The work by Eckalt et al. la In disagreement with our Measured values
for both e and r . They have expressed their doubts as to the
validity of the values and they believe that their values may be low.
They also measured the velocity dependent cross sections for the
Ar-Ar pair Interaction along with CH,-Ar, and obtain valuea of
-14
e - 1.70x10
ergs and r - 2.89*. These values are also low when
compared to those obtained from differential cross section measurements
-1

by Parson, Slska, and Lee* of e - 1.99*xlO * «rgs and r - 3.715*.
This tends to confirm that thalr values are low. The value of e
obtained by thermal diffusion is in fairly good agreement with ours.
The ammonia-argon pair interaction has previously been measured
by Brooks and Grosser.

They have fit their data with three different

potentials—a Lennard-Jones(n,6), a Kihara-Stockmayer, and a MaitlandSmith. A list of their e, and r values for the different potentials
are shown in Table III-6. The Brooks and Grosser data cannot be
directly compared to our data since the relative collision energies
of each are different. Even if the angular distributions of the two
experiments were run at the same collision energy they still could
not be easily compared since the data for each was taken under different
beam conditions.
As can be seen from Table III-6, the Brooks and Grosser LJ(12,6)
e and r parameters are close to our e and r parameters for a LJ(30,6)
m
m
potential, but the large difference in the value of n makes these two
potential curves quite dissimilar. Since the value for C, in our
o
Lennard-Jones (30,6) potential differs substantially from the calculated
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Table III-6. Potential Faramatera for the aV.-Ar Interation.

10

Work

Potential

W' ""*

•rooka *
Groaaar

LJ(12,6)

2.45

3.65

U(18,6)

2.32

4.11

K-S*(i-1.0)

2.25

4.00

2a/r

K-S*(g-1.25)

2.23

4.02

2a/r

r

m

(A)

- 0.143
- 0.143
01

Preaent

U(30,6)

2.43

3.50

MSV

2.21

3.93

P - 8.45

*
Kihara-Stockmayer

12

(9

'<'>-«[fe) -fe)']-^'« »
a la the Klhara core alia, y and a are the dlpole moment and the
polarlcablllty of the polar 'and noR-polar apecles, respectively.
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value, the U(30,6) potential Just again illustrates the difficulty
in fitting scattering data with a coupled potential. The best
potential curve to fit the data is the HSV potential, with
-1

e - 2.21X10 * «rgs; r^ - 3.93 A, and B - 8.45. This c value is in
good agreement with Brooks and Grosser for the U(18,6) and the
K-8 potential. The n w i o t between the r values la not as good.
Our potential gives a lower r valua than the other potentials,
although there la better agreement between the MSV and the K-S r
values. The Brooks-Crosser value for C. from their LJ(18,6) potential
10

6

is 1.67x10" erg A which is 85X lerger than the value of
8.999*10

erg A

6

calculated froa the Slater-Kirkwood approximation

as deecrlbed previously and ualng a value of 8 for the number of electrons
in the outer shell of the HH, molecule. This calculation together
with the contribution from the dlpole-lnduced dlpole term should give
an upper limit which ie accurate to within 102 to the C, value,
which for the Brooke-Groeeer data ia exceeded by 8SZ. The r value
'
m
for the best fit to our MSV potential aleo gives a good fit to the
period of the oscillations seen in the data. The period of the
oscillations Is strongly dependent on the value of r and thus
restricts the range of r that will fit the angular distribution.
Therefore, by using a calculated value for C, which is accurate to
within 10Z and also fitting the period of the oscillations in the
angular distribution our best fit parameters in the MSV potential
should provide the better potential for the NH,-Ar interaction.
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Once potential parameters are known for two pair interactions for
three different species, conblnlng rules have been used to predict the
third pair Interaction. Thla la vary useful for calculating tha unknown
pair Interaction, but caution nust be ezerclaed in using the conblnlng
fomuls because aa pointed out and experimentally shown by Chen,
Slake, and Lee the us* of the combining formulae are unreliable
when the potentials of the two Ilka pair Interactions differ
substantially. The uae of the combining formulas are predicated
on the potentials for each interaction having the same reduced font.
Since not only e and r but alao the shape at the curve may change
making the uae of simple combining rules lneccurate. But if accuracy
la not needed then the simple combining rule could be used and values
for the CH.-CH. and the MB.-MH, pair interactions could be calculated
since the Ar-Ar interaction potential is well known.
The preaence of oscillations in the angular distributions for
both methane and ammonia leads to the conclusion that both must have
a fairly symmetric potential ao ae to be consistent with the averaging
effects of anisotropic potentials en angular dlatributions, as
27
discussed by Cross.
In the total cross section measurements of LI
plue a large number of geeee by Rothe and Helbing 30 '31 only a very
smell amount of quenching of the glory undulations was seen for the
LI + CB. interaction and a moderate amount of quenching was seen for
the Li -l- NH, interaction. For the CB,-Ar Interaction this long range
dispersion Interaction for the C, term is symmetric since OL, and a, ,
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the polsrisablllties parallel and perpendicular to the interaction
axis, are equal for CH.. The first asymmetric long range term will
be the quadrupole-lnduced dipole term which will be small. For the
28
short range interaction it has been shown
that for a rigid model
assumption ths potential for CH. is highly sysaetrlc. The long
range Interaction between MB. and Ar is somewhat different fron
CH,. First there is a dipole-lnduced dipole force which is a small
effect since it is only about 5X as strong as the dispersion term.
Ihe anlsotropy introduced in the dispersion term should be small
3
1
for MH. since CL, - 2.42 A

and a, - 2.18 A

where a. is along the

symmetry axis of NH,. These estimates of the anisotropy on these two
systems are in agreement with the quenching seen by Rothe and Helblng
for Li plus NH and CH, and for the CH.-Ar and HH.-Ar interactions.
Thus, the survival of the undulations in the angular distribution
is not unreasonable If only the anisotropy of the potential is
considered.
The Interference effect seen in the angular distributions arises
from the interference between the repulsive branch of the deflection
function and attractive branch around the rainbow region. Therefore,
the angular distribution is asapllng the region of "hard collisons"
which contribute to the positive angles of deflection.

Rotationally

Inelastic collisions would be expected to occur in this region of
moderately hard collisions. Consequently, since there is very little
damping in the undulations for both NH. and CH, interacting with argon
in this region the cross section for rotational Inelastic scattering
should be small.
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IV.

VAN OER MAALS MOLECULES: WEAK INTERACTIVE CHEMISTRY
A.

Introduction

The use of supersonic nozzle sources to form weakly bound dimers
and higher polymers has initiated the study of more sophisticated
experiments on weak interactive chemistry.

Due to the relaxation of

translational, ideational, and vibrational energy plus a relaxation
toward chemical equilibrium in in lsentroplc nozzle expansion, new
aggregates can be formed in sufficiently high concentration ~
enable them to be studied by molecular beam techniques.

to

In the

original design of this molecular beam apparatus, one of our objectives
was the study of these weak interactive reactions. One of the first
interesting experiments would be a reaction governed by only dispersion
forces.

The rare gas-rare gas dlmer reactions such as

A r + Xe

+

Ar + X e

•* ArXe + Xe

2

2

ArXe + Ar

(1)

•

would be a group of such reactions. The ArXe
Ar

or Xe

(2)

product signal or the

product signal with time-of-flight analyses can be measured

to study these reactions. This type of reaction would give valuable
Information on the dispersion force effect on Van der Waals molecule
reactions.
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Crossed molecular beans have categorically been used to study
blmolecular collision processes.

Recently, Lee et al. have formed

a complex with a fluorine atom and various olefin molecules and
observed the unlaolecular decay.

Now with the ability to form unusual

Van der Waal8 molecules, such as ArHCl and ArHF, as shown in electric
8-11
resonance beam experiments,
termolecular reaction kinetics can be
studied by crossed molecular beams. For example, if ArCl can be
formed from Ar + CI* where the CI' la made in a gas discharge, then
atomic recombination process such as

ArCl* + CI* •* Ar + Cl

could be studied.

(3)

2

This termolecular process may be important in these

recombination reactions. Also of interest would be the study of highly
exothermic reactions via a termolecular process such as possibly

ArF

+ HI

2

F HI*
2

•* F,HI* + Ar
2

-»• HF + IF

W
AH - -93 kcal.

The study of nucleation effects can also be studied by the crossed
molecular beam technique with reactions such as

ArNH, + HC1

-»• NH.C1 + Ar .

(5)
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Beams of larger size cluster species where the cluster is comprised
of greater than 100 atoms or molecules have been formed

12—16

and the

structure of several have been elucidated by electron scattering
measurements.

It therefore appears promising to look for reactive

scattering of these species.
Host of the studies of reactive scattering of Van der Waals
19-25
molecules have been made on diatomic alkali molecules.

However,

the most astounding reactions studied so far In this field of weakly
bound molecules are the facile six-centered reactions

( C l ) + Br
2

2

2

+

2BrCl + C l

+

C l + HC1 + IC1

(6)

2

and
( C l ) + HI
2

2

26
by King, Dixon, and Herschbach.

(7)

2

In these reactions they have

described a model for the mechanism in which the CI. dimer forms a
six-centered ring complex with the Br, and subsequently the reaction
proceeds by sequentially breaking the Br-Br bond, and two of the
Cl-Cl bonds, thus, giving two BrCl molecules which recoil in opposite
directions in the center-of-mass system.

The beauty of this reaction

is that it conserves orbital symmetry throughout the reaction whereas
the direct reaction

Br, + CI. •+ 2BrCl does not.

They have

estimated the cross section for the six-center reaction to be 50A
or greater.

The prospect of studying the kinetics of a large variety

of these weakly bound Van der Waals molecules was enhanced by the large
cross sections and unusual kinetics found for reactions (6) and (7).
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A study of the Van der Waala aolecule reactions was initiated by
trying to reproduce the results of King, Dixon, and Herschbach.
Unfortunately, even after varying the pressure of the chlorine in the
nozzle stagnation chamber (in effect varying the intensity of the
dimsrs and higher polymers) the reaction of Br. + (CI,), as described
In the literature was not observed.

+

+

Instead, ion mass peaks

+

+

+

corresponding to BrCl , Br.Cl, , Br.Cl, , Br.Cl. , and Br CI

were

observed in the detector only in the region of laboratory angles
within ~15* of the CI. beam.
BrCl

A measured angular distribution for the

ion signal is shown in Fig. IV-1. The dominant feature of this

angular distribution ia the one very narrow peak near the Cl„ beam.
This is the only peak observed in this angular distribution, unlike
26
the data for the six centered reaction
which has another peak in the
proximity of the Br. beam.

The peak seen in Fig. IV-1 could be the

observation of condensation of a Br. molecule on a heavy chlorine
cluster, (CI.) , to form a long lived complex which either lives long
enough to reach the detector or fragments with the resulting particules
having very small recoil velocities which are then ionized in the
detector.

To further analyze a condensation phenomena, formation of

the clusters from a lighter gas such as H. would move the centroid
angle for a given cluster size, x, further from the beam.

Thua,

permitting a more detailed analysis by having larger angles between
cluster centroids.

Since a low cryogenic temperature (~30°K) is needed
i

to form a beam of hydrogen clusters and could not be accomplished with
the present nozzle configuration, ammonia was used instead in a similar
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Flg. IV-1. The measured angular dlatrlbution for the BrCl signal
from the data collected on 3/26/74. The total number of
counta In 30 aeconda la plotted for each angle. The error
bara repreaent one atandard deviation baaed on the statlsical
deviation from the total number of counta at each angle.
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reaction of Br, + (HH.) . The angular distribution for this reaction
was similar to that of Br. + (CI.) with a very sharp peak near the
NH. beam, indicating that a complex was also being formed between Br
and HH. clusters.

These are two of the first observations of this

type of a complex being formed in a croasrd molecular beam experiment.
Although recently, a similar phenomena was also seen in the reaction
of alkali atoms with (CH,I) aa reported by UreSa, Bernstein, and
27
Phillips.

The two reaction* studied here are

( C l ) + Br * Br <Cl )*

-2*

( N H ) + Br + Br (NH )*

-*

2

x

2

2

2

(8)

and
3

x

2

3

Both appear to form a long lived complex.

1

(9)

The experimental conditions,

the measured data, and interpretation of the measurements will be
discussed in sections 2 and 3 of this chapter.

Implications of the

data and possible improvement in the measurements and further
experiments will be discussed in section 4.

B.

Experimental

The apparatus used for these experiments is the "supermachine"
described in chapter II. The experiments were run using the two nozzle
sources described in chapter IT with the nozzle for beam 1 having a
0.01 cm diameter oriface with an oriface channel length of .0125 cm
and a skimmer with an external angle of 64* and a hole diameter of
.050 cm.

The nozzle for beam 2 has a 0.01 cm diameter oriface and a
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orlface channel length of .0025 ca and a skimmer with an external
angle of 86* and a hole diameter of .062 cm. The operating conditions
for each nozzle for different experiment* and different runs are listed
in Table IV-1. The velocity distribution parameters for the nozzles
are in a slightly different form from that used in previous chapters
in order to be able to fit the velocity distributions of the higher
polymers which generally travelled at a slightly slower velocity than
that predicted for a simple nozzle expansion. A theoretically based
distribution function for the clusters would be an entire study In
itself since it would have to include condensation processes in the
expansion and seeding effects (i.e. where the velocity of the species
in lower concentration approaches the velociry of the higher concentra
tion species through collisions during the expansion). Although a
good model for the formation of clusters in the expansion would be
instructive, it is only necessary here to be able to characterize the
velocity distributions of the clusters. The number density velocity
distribution is of the form.

V-[-^]

H(V) - K V*Oj * exp

1—

where V Is the velocity, V, is the flow velocity, a. is the width
parameter and K is a normalization constant. For a standard nozzle
expansion

.

(10)
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where a

2
- 2kT /«, T is the stagnation chamber temperature, m is the
o
o
o

mass of the monomer! M is the ffech number, and Y » C /C . Of the two reacP v
tlons studied,

(Cl.) + Br, and (NB ) + Br,, the velocity distribution
v

of the Br, beam could always be fit using a Mach number, and the
velocity distributions of the CI, and NH. clusters were fit by varying
V. and a. independently.

Figure IV-2 shows the measured time-of-flight

spectra for several different size chlorine clusters. The velocity
distribution obtained from the deconvolution of the time-of-flight
spectra for the heaviest cluster measured was used for averaging over
the beam velocities in calculations. This should be a good approximation
since for increasing cluster size the decrease in the measured flow
velocity gets smaller.
The velocity distributions from the (CI,) beam for a range of
detected CI

ions from CI, to C1-. are shown in Fig. IV-3. The

figure shows that the velocity distributions of the ions are the same
for odd-even pairs (CI. and CI, , CI. , and CI, etc). The relative
intensities of the chlorine ions that were measured at the same detector
resolution setting are shown in Fig. IV-4. Here again there is a
correspondence between the even and odd size cluster ions with the
even cluster ion always being more Intense than the odd cluster ion
by the same factor over the range of pairs measured.

The solid line

through the data points of th? CI, ion distribution in Fig. IV-3
represents the theoretical nozzle velocity distribution calculation,
assuming rotational relaxation, for a CI. stagnation temperature of
298°K and a Mach number of 14, convoluted over the tine-of-flight gate
function.
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XBL756-650I
Flg. IV-2.

The measured time-of-fllght distributions of the chlorine beam
for the data taken on 8/12/74. The four curves are for the
different chlorine cluster fragments measured In the detector.
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Flg. IV-3. The tlae-of-flight distributions are shown for eleven
different chlorine ion sizes. The even size ions are
represented by circles and the odd size ion by squares.
The solid line through the CI, distribution is the timeof-flight distribution for a theoretical CI, nozzle distri
bution assuming rotational relaxation.

Each chlorine ion

distribution is on an arbitrary scale with the scales
adjusted to show the similarity of odd-even pairs.
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XBL 7 5 6 - 6 5 0 3
Fig. IV-A. The relative intensities of different size chlorine
cluster ions measured at one quadrupole resolution setting
are shown. The two lines are drawn through the even and
odd cluster sizes.
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The Br. + (CI.) reaction was run five times. For the first three
runs the (CI.) beam was modulated and the Br.(CI.)
detected.

products were
s

Since the products were detected within 1 0 of the (Cl.)

x

beam, the possibility existed that the signal was frrn background
(CI.) or a background modulation effect in the detector (both of
which are unlikely since a mass filter was used and a heavy product
was detected). To circumvent this possible ambiguity the last two
runs of the Br + (Cl )
2

x

reaction and the (NH,^ + Br

done with the Br. beam modulated.

reaction were

The results from the modulation of

different beams were virtually the same.
The detector configuration and the detector aperture dimensions
were the same as described in chapter II. The detector was run with
the resolution set so as to transmit the largest amount of product
without having contributions from the elastlcally scattered chlorine
clusters which were the other predominate mass peaks at high masses.
Most of the data was collected with the 12.9% transmission time-offlight wheel in the apparatus. The count times for angular distribu
tions were between 20 and SO seconds at each angle and the count times
for the time-of-flight distributions ranged from 100 seconds to 300
seconds. The time-of-flight distributions were deconvoluted as
described in chapter II.
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C.

Data and Analysis

In light of the sharp peak Indicating condensation, shown in
Fig. IV-1, plus similar data for larger ion clusters, an examination
of how the condensation of molecules on clusters can be analyzed will
verify that, indeed, condensation on clusters Is being observed.
It will also allow the extraction of as much information as possible
from the experiments already performed and will provide some ideas
for future experiments.

First, the general analysis of the angular

distributions will be presented and second, the analysis of the
velocity or time-of-flight distributions.
In the analysis of the data from cluster experiments two problems
are present which are not present in the usual molecular beam
experiment.

First, since all of the clusters are formed in an

isentropic nozzle expansion there is a distribution in the size of
the clusters which is not well characterized.

This means the relative

concentrations of various size clusters in the beam are unknown which
implies that the distribution of the center-of-mass velocity vectors
are unknown.

Second, the cracking patterns of clusters from electron

bombardment are not known.

Therefore, difficulty in determining the

origin of the parent of a particular detected ion can lead to
ambiguities in the analysis of the data.

The general reaction of

clusters considered here is

A + B

x

•*• AB

x

,

*

(13)
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where A Is an atom or molecule and x is the number of monomer units
of B in a particular cluster. AB

represents the activated cluster

complex formed by A sticking on the cluster B .
The formation of clusters in the beam will be examined first.
If F' represents the flux of B
at the ionizer, v

in the main beam in particles/cm -sec

is the velocity of B

in the main beam, V is the

volume of the ionizing region, i is the electron current density,
and Q.(B ) is the total cross section for ionization of B

then the

total number of ions formed per second from the cluster of size B
x
In the beam is
I

x

- V (B )i F'/v
Ql

x

x

.

(14)

After x equals 3 or 4 the velocity of the clusters is essentially
independent of x and will be represented by v.

Letting G

be the

probability that B , upon ionization, will appear as the Ion B where
x
n
n is the number of B monomers in the fragmented ion, then the number
of counts per second of B
n

in the main beam I is given by
n

x
(15)

x^n
where T(nm-) is the transmission of the quadrupole mass filter and the
ion optics which are only dependent on mass. The relative fluxes of
different size clusters can be estimated by comparing the ratios of
different ion intensities, I , if T ( U L , ) , Q.(B ) , and G
are known.
n
o
x x
n,x
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T(na_) can be determined for the detector and the ionization cross
section, Q.(B ) , can be estimated 28 from the polarizabilities.
Unfortunately, the cracking pattern, G

, of these snail size clusters
n,x
is not known. Thus the relative Intensities of different size clusters

can not be calculated until values for G
are obtained.
n»x
A qualitative understanding of the measured angular distributions
like the one shown in Fig. IV-1 can be gleaned by comparing them with
the calculated centrold distributions for the different size clusters
with the monomer beam. The general velocity vector diagram for
calculating the centroid distribution is shown in Fig. IV-5. The
centrold angle, 6 , for a particular cluster size, x, is given by
c
e

c

- arctan (*)
ID

(16)

V

"B v
where m. and m_ are the masses of the monomer for each beam (i.e. Ar,
CI., NH,, or Br, ) , v. is the velocity of the monomer beam A, and v
Is the velocity of a particular cluster size. Now assuming infinitely
good angular resolution in the detector and monoenergetlc beams so
only one cluster size will contribute to the scattering at a particular
angle, then the number of AB

complexes formed per second, N._ , is

X

Afi
X

given by
M

AB

T

" * «c<*V v7 v*
x
Ax

17

< >
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XBL 756-6504
Fig. IV-S. A Newton diagram for the kinematics of the A + B
collision. V. and V. are the velocities for the
monomer beam A and thl cluster beam B . C is the
centroid velocity vector correspondinf to a cluster
size, x. 9 is centrold angle and g Is the relative
velocity vector.
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where T is the volume of the collision zone defined by the two beams,
i is the relative velocity vector (see Fig. IV-5), Q (AB ) is the
cross section for the formation of AB from A + B , and F. and F are
z
x
A
x
2
fluxes of A and B respectively in particles/cm -sec at the collision
zone. The flux of AB complexes, if!(x), away from the collision zone
assuming that the complexes do not decompose is given by
Tg Q (AB ) F

F

I * v7 v*

%<*> *

18

< >

A x
where D Is the cross sectional area of the collision zone normal to
the center-of-aass velocity vector at the angle 6 , and the other
c
terms are previously defined. Therefore, at an angle 6-9(x) the
detected signal. S , would be
n

S - VT(nV« ) Q ^ )
n

A

1
C

x-S

2

2

2 2
+

H
2

-A-

n x

( 1 9 )

'

V

19a

<"A *A * - i x >

< >

C is the center-of-mass velocity vector for a cluster size x,
T(nm_ + m.) is the transmission of the quadrupole mass filter and ion
optics, Q.(AB ) is the ionization cross section for AB , H

x x

x

n,x

is the

probability that ionization of AB gives the ion AB , and V is the
x
n
volume of the ionizing region. If it is assumed that the complex lives
long enough to reach the ionizer and the Ionizer "sees" all of the
collision cone, then the ionizing volume, V « Dl, where i. is the
length of the Ionizer and D is defined .in Eq. (18). The detected ion
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signal S

at an angle 6-9(x) Is then given by

F
S

n * IT
x

T ( n

V V SWn.x

i

F
20

V*V v7 f
Ax

< >

The value that one would like to obtain from this expression is
obviously Q (AB ) , the cross section for condensation on a cluster,
but again lack of values for several of the parameters leads to
difficulties. Again, assuming that the detector has infinite resolution
such that only one cluster size will contribute to the ions being
detected at a given angle, then information can be extracted on the
ratios of T(nm_+m.) H

by slaply looking at the ratios of S

for

different ion sices, n, at one angle. The relative condensation cross
sections for different size clusters can be found if the relative
fluxes F /F , for different size clusters are known.

The absolute

cross section can also be obtained if F., the flux of the crossed beam
A
is known. This assumes that it is possible to estimate values for

VAy.
How in the actual experiments the beams are not monoenergetic and
the detector does not have Infinite angular resolution.

Therefore,

the angular distribution will not have discrete undulations corresponding
to the centroids for individual cluster sizes, so 9 must be treated
c
as a continuous variable. Treating 9 as a continuous variable implies
treating x as a continuous variable. For this case the signal, S (9 ) ,
n c
is given by
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S

(

« V

d 9

c " IT
x

T

« " V A >

Q

i

( A B

) H

x n,xS «c

( A B

x

)

F F
v7 v* *
Ax
d

21

< >

where all the terms have been defined in Eq. (20) except for the new
Jacobian dx/dd . As shown previously 8 - arctan Y / X so the JacobIan
dx/d9 » -y/sin 9 . This Jacobian predicts that the measured angular
distribution should be strongly peaked near the cluster beam.

This

effect comes from fact that as the clusters increase in size the
centrold velocity vectors keep approaching the cluster beam in smaller
increments, thus causing the number of centrolds that contribute in
a given angular interval to increase as the centroid angle approaches
the cluster beam direction.
The measured angular distributions for the Br, + (CI.) system
are shown in Figs. IV-6, IV-7, and IV-8 for the data collected on
three different runs (3/26, 8/12, and 8/30, respectively). The
measured angular distribution for Br. + (NH_) is shown in Fig. IV-9.
Of all the Br. + (CI.) runs only the run on 3/26 has measurements on
both sides of the cluster beam since all the other runs were taken
with the time-of-flight wheel in the apparatus. The significant
point to be made about the angular distributions of 3/26 is that the
measured intensities on the negative angle side of the cluster beam
are about one order of magnitude less intense than on the positive
side of the beam.

This was another observation that indicated

condensation on clusters was taking place. Further measurements with
a time-of-flight arrangement corroborate these initial observations.
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Fig. IV-6. The measured angular distributions for four different
detected ions are shown for the data taken on 3/26/74.
The number of counts in 30 seconds is shown for each angle.
The error bar represents one standard deviation based on
the statistical deviation of the total counts.

The arrows

on the error bars indicate the error bar extends fuvther
but is omitted for clarity and the solid points indicate
that the measured valve was below this point but was left
there for clarity.

The scales alternate from the left to

right starting with the top left for the first distribution.
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Fig. IV-7. The measured distributions for five different detected ions
are shown for the data taken on 8/12/74.

The number

densities are in arbitrary units but can be scaled with the
number of counts in 30 seconds being as follows at 5°:
+

BrCl - 2500, > ' C 1
2

and B r C l 2

r
Q

+
4

C1

+

- 6400, ** 6
2

"

4 3 0 0 ,

B r

2

C 1

8

+

*

1 3 2

• 1480. The error bars and symbols are the

same as described in Fig. IV-3.

°*
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Fig. IV-8. The measured angular distributions for four different
detected ions are shown for the Br, + (CI.) data taken
on 8/30. The error bars represent one standard deviation
based on the statistical deviation of the total number of
counts. The number of counts in 30 seconds is shown at
each angle. The scales are the same as in Fig. IV-6.
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Flg. IV-9. The Measured angular distributions for four different
detected Ions are shown for the Br. + (NH.) data taken
on 8/31/74. The total nuaber of counts in 30 seconds Is
•hown at each angle. The error bars represent one standard
deviation based on the statistical deviation for the total
nuabcr of counts. The scales alternate from left to right
with the top left for the first distribution.
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The ratio of the factors of the quadrupole and ion optic trans
mission times the probability of ion formation from a given neutral
parent ( T O U L + m.)H

) can be obtained by comparing the number of

counts of various Ions at one angle since
S
=

(9

T

n

+

n' c> . < '-B *A>y.,

" V , n - i r ( e 7 " 1(0-3 + . ^

22

< >

H

•A> n.*

Comparisons of these measurements and R ,

for the Br, + (CI.) and

Br, + (NH,) data are shown In Tables IV-2 and IV-3. One trend that
cam be observed from the R , factors In Tables IV-2 and IV-3 is
n n
f

that as the number of cluster monomer units in the Ion decreases
the Intensity of the ion increases. This is reasonable since upon
severe fragmentation where several small ions are formed there Is a
higher probability to form a small ion since there can be more small
fragments than large fragments formed from a given parent.

It should

be noted here thst there appears to be severe fragmentation of medium
size clusters (up to x » 60 for NH,) whereas it appears that larger
12
hydrogen clusters
(x - 2000) do not fragment. For example, a cluster
size of n-40 for Br, + (NH,) will have a centroid at an angle 6 - 5 " .
i,

J

X

C

In the Br. + NH, systems no fragments of a mass higher than Br_(NH_)

g

could be detected that would give statistically meaningful values in
a reasonable counting time (~ 60 sec).

Since it was not possible at

the time to collect more data on larger size ions and the transmission
1

of the quadrupole was not absolute / linear over the mass range studied
it is impossible to obtain an exact functional dependence of R ,
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from the present data. Therefore, from the measured angular distribu
tions a crude trend for the cracking pattern can be seen along with
the fact that large clusters undergo severe cracking in the electron
bombardment ioniser.
Soma more insight into which raage of cluster slses contribute
most heavily to the angular distribution can be gained by removing
the 1/sln 9 of the Jacoblan factor from the angular distribution.
The angular distributions for the Br, + (CI.) data on 8/30 and the
Br, + (NH,) data are shown with the 1/sln
4

J X

6 term removed in Figs. IV-10
C

and IV-11, respectively.

The distributions for Br. + (CI.) in

Fig. IV-10 peak between 8* and 10* which corresponds to a CI, cluster
sice of x-11 to 14. For the Br, + (HH.) reaction distributions
shown in Fig. IV-11, the peak appears in the vicinity of 9 or 10 degrees
which corresponds to a NH- cluster size of x-20 to 22. The location
2
of the peak of the distributions with and without the 1/sin 6 term
illustrates how powerful a weighting factor the Jacobian is for
looking at condensation on these clusters.
From here it Is not too difficult to make a rough estimate of the
product of the flux, Fx , and the cracking pattern, H n,x , by using
Eq. (21) and some rough estimates for the condensation and ionization
cross sections. The product of the flux and the cracking pattern is
2

S sin 6
H

F

n,x x

' Q,(AB )Q (AB )K
x

i

X X

X

( 2 2 )
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Flg. IV-10. Tha angular distribution* for four different detected ions
ara shown with the 1/sin 6 Jacobian factor removed for the
c
Br, + (CI.) data collected on 8/30. The error bars are
ona standard deviation based on the statistical deviation
of the total nuabar of counts. The centroid angles where
tha peaks in tha distributions occur correspond to cluster
slsaa of x-11 to 14. Tha scaling for the distributions
are independent of each other.
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Flg. IV-11.

The angular distributions for four different detected ions
_2
are shown with the 1/sin 6 Jacobian factor removed for
c
the Br

+ (NB )

data collected on 8/31.

The error bars

are one standard deviation based on the statistical
deviation of the total number of counts and the arrows
on the error bars indicate a termination of the error bar
for clarity.

The centrold angles where the peaks in the

distributions occur correspond to cluster sizes of x»20
to 22. The scaling for the distributions are Independent
of each other.
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where the constant K which is valid for large X Is
TliTOuag + » ) g F
Cvv
A

A
( 2 3 )

•

Aasititng that the condensation cross section is proportional to the
2/3
area swept out by the cluster and thus varies as X
and the
28
lonisatlon cross section varies linearly with the polarizabillty
and la thus proportional to X, then the product, H

F , can easily
U|X

X

be calculated for a measured S . Plota of H
F as a function of
n
n,x x
x are shown for the 8/30 B r 4- ( & >
2

Fig. IV-12.

2

x

and the Br + (NH > data in

The linear dependence of H

2

3

x

F on x when plotted on

a ssal-log scale indicated the expected exponential behavior for the
formation of the cluster. The linearity of the data is quite good
for higher clusters sizes where the above approximation is valid and
where the detected signal had less noise. The change In the slope
of the line that fits the different size cluster Ions for the
Br, + (CI,), dsta arises from the different probabilities of the
cluster, AB , fragmenting into different ions. It appears that the
probability of forming different fragments from a parent becomes
equally likely as the fragments become larger.
The last Interesting observations in the angular distributions
are the effects of varying the nozzle stagnation pressure and the
nozzle orlface geometry on the location of the peak in the angular
distribution.

The three angular distributions for the Br.CI,

are shown in Fig. IV-13 for three different nozzle conditions.

Ion
The
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Flg. IV-12. The two graphs show the product of the crocking pattern
and the flux of B , H F , versus the cluster size, x.
x n,x x
The upper graph shows the Br,(NH,), Ion from the
Br, + (NH.) data. The lower graph shows the data for
three ions Br.Cl, , Br.Cl- , and Br.Cl-. from the
Br, + ( C l ) data taken on 8/30/74.
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Fig. 1V-13. The measured angular distributions with the 1/sln 6
Jacobian factor removed are shown for the Br. + (CI.)
2

2 x

data taken on several different runs. The top distribution
is the BrCl

signal for a CI, cluster nozzle operating at

450 Torr taken from the data on 8/12/74. The two following
distributions show the Br-CI, data, both taken on the
same run (8/12/74), but with tt

upper vue having a

400 Torr CI, nocela stagnation pressure and the lower
one having a 700 Torr CI, nozzle stagnat on pressure.
The lower two distributions are taken at the same stagnation
pressure of 700 Torr but with differenc nozzle geometries.
The upper one has a channel length equal to the diameter
of the oriface and the lower one har a channel length
1/5 the diameter of the oriface.

ie scales for each

curve are independent of each other.
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flrst two angular distributions for Br.Cl, are taken with the same
nozzle oriface geometry but at two different pressures, 450 torr and
700 torr of Cl_, respectively.

The result, as expected, shows a

lower relative concentration of the higher cluster species for the
lower pressure than for the higher pressure as indicated by the
.location of the peak in each distribution.

Slightly more interesting

is the effect of the nozzle geometry on the relative concentration
of the clusters.

The lower two angul; •• distributions for the Br_Cl,

ion shown in Fig. IV-13 show this effect.

The ( C O

clusters for

the first distributions were formed through an oriface with a .0127 cm
diameter and a channel length of .0127.

The (CI.) clusters for the

second distribution were formed through an orifice with a .0127 <".m
diameter and a channel length of .0025 cm.

Both distributions were

taken with a Cl_ stagnation pressure of 700 torr.

The two distributions

indicate that the nozzle with the longer channel forms a higher
relative concentration of larger clusters.

If one assumes that the

nozzle oriface with a channel length equal to its diameter starts to
approximate a Laval nozzle and that the oriface with the channel
length less than the diameter is a sonic nozzle thea the findings
here are In agreement with those of Hagena and Obert

for cluster

formation in Ar and C0_. They find that to produce a given cluster
size the sonic nozzle must be operated at a higher pressure than the
Laval nozzle.

This is also true for these experiments.

Also shown

in the top angular distribution of Fig. IV-13 is the angular distribution
for the BrCl

ion taken with a CI. stagnation pressure of 450 Torr.
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It la preaented here to ahow that there la no apparent change in the
shape of the distribution which sight be expected If the BrCl

signal

wae coming from a different reaction at lower pressures auch aa a
product from the Br, + CI, reaction. Along with the data
Fig. IV-1, an attempt waa made to meaaure a BrCl

shown in

signal in the

vicinity of the Br, beam on 8/12/74 by counting for 300 seconds at an
angle 4* from the Br, beam. After 300 seconds no statistically meaning
ful algnal was obaarved. This along with the data shown Fig. IV-1
indicate that no BrCl

algnal could be obaerved near the Br, beam.

Further Information on thla newly obaerved condensation phenomenon
waa obtained by comparing the meaaured tlma-of-flight distributions
with calculated distributions. The data waa flrat compared to
convoluted centroid velocity distributions. The number density
centroid distributions for the clusters were calculated by extending
29 30
previoualy uaed methods. '
Two beams of particlea of masses M
and XM_, where XM_ is the mass of a cluater of size X, are assumed
to croaa at an angle Y' ("90* for these experiments) defining a
volume of intersection, T. The relative velocity, g, relative
collision energy, E, and the center-of-mass velocity for a particular
cluster size x, C , can be defined in terms of the velocities of the
x'
particles in beams A and B , v. and v , by:
X

£

A

- v

o
X

- v

B

A

(23a)

x
M

°x " ^ X + V A
E - ^-

<

23b)

(23c)
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where the mass factors M and u are given by
M

-

x»^ + M

V

-

xHjM^/M

(24a)

A

and
.

(24b)

The v e l o c i t i e s used here are illustrated in the velocity vector
diagram in Fig. IV-S. The nuaber of reactive events per second, N,
can b* expressed In terns of the nuabar densities at the c o l l i s i o n
sons, n. and n_ , as

N

n

n

T

" A B V
x

where p. and p_
A

A

B

)

x /
Jo

P

/
Jo

(

P

V

dV

« A V B <B > A
xx

d v

25

B

< >
x

are the nuaber density probability density speed

0
X

distribution functions for beaas A and B . This nay also be written
x
as
N -

f

/

P (6,C ) dC

Jo Jo

*

d9

(26)

x

*

where P (6,C ) dC d6 is the nuaber of reactive collisions per second
X

X

X

with a center-of-aass speed for a given cluster size x between C
C

+ dC

and direction between 6 and 6 + d6.

and

Equating Eqs. (25) and (26),

P (6,C ) is written as
x
x
P

( 6

C

x ' x

)

• VB

T

Q

(
C

X

A

V

P

(v

)p

* A A B

(V

B

i

X X

H

\

/

x

H

A \

s i n Y

'

27

< >
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Thle equation

Is useful for a flux detector but the electron bombardaent

ionizer is a number density detector so that the corresponding centroid
distribution for a given cluster size becoaes
«P (8,C )
J <6,C ) - — 2 p
*-

x x

( 2 8

)

C

x

where 6 is a constant characterizing the detector sensitivity. Since
the aeasured data collected at a particular angle ia a sum from
different sice clusters, the appropriate centroid distribution is
JO.o

-

£ J (e,c )
x-1 *

.

(29)

x

Assuming that the beams Intersect at 90*, letting K » n.n. T 6 , and
using the following relations for g, v., and v_

as a function of
x

6 and C as given in Ref. 29:
v. - MC sin6/M
v

(30a)

- MC sin(90-6)/xH

B

x

g

(30b)

B

- MC /m

(30c)

x

where
2,„„ x
sin'(90-6)

_,_2 sln'9

Q

M

•

A

_ 1

0

+

2

<*V

(30d)

5

the final centroid distribution can be expressed as

J(9,C) - £

KQ tAB )p (6.C )p (e.C ) M ^ / n x M ^
c

x

A

x

B

x

.

(31)
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The number density probability density speed distributions p
and p_ used In Eq. (31) are the nozzle number density distribution

2

3

2

2

p(v) - k v a ~ exp[-(v-v ) /a ]
s

s

(32)

s

with v expressed as a function of 6 and C . The expressions used for
p. and p. becoae
x
A

,
(e c

2

A

2

sin 6

ta

o ' x> " si - J

-»l-(-^— •

A

And

A

_

3

f /MC.sin(e)

*

\
V

SAJ

2

/O

, 1
33

< «>

SAJ

A

ITC. sin (90-0)

P.
to- - V ;
" B (8.C.)
" x ' - —SB
x

x

T /MC sin(90-6)

exp [ - ( - ^

\

*)

Z

"1
/O,

n

SBJ
(33b)

where a „ . , v . . and a _ , v__ are the width parameters and flow v e l o c i t i e s
e

SA

SA

on

So

respectively for each beaa as described in the experimental section of
this chapter and k is a constant.
The. centroid velocity distributions needed to compare to the
measured data were calculated using Eqs. (31) and (33a,b). A computer
program, CLUSTER, was written that calculates J(8,C) at a given angle
by first summing over a set of C velocities for a given angle and
then summing over the cluster sizes x for each C up to a value of x
that la sufficiently larger than the cluster size that is dominant
at the smallest LAB angle to be calculated. The calculated centroid
velocity distribution is then convoluted with the tiae-of-flight wheel
and ionizer parameters to obtain a time-of-flight distribution. This
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distribution Is then compared with the measured data.

The time-of-

flight distributions to be presented are the actual neaaured LAB data
with the Ion transit time through the mass filter subtracted out.
The Ion transit time through the mass filter Is simply calculated for
the particular Ion mass traveling the length of the quadrupole at an
energy defined by the nominal Ion energy for the ionizer.
The tlae-of-flight spectra for the Br. + (CI,) and the
Br. + (NH.)

systems are shown In Figs. IV-14, IV-15, and IV-16A.B.

Bach figure shows the time-of-flight distribution that was measured
for different ions during one run.

The beam conditions and velocity

distribution parameters for each run are listed in Table IV-1.
Figure IV-14 shows the Br + (
2

c l
2

\

d a t

*

c o l l e c t e d

o n

8 / 1 2

>

F 1

8-

I V _ 1 5

shows the Br, + (Cl,> data collected on 8/30, and Fig. IV-16A.B
x

shows the Br

+ (HH.) data collected on 8/31.

The solid lines on

all the figures are the calculated centrold time-of-flight distributions.
For these calculations the cross section for condensation, Q (AB ) ,
c
x
and the relative fluxes, F , were assumed to be equal for all cluster
sices and the constant K was set equal to unity.

The equal cross

section equal flux approximation should be reasonable for this
calculation since the only interest is to fit the velocity (time-offlight) distribution at a given angle.

Since only a small range of

cluster sices (*"4) contribute to the major fraction of the intensity
at a given angle, the variation of the cross section over this range
Is probably small. However, a comparison of Intensities at different
angles using this approximation is liable to be inaccurate especially
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Flg. IV-14.

The measured time-of-flight spectra for two different
laboratory angles and several different detected ions are
shown for the Br

+ (CI ) data collected on 8/12/74.

The error bars represent one standard deviation based on
the statistical deviation for the total number of counts
at each time. The solid curves are the calculated timeof-flight distributions for the centroids at the particular
angle.
BrCl

Two measured distributions are also shown for

and Br CI,

signals for data taken with the CI

stagnation i -ssure at 450 Torr.
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Flg. IV-15. The measured time-of-flight spectra for two different
laboratory angles and two different detected Ions are
shown for the Br. + (CI.) data collected on 8/30/74.
The error bars represent one standard deviation based on
the statistical deviation for the total number of counts
at each time. The solid curves are the calculated timeof -flight distributions for tht: centroids at the
particular angle.
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Flg. IV-16. A&B. The measured tlae-of-flight spectra for three
different laboratory angles and several different detected
Ions are shown for the Br. + (NH,) data collected on
2
3 x
8/31/74. The error bars represent one standard deviation
based on the statistical deviation for the total number
of counta at each time. The solid curve are the calculated
tim-of-fllght distributions for the centrolda at the
particular angle.
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at larger 6 values where the centroid cluster size Is smaller.
The first apparent observation after looking at all of the
distributions is that the peak of the calculated distribution coincides
with the peaks of the measured distributions to within 10 usee.

This

is • very pleasing result since it is further evidence that condensation
of a molecule on a cluster is being observed.
of the data for Br, + (CI.)

On further examination

in Figs. IV-14 and IV-15, there appears

to be broadening of the measured speed distributions with respect to
the iilculated centrold distributions as the laboratory scattering
angle Increases. This can moat likely be attributed to a small
fraction of the excited complex, AB , decomposing before it reaches
the detector.

There appears to be an apparent discrepancy between

the distribution for Br + (Cl,) shown in Figs. IV-14 and IV-15.
2

x

For example, at a LAB angle of 10° the measured data in Fig. IV-14
appears at shorter tines than the centrold calculation and in Fig. IV-15
the measured data appears at longer times than the centroid calculation.
The Br, + (CI,) data shown in each figure was taken on different runs
using two different nozzle oriface geometries. As discussed previously,
the different nozzle geometries determine the relative concentrations
of different clusters, with a long channel oriface producing more
larger clusters than i. short channel oriface.
be seen in the tlme-of-flight spectra.

This effect can JOW

The data presented in Fig. IV-14

corresponds to the data collected using the longer channel and having
a higher relative concentration of larger clusters. Referring to the
Newton diagram for Br, + (CI,)

shown in Fig. IV-17, a fragmentation
V
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of the cluster vith a resulting snail recoil velocity would lead to
faster products appearing at 10° which is exactly what is seen in
Fig. IV-14. With the distribution of cluster sizes moving toward
smaller clusters as is the case for the data presented in Fig. IV-15,
than the wider angle centroida vill have a larger number of complexes
and upon fragmentation will contribute to smaller angles. This will
appear as particles with a slower laboratory velocity at a given
angle which consequently appears at longer times in the time-of-flight
distributions.

This is observed at angles of 5 and 10 degrees for

the 8/30/74 Br, + ( C l ) data shown in Fig. IV-15. So there is
2

x

further evidence that nozzl« geometry does play an important rule in
determlng the relative concentrations of the different size clusters in
the beam.

The same trend in the data can also be seen in Fig. IV-16A.B

for the Br, + (NH.) system. In this system the devietion of the
measured distribution from the calculated one becomes quite apparent
at 8-15* where the measured data is approximately 100 usee wider at
FHHM.
Ultimately one would like to be able to predict the approximate
lifetime of the cluster complex, AB , for different cluster sizes by
determining whether the complex lives long enough to reach the detector.
Alfj information on the channel or channels by which the complex
decomposes would be interesting. Unfortunately, this would require
the knowledge of many more variables than -te known at the present
time. The relative cluster concentrations in the beam, the relative
condensation cross sections for all the different size clusters, and
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the cracking patterns for the complex must be known in order to do a
detailed calculation.

What can be gleaned from the present data,

though, is a qualitative picture of the possible reaction channels.
The velocity vector diagrams with superinpoaed calculated centroid
velocity distributions for different centroid angles are shown for
the two different reactions in Fig. IV-17.

A regular plot of the

calculated cantroid velocity distributions are shown in Fig. IV-18.
It should be noted here that a largn fraction of the breadth in the
tlate-of-fllght distributions comes from the time-of-flight gate
functions and not the width of the velocity distributions.

Looking

at the velocity vector diagrams, it is apparent that Interpretation
of the velocity distribution at a given angle will be increasingly more
difficult when the velocity of the recoiling particle increases
because there will be more "cross-talk" between clusters of a larger
range in size. Qualitatively one would expect to see more slow
velocity praticles at smaller angles and more higher velocity particles
at larger angles, if particles are allowed to recoil out of the cluster.
This is observed for all of the measured velocity distributions except
for 10* on the 8/30 Br

+ (Cl_) run.

To obtain a crude estimate of

the upper limit for the recoil velocity from the cluster, a computer
program that transforms an assumed center-of-aass distribution into
31 32
a laboratory distribution

'

was used to calculate velocity distribu

tions at laboratory angles for which there was data.

The resulting

velocity distribution was then convoluted over the time-of-flight
wheel and ionizer gate functions to give a time-of-flight spectra.
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Flg. tV-17. The Hewton diagrams for the Br. + (CI,) and the
Br. + (NH_) reactions with the velocity vectors
indicating the actual most probable beam velocity used
in the experiments. The C values on each angle denote
the cluster size that contributes mosi at the particular
centrold angle. The velocity distributions superimposed
on each angle arc the eentrold velocity distributions
that vera convoluted over the detector gate function to
give the tlme-of-flight spectra •horn in Fig. IV-15 and
IV-16.
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Fig. IV-18. The calculated centrold velocity distributions that were
convoluted over the detector gate function to produce the
tlae-of-flight spectra shown In Fig. IV-15 and IV-16 are
shown.
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The cantar-of-aaaa distribution uaad In the calculations was Isotropic,
with tha racoll valoclty rapraaantad by a Mexwell-Boltsman distribution
whose paak valoclty could ba variad. Saveral distributions ware
calculated for different recoil velocities froa tha aost probable
cluster corresponding to centrold angles of 5, 10, and IS degrees
for tha Br, + (MR*)_ ayatea. Again, the cross sections were assuaed
to ba equal for all cluater alaaa and tha relative cluater concentrations
ware assumed to ba equal. A racoll velocity of 1x10 ca/s«c la the
upper limit where tha calculated distribution will be wider than the
aeaeurad one. This valoclty corresponds to a relative recoil energy
of approximately 0.3 kcal/aole for a aaall product (i.e. Br.OM.) ;
where a - 1,2,3,4) up to 1.0 kcal/aole If the heaviest cluatar aplits
evenly. Tola energy la less than 7X of tha relative collision energy
of the particles which is 14.2 kcal/aola for a cluater of x-40 and
10.2 kcal/aole for a eluatar with x-13. It ahould ba mentioned again
that these numbers coma from a vary crude calculation that Includes
only three cluster eises and does not tako into account, the
condensation croaa section, relative lntenaltles of different cluster
alias, cracking patterns, or the dependence of the complex lifetime
on the cluatar else.
Tha data collected so far on tha two systems studied has definitely
shown that a new phenomena of condensation on a cluater to form *
complex which has a long lifetime or fragments into particles with
very small recoil valoclty has been seen. Proa the angular distributions
tha largaat concantratlon of cluatar slsee for (CI.) la 11 to 14 and for
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(M.)

is 20 to 22. It also appears that the duster is abla to

absorb up to 14 kcal/aola of energy In Its internal ;«otles for clusters
where x-*0.
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D.

Discussion

Like most unexpected observations, these experiments with clusters
have asked mora question? than they have answered. The main conclusions
froa the experiments performed so far are that condensation of molecules
on clusters to form a long lived complex (i>10

aec, assuming the

complex lives to the detector) can definitely be seen in crossed
molecular beam experiments and severe cracking of the cluster complexes
has also been aaen in the mass spectrometer. These are the two
definite conclusions froa the presently collected data. From the
broader width of the measured velocity distributions, it appears that
a email fraction of the complexes are decomposing before reaching the
detector. This can either be a saall part of the cluster "boiling off"
or the splitting of the cluster into two equal size fragments. A
lack of knowledge of the cluater cracking patterns and the relative
concentration of the incident cluaters as described in the previous
section does not permit the two decomposition channels to be distinguished.
The questions that arise from these experiments are many.

First,

to extract much more Information froa experiments of this type the
cracking patterns of theee cluster*, must be determined or an ionizer
must be developed that will predominately give the parent Ion. How
to accomplish this is one of the more difficult experimental problems.
The second question that arises is how to determine the relative
concentrations of clusters in the beam. This again Is a difficult
problem and could itself be an entire atudy of nucleation processes
in the notxle expansion. If these two problems can be eolved or
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circumvented more interesting questions about the complexes themselves
can be studied. Determination of properties such as the condensation
cross section dependence and the decomposition channel of the complex
on clueter size would be very interesting.

The node of decomposition

of the cluster complex could be determined by a standard molecular
beam analysis If it were possible to prepare a beam of clusters that
contained only one alee cluster or a very small range In cluater
sizes. It does not seen unreasonable that it may be possible to form
a source of this type which utilises the phenomena already observed.
If two nozzles can be mounted at 90 degreea to one another behind one
skimmer in such a way that intersection of the sxis of the skimmer
and the axia of the primary nozzle can be aet at various angles, it
should be possible to "skim off" a small range of cluater sizes.
These can then pass through to the collision chamber where they are
crossed with the other beam.

Forming cluater substrates with another

type of molecule on the aurface may also be prepared by this technique.
Experiments of this type may give qualitative insight into the
structure of different size clusters. The structure of large clusters
of Ar, Co,, and UJ> where x la greater than 500 has been found to be
crystalline as observed by electron diffraction of clusters In a nozzle
17 18
expansion. '
Due to a lack of sensitivity this technique has not
yet been able to measure an electron diffrectlon pattern of smeller
clusters where the structure becomes non-crystalline.

It seems that

much work is to be done before there will be a thorough understanding
of nucleation of neutral cluaters of sizes between 5 and 100.

Experiments
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of ion nucleatlon saasi to be acre prcalsing at the present tiae since
the severe problaa of cracking patterns is not present with Ions as
it Is with neutrals. Soae Intereating experiments on the condensation
of water on hydratad protons have been dona by Searcy and Fenn.

Use

of a heavy Ion rather than a heavy neutral, such as Br, used In these
experiments, aay prove to be a better way of probing the clusters
forasd in tha nossle expansion since this would again eliminate the
problaa of the ioniser cracking patterns.
These interesting effscts observed in these experlaents along with
tha many possible future experlaents on cluster properties have not
daalt with tha discordant results for the Br + (CI,)- and Br + (CI.)
systems obtained by the Harvard and present groups. The reaction of
26
Br, + CI. observed by King, Dixon, and Herschbach
shows very
pronounced forward and backward scattering symmetric about 90* In the
center-of-aaas systea, whereaa, the observations of these experlaents
Indicated no BrCl product was forward or backward scattered but only
a condensation coaplex of Br, on (CI,) was foraed. Our experlaents
were performed at CI, nossle stagnation pressures down to 400 Torr
and at a temperature of 298*K as shown in Fig. TV-13. At a C l

2

stagnation pressure of 450 Torr, only a decrease In the count rate
was observed ror the velocity distributions but no apparent change
in the shape of the distribution was observed as shown In Fig. TV-14
that would indicate that anything besides a coaplex was being observed.
The angular distributions taken at a CI,a nossle stagnation pressure
of 400 Torr as shown in Fig. IV-13 also do not appear to change shape
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on varying the pressure. In addition to the data shown in Fig. IV-1,
BrCl signal was also looked for In the vicinity of the Br, beam with
tha CI, pressure of 400 Torr and even after counting for 300 seconds
of aa angle 4 degress froa the Br, beaa no statistically meaningful
algaal was obsarvad. The only phenoaena observed in the data collected
In these experiments hss bean that of condensation.

There was no

Indication that tha Br. + CI, reaction was being observed.

The Harvard

group was also unable to reproduce our rasulta. This apparent
experimental dlsagraeaent aay still be arising froa very subtle effects
in the operating characteristics of the nozzle sources which appear to
be vary sensitive to the temperature, pressure, and geoaetry paraaetars.
The observation of this condensation on clusters In crossed
molecular beans is peculiar to experiments using supersonic nozzles
for sources, we have also observed thia condensation phenomenon in
reactions of alkaline-earth hslides with chlorine.

In particular, the

reaction
Bal + CI, +
2

BalCl + IC1

had a sharp peak near the chlorine besa superimposed on the angular
distribution for the reaction. Thia again can be attributed to
condensation on the cluatera. So care must be taken in interpreting
data from experiment performed using supersonic nozzle sources.
In conclusion there seams to be many interesting experiments to
be performed both for the simpler Van der Waals molecule and also the
larger clusters. One important experiment that should be reexamined
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la the effect of ossle conditions on the formation of clusters In the
beam ao the apparent dlacrepancy between dieter reactions and the Br.
condensation on the CI, clusters can be resolved since both of these
phenomena can lead to aany aore exciting C2*!crlaents.

Table IV-1. Beaa Conditions for Different Cluster Ixperlaanta.

Run
(Data)

Source
Chaaber

3/26/74

1

3/26/74

2

8/12/74

1

Molecule
c

< v,
*2
C

< Vx
Br

8/12/74

2

8/14/74

1

8/14/74

2

B r

8/30/74

1

B r

8/30/74

2

8/31/74

1

8/31/74

2

2

(ci )
2

x

2

Pressure
(Torr)

Flow
Velocity (V )
dj (a/sec)

Width
Paraaeter
o (a/aec)

298.

780.

2
a .a.

n.a.

1.1*

298.

250.

a.a.

n.a.

1.5*

298.

700.

440.

29.5

1.1*
1.5*

Teaperature

3

£

x

Beaa
Width
(WW)

323.

260.

331.

49.4

298.

710.

440.

29.5

1.1*

318.

260.

331.

49.4

1.5*

323

260.

336.

36.6

1.1*

298.

700.

400.

29.5

1.5*

323.

260.

336.

36.6

1.1*

298.

700.

900.

72.8

1.5*

i

2

(ci )
2

Br

x

2

(ci )
2

x

1. Source chaaber 1 is the Modulated beaa.
2. Not measured.
3. Thermocouple readings

<a
u
I
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1

Table IV-2.

Rn , .n Factors " for Br,i + (CI,)
i. x

+ +

ft ,
n'.n

e
5"

7°

1.0

1.0

c

n'.n
2, 2

10°
1.0

2, 3

.67

.69

.78

4, 2

.21

.20

-

5. 2

.23

.31

.33

S

3

/S

e

22

X ' „ " ' < > „ < r > S ••* *«• < >
n

e

tt, The
n xi
n cresolution
n c
detector
la the
, Factora *" for Br, + (KM,
t

le for the different ions Table IV-3

-

3'x

R

n< .n

e
*
1. 1

9*

11°

1.0

1.0

1.0

5*

7

1.0

c

n'.n

8

2. 1

.78

1.52

1.59

1.11

3, 1

.47

.55

.59

.70

5, 1

.36

.40

.037

.035

R

S

e

«« „ " n « < ^

n ,n

n

)/S

c

6

)

„< o 5

8 e e

E

«-

( 2 2 )

n c

tt,n-1
ia for BrNH,
The detector
resolution is the aaae for different ions.
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APPENDIX II-4.
Calibration of the Time-of-fllght Apparatus

This appendix explains a procedure for determining the delay time
arising from the photodlode reference signal from the time-of-wheel
turning on at a different time from the actual time that the beam
turns on.

The experimental arrangement is shown in Fig. II-

looklng from the tlme-of-fllght wheel toward the detector for the
wheel turning in both directions.

FD represents the location of the

photodlode and x-0 is defined by the line passing through the center
of the detector hole and the center of the tlme-of-flight wheel. Letting
F represent the width

of the detector hole, H represent the width of

the tlme-of-flight wheel slot, and x__ the distance of the photodlode
from x-0, then the distance x__ can be determined by looking at the
signals from a beam for the time-of-flight wheel turning in opposite
directions. Once x_ is determined the delay time can be calculated
D

for any speed of the wheel.

If T is the true turn on time of the

beam of molecules defined as that point where the leading time-of-flight
slit passes over the first detector slit and TA is the apparent turn
on time of the reference signal presently defined as when the trailing
edge of the time-of-flight slit passes over the photodiode causing
it to send the reference signal to the computer, and V

is the velocity

of the wheel at the photodiode, then for case 1 where the wheel is
turning in a clockwise direction.

TA1

-

T + (f + H - Xpj,)/V

w
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For case 2 with the wheel rotating In the CCW direction
TA2 - T + (- | - H - X ) / ( - V )
pD

w

So by comparing a reference point on a Measured tiae-of-flight
distribution for the wheel turning in each direction and comparing
the apparent tines of the reference point one obtains
TA2 - TA1 - (- | - H - Xp )/(-V ) - <£ + H - ^ / ( V ^ )
D

w

or
V (TA2 - T A D

ho '

JL

—2
!

where V

is simply the circumference of the wheel at the photodlode

divided by the period of rotation.
Since there may be an uncertainty in the triggering level of the
discriminator from the photodlode pulse, care mist be taken to set
the level to obtain a pulae width that corresponds to the width of
the slot on the wheel turning at Its set frequency. The frequency is
simply obtained from the period between pulses thus enabling the trigger
level to be set to give tU* tiieoveticai pulse width. However, only the
ratio of the actual pulse width to the theoretical pulse width needs
to be known.
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Flg.

11-37. The relation between the tiae-of-flight wheel with slot
H, the detector entrance tilt of width F and the location
of the photodlode PD are ahown for the wheel turning In
the clockwiae and counter-clockwise direction. The figure
is viewed aasuaing the tlae-of-fllght wheel is in front
of the detector entrance.
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